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SUMMARY
In this report vehicle use patterns or missions are defined and
studied. The three moot promising missions were found to be
Mission	 Primary Reason for Selection
A All-purpose City Driving Maximum potential market
penetration
BB Commuting	 Two-passenger car*
C Family & Civic Business	 Minimal range requirements
The mission selection process was based principally on an analysis
of the travel patterns found in the Nationwide Transportation
Survey (Reference 4) and on the Los Angeles and Washington, D.C.
origin-destination studies data presented by General Research
Corporation in Volume II of this report. Travel patterns in turn
were converted to fuel requirements for 1985 conventional and
hybrid cars. By this means the potential fuel savings for each
mission were estimated, and preliminary design requirements for
hybrid vehicles were derived.
*Does not meet JPL constraints.
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DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
The objective of Phase I of the Near Term Hybrid Passenger Vehi,.;.I&e
Program is to design a hybrid passenger vehicle which has the
maximum potential for reducing petroleum consumption in the near
future, and to specify the missions for which the vehicle is to
be used. This last is called the "Mission Analysis." Obviously
the mission analysis and vehicle design are almost inseparable,
as the choice of the best vehicle depends on its mission, and the
mission depends on the vehicle to be used.
For this reason the present report must be viewed, to some extent,
as preliminary. More definitive results can only be achieved
once the conclusions of the Design Trade-off Studies and Sensi-
tivity Analyses — which are now in progress and scheduled for
completion in mid-year — become available and are fully integrated
into the study. The mission analysis presented here gives mission
requirements as intended, but the interpretation of these require-
ments can only be fully accomplished in the light of hybrid
vehicle design capabilities and costs.
Conceptually, in mathematical parlance, the study is in effect a
constrained .optimization problem. The objective function to be
minimizes' is petroleum consumption and the constraints, defined
at length by JPL in Reference 1, concern the minimal levels of
passenger capacity, performance, comfort, safety and public
acceptability. These constraints are so tight that for some
otherwise promising missions either no-feasible solution will
exist or the solution will be non-optimal. Our general approach
has been to emphasize the optimal constrained solution, but also
to consider what may happen if the constraints are relaxed.
The phrase "maximum potential for reducing petroleum consumption"
implies both how much fuel could be saved (a question amenable to
analysis) and how much fuel will be saved (which in part must
remain a question of judgment). The first refers to the fuel that
would be saved if a certain type of hybrid passenger vehicle (HPV)
were to take over a certain portion of the auto market. The
second must also consider the likelihood that the HPV will, in
fact, achieve a certain level of customer acceptance.
In this report we estimate the potential fuel savings, given a
certain level of customer acceptance. We hope to have more to
st.ty about the acceptance level when the characteristics of actual
1
.t
si ns (particularly cost, reliability and performance)
:cure closely identified.
tr t the vehicle meets the performance and comfort levels
ied by JPL and the range and reliability requirements
ir-d by the mission, engineering and design analyses, the
ri..bie in determining acceptability will be cost. Cost must
erpreted in the very broadest sense and must be related
:,cial and economic circumstances which may obtain in, say,
ri-A from 1985 to 2000. Future circumstances which deter-
he background of studies are often called "scenarios."
f .he more obvious scenarios are
The price of gasoline and diesel fuel reaches what today
would be considered astronomical levels, say $10 per
gallon.
Gasoline is rationed or becomes totally unavailable
except to certain sectors of the population (for example,
doctors).
Each family is restricted to one car, or there is some
other method of car rationing.
f 'these possibilities should be rejected out of hand. The
.ii; that is certain about the future is that it will be
ent. It may be radically different.
study, however, we consider a scenario much like the
tr. It includes only the relatively minor variations speci-
y 'PL :.n Reference 1. We believe, nevertheless, that it is
ant to keep radically different circumstances in view. A
h:-h takes into account only one possibility cannot be
tE
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MISSION DEFINITION
As requested by JPL, our study is based on the concept of a
mission, defined as "the required use pattern of a vehicle." We
shall amplify and interpret this definition and shall describe
our approach for selecting preferred missions.
The basic idea of the analysis by missions is, of course, to
uncover and define some subset of the automobile market particu-
larly suited to hybrid vehicles. A better name for it would ::e
"market analysis." It goes without saying that missions do not
provide the only way to subdivide the market. Much more commonly
one thinks of automobile types, such as station wagons, family
sedans or sports cars, or of customer characteristics, such as
young "swingers," suburban middle income family heads of house-
hold, and so on. One can also characterize market sectors by
engineering performance characteristics — as is done, for example,
by Friedman (Reference 2) 0 who classifies cars by their weight to
power ratio — and in any number of other ways.
We must plan to integrate the results and methods of all approaches
to automobile market analysis with our mission analysis, whenever
possible. There are several excellent reasons, however, for
making the missions approach our central theme.
1. It was specifically requested by JPL (Reference 1).
2. The best available statistics relating to auto travel
have been broken down by trip purpose and, therefore, by
mission.
3. Missions can be combined into new missions; in a systematic
and organized manner.
Surber and Deshpande (Reference 3) define missions as combinations
of trip purposes. Trip purposes, in turn, are defined by enumera-
tion by the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), in Reference 4. Table 1 lists trip purposes
and presents some preliminary notions of their characteristics.
Items 1 through 4 in Table 1 are the major trip purpose categories.
We have broken out Item i — a subtopic of Item 4 in the FHWA study —
as a separate category because of its unique requirements.
3
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The range requirement numbers in Table 1 are essentially illustra-
tive. Actual range distributions are calculated later in this
analysis.
Initially it is unnecessary, and probably unwise, to categorize
missions too rigidly. We know that any ultimately selected mission
is some combination of the five items of Table 1. Our method is,
therefore, to make detailed requirements and trade-off studies for
each of the five trip purposes of Table 1, and then to sort the
results into missions. However, we list here some sample missions
in order to illustrate the mission concept further:
Mission S1
	
All-purpose family travel. This includes Trip
Purposes 1 through 5.
Mission S2	 Commuting to work. Trip Purpose 1.
Mission S3
	 Family business I. Trip Purposes 2 and 3.
Mission S4	 Family business II. Trip Purposes, 2, 3 and 4.
Mission S5	 Commuter and family business. Trip Purposes 1
through 4.
No one would claim that a person who purchases a car for a particu-
lar mission, say S2, will never use that car for other purposes.
Rather, the idea is to proceed as if the customer thinks primarily
of Mission S2 to provide him with the optimal car. We will then
judge the market penetration and the petroleum savings attainable,
and modify our results by making allowance for the fact that the
car will be used for other missions as well,
Conceptually a mission may be defined by
S i
 = jE aij T j
	(1)
where S, is some attribute of Mission i, T. is the same attribute
for Trip Purpose j, and aij is a set of weighting factors, for
which
0 < a. < 1	 and	 E a, = 1
1J —j 	 1j
This is, in general, the method used in the following sections.
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METHODOLOGY
In accordance with Subtasks 1.1 through 1.3 of the Minicars
Proposal to JPL (Reference 5), we will begin by calculating the
amount of fuel (petroleum) which will be used to accomplish Trip
Purposes 1 through S. These calculations will be made for a
variety of vehicles, including the conventional cars of the 1985
fleet (specified by JPL, Reference 6), a reference vehicle
representative of the conventional car(s) which a hybrid vehicle
might replace, and a set of hybrid vehicles of varying electric
range. From these data we will calculate the total petroleum
saved when hybrid vehicles replace conventional vehicles. The
figures for the total petroleum saved tell us how much petroleum
is saved when all vehicles (the entire fleet) engaged in a given
trip purpose are replaced by hybrid vehicles. That is, it tells
us the "maximum potential fuel saving." If this value is not
substantial, there is no use in going further.
The calculations of fuel saved by replacing a set of reference
vehicles by hybrids provide a more reasonable, and lower, value.
This value is more nearly representative of what might be
accomplished in reality, for the hybrid is assumed to replace
only a targeted portion of all cars. The procedure will be
repeated for each trip purpose, and the trip purposes then combined
into missions. The end result is the determination of a (small)
set of preferred missions and the characteristics of the car best
suited to each.
The principal characteristic at this stage of the study is electric
range. Some missions will not require as much electric range as
others, and, since range is so critical for vehicles with electric
propulsion systems, it should be possible to isolate these missions
and design a vehicle to fit them. Our study shows that these ideas
are sound.
This methodology can be conveniently divided into two tasks:
first, the distribution of daily travel is determined for each
trip purpose; second, the corresponding amount of fuel used is
calculated for both conventional and hybrid vehicles. These
analyses are presented in the next two sections of this report.
6
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DAILY TRAVEL DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION 	 j
The distribution of the daily travel distances may be obtained
either by combining the distribution of trip length with that of
daily trip frequencies, or directly from origin destination
surveys, as was done by General Research, Volume II of this study.
Trip length distributions for Trip Purposes 1 through 4 are shown
in Figure 1. The figure demonstrates that the distributions of
Trip Purposes 2 and 3 are nearly the same, as are those of 1 and
4.
Figure 1 also shows that the functional forms of the distributions
for various travel purposes are closely similar, although, of
course, the parameters differ. This is confirmed in Table 2. If,
for brevity, we call the 99th percentile the longest trip, we
observe from Table 2 that, for all trip purposes,
a. Seventy-five percent of all trips are shorter than 0.2
times the longest trip.
b. The longest trip is 5 times the average trip, and thus
75 percent of all trips are shorter than the average
trip.
For vacation travel no distribution data — only the average dis-
tance traveled — have yet been found. Accordingly, the last column
of Table 2 shows an estimate of the distribution of vacation
travel distances. This estimate was made under the assumption
that the distribution's functional form follows that of the other
four trip purposes. The results appear to be reasonable. Of
course, many of the longer trips will take more than one day.
We next consider the questions of trip frequency and daily travel.
For trips to work, there are almost always two trips per day, five
days a week, and no trips the other two days. It seems reasonable
to assume that each commuter travels the same distance to work
each day during a particular week, and that things do not change
drastically from one week to the next. The average number of
commuter trips per driver per day on this mission is thus
10/7 = 1.42, which checks the value given in Reference 4. The
distribution of daily travel. for this mission is thus easily
found by multiplying trip length distributions by 2. The results
are presented in Table 3. It appears, for example, that 95 percent
PF7-
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Table 3. Distribution of Daily Range
Requirements (Commuter Trips)
x - km/day P W F(x)
8.4 0.52 0.52
25 0.22 0.74
40 0.09 0.83
58 0.06 0.89
75 0.05 0.94
92 0.01 0.95
108 0.01 0.96
126 0.01 0.97
142 0.01 0.98
158 0.01 0.99
of all commuters drive a distance of 92 km or less each working
day, and that the probability that the total commuting distance
is somewhere between 25 and 40 km is 0.09.
For Trip Purposes 2 through 5, the trip frequency will behave
more nearly like a random variable. Trip frequencies are avail-
able from General Research Corporation (Volume II) but are not
relative to missions as we define them. They are commpnly
assumed to be Poisson distributed (Reference 7), and this is also
the method which we use initially to investigate them. As
Appendix A shows, however, this is only a relatively crude
approximation to actual trip behavior. In subsequent sensitivity
analyses we will examine more complex models if it is judged
that their inclusion will affect the overall study results.
Daily range distributions for all passenger travel were calculated
by Schwartz (Reference 7) under the assumption of an annual travel
of 16,386 km per year per car and an average daily trip length of
14.3 km, which yields an average of 3.14 trips and 45 km per day.
His results are presented in Figure 2.
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Actual as opposed to calculated daily range distributions were
obtained by General Research Corporation* (Volume II) from
Washington and Los Angeles origin-destination surveys. These
data are also shown in Figure 2. As the figure indicates, GRC
results are in reasonable agreement with Schwartz' calculations,
although a more detailed analysis, presented in Appendix A t shows
that the Poisson assumption is only a very approximate fit to the
data. Note that the GRC results do not include trips with desti-
nations outside the metropolitan area. This may account in part
f	 fQr the relatively high proportion of short trips shown by the
Washington data.
Unfortunately, there is no data set which breaks down the daily
range requirements by mission. Accordingly, such data have to
be estimated by a theoretical model, such as that of Volume II of
this study. A Monte Carlo routine which combines trip length and
trip frequency distributions has been developed earlier by GRC.
This is described in Reference 8 and will be used by us as
required. Analysis shows, however, that computer results can be
estimated with sufficient accuracy by means of empirical approxi-
mations. Note that we are approximating computer simulation
results which themselves are only approximations to reality. At
this stage we conjecture, therefore, that our empirical results
are just as good or bad as those of the Monte Carlo simulations.
Only further studies will determine if this is in fact so.
Schwartz (Reference 7) used his computer results to derive the
formula:
R - .0077A + 2.83
	 (2)
where R is the daily range in miles at the 95th percentile, and
A is the average annual travel in miles. This can be rewritten
r - 2.8 a + 4.5	 (3)
where a is the average daily range and r is the 95th percentile
range, both in kilometers. For some purposes it is instructive
to rewrite Equation 3 as
r - 2.8 La + 4.5	 (4)
*To the best of our knowledge, these are the first such data
available.
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where L is the average daily trip length, typically 10 or 20 km,
and a is the mean daily trip frequency, typically three or four
trips, when all daily trips are taken into account.
Equation 3 corresponds closely to the rule of thumb we suggested
(see Table 2) about trip length distributions — that the 95th per-
centile is about three times the average. It appears, in fact,
that the daily range distribution is similar in form to the trip
length distributions shown in Figure 1 and Table 2. As already
noted, this form may be approximately characterized as follows:
Percentile
Multiple of average
value
75 90 95 99
1 2 3 5
For example, 75 percent of all daily driving is shorter than the
average value, and 90 percent is shorter than twice the average.
Recall that under Schwartz' assumptions, the average daily driving
distance is 45 km and compare with Figure 2.
The above suggests that the daily range distribution can be
approximated by multiplying the trip distribution by the mean
trip frequency, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Estimated Daily Driving Range
Distribution (All Trips)
[1] [2] [3]
Trip Length
Interval (miles) a[1] [2]/.62
(a - 3.14) P(x) F(x) (km)X x2
0 5 0-15.7 54.1 54.1 25
5 9 15.7-28.2 19.6 73.0 45
10 15 28.2-47 13.8 87.5 76
16 20 47-63 4.3 91.8 102
21 30 63-94 4.0 95.8 152
31 40 94-126 1.6 97.4 203
41 50 126-157 .8 98.2 253
51 99 157-311 1.0 99.2 501
13
The results of Table 4 are plotted in Figure 2. The agreement
with other data encourages us to adopt this simple procedure for
the present. As appropriate, Monte Carlo and other computer
studies will be made in subsequent sensitivity analyses and
trade-off studies to further refine the results of this section.
Having established the necessary methodology, we return to the
question of calculating daily driving range requirements for the
remaining trip purposes. Toward this end, consider Table 5,
which introduces candidate missions.
In Table 5 we took as given the total yearly travel of 19,073 km
(from Volume II), the fraction of travel according to trip
purpose, and the average trip length (from Reference 4). The
remaining numbers were then calculated. For example, 24.2 per-
cent (4635 km) of all travel (19,073 km) is family business.
This corresponds to 1.47 trips (12.7 km) per day. The numbers
in this table differ slightly from those of previous sections
because a different (1985) annual travel distance is assumed.
we have combined Trip
the similarity of ran,
implications of Table
Figure 3. The figure
consideration because
stantially lower than
Purposes 2 and 3 into Mission C because of
;e and passenger capacity requirements. The
5 can be further explained by means of
suggests that Mission C definitely deserves
its range requirements appear to be sub-
those of general city driving.
At first glance, it appears that Mission C should be combined
with Mission D (social and recreational driving) into Mission CD.
However, this is deceptive. As Table 5 shows, social and recrea-
tional driving occurs relatively infrequently (a - 0.81), but,
when it does, longer distances (L - 19.6) will be involved. From
the prospective buyer's point of view, the conditional probability
is the crucial number -that is, the conditional probability of
driving a longer distance given that a Mission D trip is planned
for that day. This distinction will be further discussed in
Appendix A.
If anything, Mission D should be combined with Mission B (commut-
ing). However, the requirements for this combined mission are in
effect nearly the same as those for Mission A (city driving).
Hence BD can be replaced by A. we therefore eliminate the combi-
nations CD and BD from further consideration. Mission B is,
however, a worthwhile candidate as a separate mission, for a
large portion of the commuter market could be served by a two-
passenger car, Thi3 is seen in Table 6 (from Reference 4).
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Table 6. Distribution of Automobile Occupancy by
Trip Purpose (Percentiles)
Number of Occupants
Trip purpose
	
1	 2	 3	 4
1 Commuting	 73.2	 18.4	 4.5	 1.8
2 Family Business	 44.4	 33.0	 12.0	 5.4
3 Civic	 33.7	 26.5	 15.8	 10.8
4 Soc. 8 Rec.	 50.9	 2.7.3	 9.9	 5.7
However, it seems unreasonable for the commuter car to be used
only to travel back and forth to work. Some allowance must be
made, for instance, for shopping, meals and after-work socializ-
ing. We therefore assume, in calculating the fuel savings in the
next section, that an augmented commute to work mission (call it
BB) includes three 10 km (based on the average distance driven in
Mission C) lunchtime or after-work tripe per week, in addition to
the commuting distance.
In summary, we have identified three missions as prime candidates
for further study:
Mission	 Primary Reason for Selection
A All-purpc.ie City Driving Maximum potential market
penetration
BB Commuting	 Two-passenger car
C Family 6 Civic Business	 Minimal range requirements
The optimal HPV for Missions A ane C can be designed, subject to
all the constraints specified by JPL. The principal difference
between the two is that Mission C will have lower range require-
ments. The optimal HPV for Mission BB does not meet the constraint
which specifies a five-passenger vehicle. we include it, never-
theless, so that we have the background information available and
so that JPL has the opportunity of evaluating its possible merit.
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POTENTIAL PETROLEUM SAVINGS- GENERAL OVERVIEW
It remains to convert driving range requirements to estimates of
fuel consumed and potential fuel savings. This will first be
done here approximately, under a number of simplifying assump-
tions, and then more rigorously in the next section, using the
commuter mission (BB) as an example. Further detailed analyses
will be performed as part of the HPV Trade-off Studies and
Sensitivity Analyses later in the HPV program.
In this section we assume that the fuel used is proportional to
the distance driven. This assumption is only an approximation.
Shorter trips have poorer fuel economy. we also assume that the
hybrid vehicle always runs on electricity until its battery
reserve limit is reached. Thereafter it runs on the heat engine
only. Both of these assumptions are retained not only because
they make the calculations much simpler, but also because they
are conservative. They underestimate the potential HPV savings.
This can be seer. i-y comparing Figure 4 with Figure 9 (page 29) .
Given these assumptions, the fraction of fuel saved by the HPV
can be immediately estimated from the mission range distribution.
Let x  be the distance of the "longest" trip for a particular
purpose, so that F(x ) = 1, where F(x) is the distribution func-
tion of daily driving distance. Select a set of intermediate
values x. such that 0 < x. < x , i = 0,1,2,....n. Then the frac-
tion of all driving done in the electric mode on a given day by
a hybrid vehicle of electric range x  is
1 m ( xi + xi 
-1) P (xi ) + xm C1 - 
F (x2 7	 m)1
G(xm) =
	
i=0	 1 n
	
J	 (5)
2 E 
(xi+ xi-,)P(xi)
i= 0
where
P (xi) = F (xi)-F 	 (xi-1)
	 (6)
The approximation, under the stated assumptions, can be made to
an arbitrary accuracy by selecting a sufficient number of points
xi . A minor problem arises in that the long and uncertain tails
of the range distribution make it difficult to select the
"longest" range xn . This does not contribute a significant error.
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The first term of Equation 5 represents the fraction of all travel
which electric vehicles of range x  could drive. Equation 5 was
used to calculate the results of Figure 4. The figure shows, for
example, that if all Mission C trips were made by hybrid vehicles
having a 30 km electric range, only 12 percent of the petroleum
now used on this mission would be expended. The corresponding
figures for Missions B and A are 35 percent and 50 percent,
respectively. As the figure shows, the reduction of petroleum
consumption for all city driving (Mission A) to 25 percent of its
present value would require a fleet of hybrid vehicles of 65 km
electric range or a fleet of all-electric vehicles of 140 km range.
Which vehicle is easier to design, build and market? The design,
trade-off and cost studies planned for the coming months will
help shed some light on this and a host of similar questions.
1.0
HYBRID VEHICLES	 g
♦ 	 —' —" ELECTRIC VEHICLES	 s
A CITY DRIVING
W	
`^	 8 COMMUTING
_j
`	C FAMILY & CIVICUj 0.6	 `
U. 1
0.4
A
0.2
A
^ `C	 C	 ^``` B
0 M.
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160
VEHICLE ELECTRIC RANGE (km)
Figure 4. Petroleum Used as a Function of Electric Range
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POTENTIAL PETROLEUM SAVINGS —DETAILED
EXAMPLE MISSION BB
In order to calculate potential fuel (petroleum) savings in more
detail, we now combine the distribution of trip lengths with the
data on expected petroleum economy of the 1985 new vehicle fleet
and with the driving cycle combination for the evaluation of
petroleum economy. The fuel (petroleum) economy data are contained
in Table C-1 of Reference 6, and the driving cycle combination is
in Appendix B of this report. Figure 5 is a plot of the expected
petroleum consumption of 1985 new cars as a function of trip
length. These data are broken down into the five classes used in
Reference 6: small, subcompact, compact, full size and large.
The data take into account the effects on warm-up of the engine
and car on fuel economy and the distribution of types of driving
and average speed (Driving Cycles) as a function of trip length
as discussed in Appendix B.
The reference vehicle plot is also shown in Figure 5. This
vehicle represents the class of vehicles that the proposed
hybrid will be able to replace. The reference vehicle is an
average of the compact and full size cars. This class was
selected primarily on the basis of size. Since the proposed
hybrid will be a five-passenger car, it will be too small to ful-
fill the requirements of a six-passenger vehicle, and it will
also be much larger and heavier than a small or subcompact car.
The reference vehicle will be used as one standard of comparison
in assessing the petroleum savings of the hybrid.
Figure 6 is a re-plot of the data in Figure 5, showing the rela-
tive fuel economies as a function of tri p length and the varia-
tions of relative economy with vehicle size. The relative
economy 1.0 on the vertical scal y is the Federal Highway Driving
Cycle Fuel Economy for the particular size vehicle. The highway
economies are 11.2 km per liter for the large vehicle, 20.2 km
per liter for the small vehicle, and 14.3 km per liter for the
reference vehicle. This plot shows that, over a wide range of
trip lengths, particularly trips between 5 and 40 km, there are
differences in the warm-up rates of small and large cars. Again
the reference vehicle falls in the middle of the spread.
The data in both Figures 5 and 6 are shown for a 20°C ambient
temperature. Other temperatures would change these niumbers
20
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abecause of the effects of warm-up, but these data serve to illus-
trate the overall effects of petroleum consumption as a function
of trip length and vehicle size. The effect of ambient tempera-
ture is discussed in detail in Appendix B and will be further
examined in the forthcoming Sensitivity Analyses and Trade-off
Studies.
Table 7 takes the petroleum consumption data from Figure 5 and
combines it with the trip length distribution from Table 2 to
give us the consumption of petroleum for each size car for each
decile of trip length for a Mission BB use. In the last column
of the table the data for the individual vehicle sizes are com-
bined and weighted by the expected composition of the 1985 new
vehicle fleet (from Reference.6) to give values for the combined
1985 new vehicle fleet. We now are in a position to calculate
the expected value of petroleum economy for any of the car types
shown in Table 7.
We next calculate a similar set of results for hybrid vehicles.
Figure 7 shows the fuel usage of a proposed hybrid vehicle as a
function of the distance traveled since the last battery charge.
These preliminary calculations cover electric ranges between
10 and 40 km. In order to gain this data, we assumed that the
hybrid runs in an all-electric mode until the battery reserve
limit is reached, and thereafter operates on all-heat engine
power. The particular vehicle shown here has a 50 kW turbo-
charged diesel engine and a 22 kW electric motor with varying
battery capacities to give the different ranges. The loaded
vehicle weights vary between 1600 and 1900 kg for the various
battery capacities.
The data in Figure 7 show that not only is there a reduction in
petroleum usage with longer electric range for the hybrid vehicle,
but also there is a lower rate of petroleum usage by the hybrid
vehicle when the diesel engine is in use (compared to the
petroleum consumption of the reference vehicle). '"':is is a
result of the outstanding petroleum economy of the turbocharged
diesel engine, which, if run at the same weight as the reference
vehicle (without the weight of the batteries and motor of the
hybrid vehicle), would use about 60 percent as much petroleum as
the gasoline engine reference vehicle. However, such a vehicle
would not have the acceleration potential either of the reference
vehicle or of the hybrid, which can use both diesel and electric
power for maximum acceleration.
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Figure 8 shows the same data as Figure 7, but replotted to show
petroleum savings for the hybrid for the electric ranges of 10,
20, 30 and 40 km. As in all of the cases discussed here, both
conventional and hybrid, the driving cycle combinations described
in Appendix B are used to evaluate petroleum and electric energy
consumption. Figure 7 shows that, despite the extra battery
weight, the longer all-electric range will yield greater petroleum
savings to distances far beyond the 125 km shown on the graph.
(At a distance of about 200 km the petroleum consumption of all
four hybrid vehicles will essentially be equal.)
Table 8 combines the petroleum consumption of the reference
vehicle from Figure 5 and Table 7 with the petroleum consumption
of the hybrid vehicle with different all-electric ranges from
Figure 7 into weekly petroleum usage for Mission BB. In addition
to the home-to-work distance traveled twice a day, we also assume
three 10 km lunch time and shopping trips per week. To find the
total petroleum usage for the reference vehicle, it is only
necessary to add the petroleum consumed in ten home-to-work trips
and three 10 km trips. For the hybrid, petroleum consumption is
determined by the daily distance traveled between battery
recharges. We have assumed that on two days a week the vehicle
travels twice the home-to-work distance of the particular decile,
and on the other three days it travels twice the home-to-work
distance plus 10 km. For each of the average trip length deciles
Table 8 shows the petroleum consumed by the reference vehicle,
the 1985 weighted new vehicle fleet, and the hybrid with 10, 20,
30 and 40 km all-electric ranges. When the data on weekly
petroleum consumption for the 1985 new car fleet are compared to
the hybrid petroleum consumption and the result is weighted for
the distribution of different trip lengths, we obtain the plot
shown in Figure 9. This plot gives us the fraction of petroleum
used by the hybrid vehicle with different all-electric ranges
compared to the petroleum used by the average of the 1985 new
vehicle fleet, when both are engaged in Mission BB use. Figure 9,
therefore, tells us the savings for each car in the 1985 fleet
which is replaced by an HPV. These results must now be scaled
by the number of cars engaged in the mission in order to obtain
the total fuel savings.
We plan to make similar calculations for Missions A and C (see
the previous section) and thus, with the aid of the Sensitivity
Analyses and Trade-off Studies, to identify the "optimal" combi-
nation of vehicle and mission.
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VEHICLE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
P1	 Minimum Non-Refueled Range
P1.1
	
FHDC 500 km
P1.2	 FUDC 385 km
P1.3	 J227a(B) 350 km
P2 Cruise Speed 110 km/h
P3 Maximum Speed
P3.1	 Maximum speed 170 km/h
P3.2	 Length of time maximum speed can
be maintained on level road 5 min.
P4 Accelerations
P4.1
	
0-50 km/h (0-30 mph. 6.0 sec
F4.2	 0-90 km/h (0-56 mph) 15.0 sec
P4.3
	 40-90 km/h (25-56 mph) 12.0 sec
P5 Gradeability
Grade Speed_ Distance
P5.1 3% 90 km/h 1.0 km
P5.2 5% 80 km/h 1.0 km
P5.3 8% 50 km/h 0.3 km
P5.4 151 25 km/h 0.2 km
P5.5 40+% 30 km/h 0.2 km
P6 Payload Capacity 430 kg
P7 Cargo Capacity 0.5 m3
PS Consumer Costs
P8.1	 Consumer purchase price (1977 S) Competitive $
P8.2	 Consumer life cycle cost Less than or equal
(1977	 S) to reference
vehicle
30
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P9	 Emissions - Federal Test Procedure
P9.1	 Hydrocarbons (HC)
P9.2	 Carbon monoxide (C)
P9.3	 Nitrogen oxidss (NO X)
P10 Ambient Temperature Capability
Temperature range over which
minimum performance require-
ments can be met
Pll Rechargeability
Maximum time to recharge from
80% depth-of-discharge
P12 Required Maintenance
Routine maintenance required
per month
P13	 Unserviced Storeability
Unserviced storage over ambient
temperature range of -30 °C to
+50 6 C (-22°F to +122°F)
P13.1 Duration
P13.2 Warm-up time required
P14	 Reliability
P14.1 Mean usage between failures -
powertrain
P14.2 Mean usage between failures -
brakes
P14.3 Mean usage between failures -
vehicle
P15 Maintainability
P15.1 Time to repair - mean
P15.2 Time to repair - variance
<0.24 gm/km
< 4.4 gm/km.
<0.93 gm/km
-20°C to +40°C
8 hr
2 hr
30 days
5 min.
20,000 km
20,000 km
20,000 km
12 hr
+20 hr
31
sP16 Availability
3
i	 Minimum expected utilization
rate, i.e., 100 X time in
service + (time in service
+ time under repair)	 90%
P17 Additional Accessories and Amenities
Power steering
Power brakes
Heater/air conditioner
(. ,:1put.er controlled transmission
State of charge meter
Battery charger
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FURTHER ANALYSIS OF LOS ANGELES AND
WASHINGTON, D.C. ORIGIN-DESTINATION DATA
Data collected in Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. origin-
destination studies have been analyzed by General Research
Corporation (Volume II of the present study). We examined these
data in order to obtain a further characterization of automobile
usage. A fundamental result of this examination is that the
Poisson probability distribution provides a relatively poor fit to
trip frequency data. Attempts to fit the Poisson to actual data
are described below; a model which may more effectively predict
trip frequency is also discussed.
Driving characteristics in Washington and Los Angeles clearly
differ. Therefore, each locale should be modeled separately.
The mean number of vehicle trips per day in Washington is 3.16,
and the mean distance traveled over ;.',_ e course of a day is 35 km.
In contrast, the corresponding figures for Los Angeles are 4.72
trips and 46 km. These observed results are in general agreenent
with those calculated from Federal Highway Administration data.l
The Poisson distribution has been used in the past to model trip
frequency. This distribution (commonly applied to waiting line
and queuing problems, such as the number of cars at an inter-
section) may be thought of as a "rare event" distribution, because
it is used to model the number of occurrences of an event in a
large number of trials when the event's probability at each trial
is small. Situations for which the Poisson is excellent include
modeling radioactive emissions and transistor failures. The
Poisson, which is a discrete rather than a continuous distribution,
is completely described by 1, the mean number of events per unit
time. A list of the Poisson probabilities of k events for a
equal to the integers 1 through 5 is contained in Table A-1.
Y
Figure A-1 is a histogram showing observed trip frequencies in
Washington, D.C. As one might expect, an odd number of trips in
a day occurs much less frequently than an even number. The
resulting irregularity in the distribution makes it difficult to
fit simple parametric models, such as a Poisson distribution..
Therefore, if any comparison to a parametric model is to be
effective, the data must be represented so as to remove the odd/
even characteristic.
U.S. Department of Transportation, "Nationwide Personal Trans-
portation Survey," 1972.
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Table A-1. The Poisson Distribution: P(k) for
X - 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (in percent)
a-2	 a-3
	
a-4	 x-5
37 14 5 2 1
37 27 15 7 3
18 27 22 15 8
6 18 22 20 14
2 9 17 20 18
0 4 10 16 18
0 1 5 10 15
^ 0 2 6 10
0 0 1 3 7
0 0 0 1 4
0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 1
k	 a-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
k
P(k) = k' e-a
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Figure A-1. Numbers of Trips Daily — Washington, D.C. Sample
Odd and even numbers of trips have been combined in Figure A-2.
The frequency of zero trips and the frequency of one trip are
summed to form the frequency of zero or one trip (per days the
frequency of two trips and the frequency of three trips are
summed to form the frequency of two or three trips, and so on.
The histogram of Figure A-2 is smooth and illustrates the distri-
bution's overall skew-positive shape.
The Poisson distribution is fitted to data by estimating a, the
distribution's only parameter. The maximum likelihood estimator
of a is the sample mean given by
ON + 1N + 2N + ... + nN0	 1	 2	 n	 (A-1)
n
E Ni
0
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where N. is the observed number of occurrences of i trips.
Unfortunately, the GRC data do not include N 0 which is needed to
calculate tON..  The result of substituting a value of zero for
N0 is that the sample mean will tend to be larger than X. Since
an optimal estimator for a is not directly available, a spectrum
of Poisson distributions were fitted to data. The values of a
were set less than or equal to the sample mean from Equation A-1,
computed with N equal to zero. The nature of the Poisson fit
was examined as 0X varied.
Figures A-3 and A-4 compare the values predicted by two Poisson
distributions and the observed Washington trip frequencies. The
Poisson fit of Figure A-3 was constructed with X set at the sample
mean of 3.16. The model underestimates the frequency of two or
three trips. The fit of Figure A-4 was obtained with X set to
2.88. A smaller X improves the model's prediction of two or three
trips, but degrades the fit in the distribution's tail or extreme
values. For example, while 36 occurrences of 10 or 11 trips are
recorded in the Washington data, only two are predicted by the
Poisson distribution. A poorer fit occurs using the Los Angeles
data, as is shown in Figure A-5. In this case, the Poisson model
is hardly satisfactory.*
The Poisson distribution fails to fit the Washington and Los
Angeles data primarily because the observed distribution's central
portion is large relative to its tail. The frequency of two trips
is particularly high, suggesting a systematic bias toward this
number of trips. Such a systematic bias is best explained as an
Effect of work-related trips.
We shall outline here a somewhat complex model of trip frequency
w^,4.ch takes into account the apparently substantial effect of
work trips. The population of car owners is divided into two
categories, those who drive to work and those who do not. The
week is then divided into weekdays and weekends. Driving behavior
in each category is characterized, and the sum of the driving
behaviors, weighted according to relative probabilities, forms the
overall distribution of trip frequency.
*While the Poisson model
trip frequencies, it, in
distributions, appears t,
daily driving distances.
L_.
does a relatively poor job of predicting
combination with observed trip length
o be reasonably accurate in deriving
(See the main text of this studv.)
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Person drives to work and
it is a weekend day
N1	
1 2 1
N1 + N 2 ( 7 1
B
Person does not drive to
work and it is a weekday N2	 5N + N ( 7
1	 2
C
Let Ni and N 2 represent the number of car owners who drive to work
and do not drive to work, respectively. Then a randomly selected
driver has probability N i/(N1 + N 2 ) of being a driver who drives
to work, and probability N 2/(N + N 2 ) of being a driver who does
not. A randomly selected day fias probability 2/7 of being a
weekend day and 5/7 of being a weekday. The four categories that
will be conditioned on and their relative probabilities are,
then,
1
Description	 Probability
Person drives to work and
	 N1	
5it is a weekday
N 1 + N 2 ( 7
Category
Label
A
D Person does not drive to
work and it is a weekend
day
N2	
( 
2
N 1 + N 2	 7 )
The objective here is to find the probability of k trips in a
day, for k varying from zero to infinity. Let this probability
be denoted by P(k). Then,
P (k) - P ( k/A) P (A) + P ( k/B) P (B) + P ( k/C) P (C) + P (k/D) P (D)
(A-2)
The expression P(k/A) Should be read as "the probability of k
trips occurring given that situation A is known to be true." The
probabilities of A, B, C and D are shown in the table above. The
remaining task here is to derive the set of conditional probabili-
ties of k given A, B, C and D.
The values of P(k/A) result from two basic assumptions: first, a
person who drives t ,_ work takes at least two trips on a weekday;
second, this person may take additional discretionary trips on a
weekday, and the mean number of such trips is a l . Assume further
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that the discretionary trips follow a Poissc
result is
P(0/A)
	
0
P(1/A)
	 0
since Category A implies at least two trips
P(2/A) = P(2 work trips)P(0 discretioni
0
l x O! 
exp ( - al)
= exp (-X1)
P(3/A)	 P(2 work trips)P(1 discretion
1
= 1 x 1! exp (-al)
_ X 1
 exp(-a 1)
and so on. The general solution may be written
1	
0	 1	 k<2
exp (-X 1 )	 k > 2(k-2  ,
The probability of k trips is assumed to be identical for condi-
tions B, C. and D. These probabilities are assumed to follow a
Poisson distribution with parameter a 2 , where k 2 is the mean
number of discretionary trips taken Iy a driver on a day he does
not work. As such, the probability of k given B, C or D may be
written
a2k
P(k/B, C or D)	 k! exp(-^2)
	
45	 1
Substitution into Equation A-2 yields
Y
kN
P(k) . ( p) = S +
	 e	 )	 -N+ N \7
	
xp{-a	 1
 k!	 2	 N+ N (71)
	1 	 2	 1	 2
1
for k lose than 2, and
{k-2)
P {k) =*—) exp {- a ) N—=-
 (7)1{k-2) 1	 1	 N + N1	 2
k
	
k 1	 2	 N+ N (71)
	1 	 2
i
for k greater than or equal to 2.
This model will be further investigated to sme how well it accounts
for the observed trip frequency distributions.
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DRIVING CYCLES AND AUTOMOTIVE
FUEL ECONOMY
B.1 SPECIFYING THE J227a(B) CYCLE
In the effort reported below, !_'ne objective was to establish a
realistic J227a(B) cycle, so as to be representative of the way
we would expect a hybrid vehicle to be driven. This driving
cycle (primarily based on a priori considerations) may then be
used in the CARSIM model, in conjunction with the Federal Urban
and Highway driving cycles, to establish the petroleum consump-
tion, as a function of trip length and other parameters, for both
the reference ICE vehicle and the NTHV. It is expected that the
cycle will change slightly as the characteristics of these vehicles
become better defined.
The J227a(B) cycle is described in terms of a velocity-time
profile, which is usually expressed as shown in Figure B-1.
However, the velocity is prescribed in this cycle only during the
cruise portion and at the end points of the acceleration, cruise
and deceleration periods. The remainder of the profile is not
prescribed. In fact, since part of the deceleration portion
involves coast-down, the actual profile will depend not only on
driving behavior, but on the specific nature of the vehicle.
In the sections that follow, the velocity-time profile for each
portion of the J227a(B) cycle will be derived.
B.1.1	 Acceleration Phase
The acceleration phase was divided into four segments, as indi-
cated in Figure B-2, and the thinking behind much of this stems
from the basic expression for power P at the driving wheels:
P = V(CO +C 1 V + C 2 V 2 + C 3 dt )	 ( B-1)
in which
P = power at the driving wheels
V = velocity
t = time
C  = positive constraint that depends on vehicle and drive-
line characteristics.
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When the velocity is zero, so is the power, which means that a
constant power acceleration phase is not possible. Moreover, the
presence of the acceleration term dV/dt means that the power
demanded at cruise will be less than the power during acceleration
at the same velocity, since C 3 > 0. Finally, a discontinuous
acceleration profile was not hypothesized, since the resulting
jerk (the derivative of acceleration) would be uncomfortable to
passengers, and since the driver/vehicle system would be unable
to produce such a response. Therefore, we assumed that the first
and fourth segments of the acceleration phase would be charac-
terized by a linear acceleration versus time profile. In summary,
the four segments are as shown in Table B-1.
Table B-1. The Four Segments of the
Acceleration Phase
Segment Time Characteristics
1 0 5 t S t0 Linear Acceleration
2 t0 S t S
t 
Constant Acceleration
3
t 
	
`- t `_ t2 Constant power
4 t2
	
t `_ t 3 Linear Acceleration
Consequently, the acceleration history during the first three
segments can be described as follows:
dV
dt
amax ( t )	0 S t s t00
S	 5
amax	 t0	 t tl
P
[ Pi - C 0 - C IV - C2V2 1 t 1 1 t S t2
3
t 
a2
 [ 1 - t 2—	 t2 < t < t33 - t2
(B-2)
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in which the acceleration values &max and a 2 and the time values
to, t l , t 2 and t3 are to be determined. Using the anticipated
characteristics of the NTHV, solution of these equations results
in
t0 = 1.0 sec
t1 = 4.0 sec
t2 = 16.0 sec
t3 = 19.0 sec,
and in the displacements, velocities, accelerations and powers of
Table B-2.
Table B-2. Properties of the Acceleration
Phase of J227a(B)*
Time
(sec)
Distance
(meter)
Velocity
(kph)
Acceleration
(m/sect)
Power
(kw)
1. 0.16 1.75 0.970 0.944
2. 1.13 5.24 0.970 2.836
3. 3.07 8.73 0.970 4.737
4. 5.98 12.22 0.970 6.649
5. 9.81 15.24 0.737 6.649
6. 14.39 17.64 0.608 6.649
7. 19.58 19.67 0.523 6.649
8. 25.29 21.43 0.461 6.649
9. 31.47 23.00 0.413 6.649
10. 38.06 24.42 0.375 6.649
11. 45.02 25.71 0.344 6.649
12. 52.33 26.90 0.317 6.649
13. 59.96 28.00 0.295 6.649
14. 67.88 29.03 0.275 6.649
15. 76.08 29.98 0.257 6.649
16. 84.54 30.88 0.242 6.649
17. 98.22 :1.61 0.161 5.630
18. 102.07 32.04 0.081 4.506
19. 111.00 32.19 0.000 3.310
* These data are plotted on Figure B-3.
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8.1.2	 Coast-Down Phase
In the coast-down phase the vehicle was assumed to be rolling
with its transmission in gear and its clutch engaged. The
velocity-time profile can be obtained by solving the equation of
motion:
Me dt - -Rr - Rd + RE 	(B-3)
where Me is the effective mass, including the effect of the
rotating components, RE is the forward tractive force from the
powertrain, and Rr and Rd are rolling resistance and aerodynamic
drag, respectively. The relationship between RE and vehicle speed
depends on engine braking torque at various engine speeds, which
depend in turn on the gear ratios, final drive ratio, and rolling
radius. For computation purposes we used empirical data for the
Volkswagen Rabbit diesel engine, operating in fourth gear.
When the NTHV is operating with just the heat engine, such data
may well be representative. On the other hand, in the all-
electric mode the nature of the torque-speed curve would depend
on motor losses and on regenerative braking torque. At this
point, regenerative braking has not been studied in detail, but
it would appear desirable to have the "feel" of the car during
coast-down be representative of a conventional automobile.
Therefore, these data could well represent a desirable attribute
for an NTHV in both the all-electric and the combined modes.
Substitution of typical expressions for Rr and Rd , coupled with
the relationship between motoring torque and speed, results in a
differential equation identical in form to the third of Equa-
tions B-2. Solution of this equation produces the values shown in
Table B-3.
Table B-3.	 Properties of the Coast-down
Phase of J227a(B)
Time Distance Velocity Acceleration Power
(sec) (meters) (kph) (m/sec2) (kw)
39 289.61 30.60 -0.438 3.097
40 297.92 29.04 -0.431 2.894
41 305.79 27.50 -0.424 2.701
42 313.24 25.99 -0.417 2.517
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B.1.3	 Braking Phase
The goal was to decrease the speed of the vehicle from 25.99 to
zero kph in 5 seconds, with a deceleration profile representative
of actual driving. Typical braking behavior involves a decreas-
ing deceleration, so that jerk is minimized as the vehicle comes
to a stop. Therefore the braking torque at V - 0 was assumed to
be zero. The retarding force at V = 0 would then be due only to
a rolling resistance at zero velocity. Assumption of a linear
deceleration profile results in the data shown in Table B-4.
Table B-4. Properties of the Braking
Phase of J227a(B)
Time Distance Velocity Acceleration
(sec) (meters) (kph) (m/sec2)
42 313.24 25.99 -2.709
43 319.19 25.15 -2.203
44 322.93 14.85 -1.697
45 324.98 7.23 -1.191
46 325.84 2.28 -0.685
47 326.01 0 -0.178
B.1.4	 Complete Cycle
Plotting the results of these calculations yields the speed
profile shown in Figure B-4. Parametric descriptors of the
J227a(B) driving cycle are listed in Table B-5.
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B.2 ESTABLISHING DRIVING CYCLES IN TERMS OF
J227a(B), FUDC, FHDC
B.2.1	 Applications of Combined Driving Cycles
Some of the objectives of the Task 1 and Task 2 efforts may be
summarized as follows:
1. To characterize daily trip making
2. To evaluate the petroleum consumption of the reference
ICE vehicle when used over the distribution of daily
driving
3. To evaluate the NTHV petroleum consumption when operated
similarly
4. To define the operating strategy of the NTHV so that it
demonstrates good potential for reducing petroleum con-
sumption in the daily driving patterns.
Fuel economy simulations, such as CARSIM, have an integral role
in achieving all of these objectives, but their uses will
probably vary substantially. Specifically, the design of the
operational strategy (objective 4) is concerned with the particu-
lars of vehicle operation, since the vehicle's computer will have
to make operating decisions based on the particular information
available to it at any given moment. On the other hand, for
objectives 1 through 3, the driving cycle parameters must be
treated statistically (and hence in less detail), since we are
dealing with a fleet of automobiles operating under a wide variety
of conditions.
This difference in application becomes obvious when one starts to
construct representative driving cycles. The design and testing
of the operational strategy require a specific velocity-time
profile, or series of profiles, so that the decision making
process can be scrutinized. For example, if one were simulating
a 5 km trip, of which 2 km were represented by the J227a(B) cycle
and 3 km by the Federal Urban Driving Cycle (FUDC), then one would
need to generate a 5 km profile with specific portions drawn from
each of the driving cycles and appropriately combined so as to
evaluate the strategy's ab'lity to cope with a variety of specific
situations. Constructing such profiles is basically the problem
that the EPA faced when it originally formulated the city and
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highway driving cycles, and it is no easy task. However, this
level of detail is neither necessary nor appropriate in order to
evaluate fleet fuel economy. Therefore, for the present time, we
have adopted a second approach.
t
The basic approach is to obtain the petroleum consumption values
(by CARSIM or other means) for a single pass through each o: the
three cycles — J227a(B), FUDC and FHDC. These values are then
multiplied by various factors and summed (to reflect the distance
traveled in any one cycle, plus any other conditions which might
affect fuel economy). This will require, at least for the
reference ICE vehicle, the use of CARSIM only once for each of
the three cycles.
B.2.2	 Literature Survey
A brief review of the literature seems to indicate that the only
non-vehicle factors which have a quantifiable effect on petroleum
consumption (at least for the purposes of this program) are
ambient temperatures and warm-up. Reference B-1 is a 1965 General
Motors study in which a proving ground warm-up fuel economy test,
consisting of a cold start from ambient temperature followed by
four cycles of the General Motors Simulated City Fuel Economy
Schedule, was used. Since the study used vehicles from the early
1960s, and since its driving cycles do not correspond with those
used in this program, the results are not reliable for our
purposes. Reference B-2 is a recent Canadian research study
focusing mostly on emissions. No wrxm-up data (such as fuel
economy versus trip length) are given. The ambient temperature
effects are described only by means of regression equations.
These data were thus considered to be too crude for our needs.
Reference B-3 is a report focusing on CC emissions, but which has
useful information on warm-up transients at various ambient
temperatures. Reference B-4 is a study performed at the Department
of Energy, Bartlesville. It reports both ambient temperature and
warm-up effects. Unfortunately, the fuel economy data were
averaged over the four vehicles tested, which ranged from a four-
cylinder subcompact to an eight-cylinder full size car. By
normalizing these data to fully warmed-up FUDC and FHDC fuel
economy, however, the effects of this averaging should be
minimized. Reference B-4 reports cumulative rather than "instan-
taneous" values, so the latter were deduced formally. Some minor
inconsistencies in the data were uncovered, even though the nor-
malization procedure tended to minimize such effects.
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B.2.3	 Data Analysis
The most pertinent data from Reference B-4 are summarized in
Tables B-6 through B-9, which are simply reproductions of its
Tables 2, 4, 5 and 6. Processed forms of these data are presented
in Tables 3-10 through B-14. The FTP fuel economy noted in
Tables B-10 through B-13 were calculated from the formula
1
FE
FTP	 0.2054	 0.5223
	 0.2723	 '	 (9-4)
FE 	 FE 	 FE 
where the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 indicate the fuel economy measured
for the first, second and third bags of the Federal Test Proce-
dure. The derivation of this formula is based on the use of the
carbon balance method for measuring fuel consumption. Note that
the resulting fuel economy values are somewhat different from
those indicated in Table B-9.
The numbers shown in Table B-14 were calculated on the expectation
of an exponential convergence to the fully warmed-up city fuel as
the trip length increased beyond 10 miles ( 16 km). The logarithmic
plot of these data in Figure B-5 shows that this assumption is
not fully accurate. However, the faired curves were used to
generate the factors used subsequently in the analysis. The lack
of fit to these curves is largely due to the non-uniform nature
of the driving cycle. Reference B-4 shows some comparisons to
the warm-up rate for steady cruise, which is much smoother.
Table B-15 presents warm-up data for highway driving from a ^=Dld
start.
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Table B-6. Modified 1975 FTP and
HWFET Driving Schedule
Time interval. cuwlative}ter+iN^^, 1"flSl_ s Distance, Mitt
cold transient.......
_
0 •	 8.4 3.6
Stabiilied........... i.< - 22.9 7.S
Soak................. 22.9 - 32.9 7.3
xot transient........ 32.9 • 41.3 11.0
Idle ................. 41.3 - 46.3 11.0
xt "Y "am"
^xir way N0. 1).... 48.3 - 61.0 21.3
Idle ................. 61.0 - 64.0 21.3
Highway full economy
1"w May N0. 2).... 64.0 - 74.9 31.6
NOTE.-No measurements ware mode during soak or idle periods.
Table B--7. Fuel Consumption for Discrete
Test Segments -Four Car Averages
fuel Economy,
Trio. Was*
0 •	 3.6 9.6 11.3 12.9 12.0
O -	 7.5 11.1 12.4 13.5 12.2
0 - 11.1 11.9 13.0 14.0 12.5
0 - 21.3 14.6 15.5 16.3 14.5
O - 31.6 16.0 16.7 :_l.4 i6.5
21.3 - 31.6 20.6 20.8 21.2 18.6.
Fuel consumed, Gallons 100 Mites
0 -	 3.6 10.46 8.82 7.78 8.35
0 -	 7.6 9.01 6.06 7.39 8.20
0 - 11.1 8.38 7.69 7.19 8.00
0 - 21.3 6.85 6.K 6.16 6.90
0 - 31.6 6.25 S.99 S.7S 6.47
Hishway fue l Cons Gallons 100 Miles
ZGIF 45'f 70-F •
21.3 -	 31.6 4.86 4.80 4.72 S.38
*Trip miles represent the cwulativo mileage in sequential
comoletion of Last stunts as described in Table I.
x•100• f tests with tir Conditioner in operation.
I
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Table B-8. Cumulative Fuel Economy at 1-Mil,- Intervals
of the Federal Test Procedure -Four-Vehicle Average
Oistance, fuel Economy. m
Miles
0.9 6.0 8.1 10.5 11.1
1.79 7.8 9.6 12.2 12.6
2.69 9.4 11.3 13.4 12.6
3.59 10.0 11.9 13.5 12.4
4.53 10.3 11.9 13.4 12.4
5.54 11.2 12.9 14.2 12.9
6.53 11.6 13.2 14.4 12.8
7.50 11.6 13.1 14.2 12.5
8.44 11.7 13.1 14.2 12.5
9.24 12.0 13.3 14.4 12.7
10.14 12.4 13.7 14.7 12.9
11.04 12.5 13.7 14.7 12.9
*With air conditioner in operation.
Table B-9. Ambient Temperature and Fuel
Consumption -Four-Vehicle Average
Test Temoerature, *F
Test Cycle 0 4"
FTP Fuel Economy, Miles Per Gallon
City 12.9 13.9	 14.8	 13.1
City/Highway 15.5 16.3	 17.1	 15.1
Highway 20.6 20.9	 21.2	 18.6
FTP Fuel Consumption, Gallons/100 Miles
City	 7.79	 7.20	 6.76	 7.65
City/Highway	 6.47	 6.12	 5.84	 6.62
Highway
	 4.85
	
4.80
	
4.72
	
5.38
FTP Fuel Consumption, 0. Increase Over 70* Test
City	 15	 7	 Base
	
13
City/Highway	 11	 5	 Base
	
13
Highway	 3	 2	 Base
	
14
*kith air conditioner in operation.
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Table B-10.
	 Fuel Consumption Data at 20°F
1
s
Length of Cumulative Total Fuel CW° FFE Fuel Used Fuel Ecor.This Segment
FE This Segment
FE  N;IFET70
Segment SSMnt Trip Length Used This Segment
Cold Transient 3.516 3.576 0.3740 0.7729 0.3740 93602
3	 Stabilized 3.910 7.486 0.6745 0.8973 0.3004 13.0143
Hot Transient 3.576 11.062 0.92'A 0.9647 0.2525 14.1620
Highway Warmup 10.2 21.262 1.4564 0.5295 19.2652 0.947
Highway Fuel Econ. 10.2 31.462 1.9664 0.5099 20.0023 0.983
i;
FEFTP ' 
12.37 mpg
Table B-11. Fuel Consumption Data at 45°F
Length of Cumulative Total Fuel' Cum FE Fuel Used fuel Econ. FE This Segment
Segment Segment Trip Length Used
FE
FTP This Segment This Segment FE H1dFET 70
Cold Transient 3.576 3.576 0.3154 0.8545 0.3154 11.3379
Stabilized 3.910 7.486 0.6026 0.9363 0.2872 13.6133
Hot Transient 3.576 11.062 0.8507 0.9801 0.2480 14.4168
Highway Warmup 10.2 21.262 1.3735 0.5229 19.5082 0.959
Highway Fuel Econ. 10.2 31.462 1.8846 0.5110 19.9590 0.981
FEFTP : 13.27 mpg
Table B-12. Fuel Consumption Data at 70°F
Length of Cumulative Total Fuel Cum FE fuel Used Fuel Econ . FE This Segment
Used FE This FE htaFET 70Segment Segment Trip Length This Segment Segment
Cold Transient 3.576 3.576 0.2782 0.9102 0.2782 12.5535
Stabilized 3.910 7.486 0.5532 0.9583 0.2750 14.2180
Not Transient 3.576 11.062 0.7909 0.9904 0.2377 15.0431
Highway Warmup 10.2 21.262 1.3076 0.5167 19.7414 0.971
Highway Fuel Econ. 10.2 31.462 1.8091 0.5015 20.3409 1.000
FE = 14.12 mpgFT 2
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At
Length of Cumulative Total	 Fuel
Segment Trip Length Used
3.576 3.576 0.2986
3.910 7.486 0.6139
3.576 11.062 0.8850
10.2 21.262 1.4611
10.2 31.462 2.0356
Se m.,nt
Cold Transient
Stabilized
Hot Transient
Highway Warmup
Highway Fuel Econ.
Table B-13. Fuel Consumption Data at 100°F
with air Conditioning
Cum FE FE Ih 4 S Senn-ent
FE FTP
Fuel Used fuel	 Econ. FE
	
^;:;FET
70This ThiS_Secment
0.9570 0.2986 11.9760
0.9745 0.3153 12.4026
0.9988 0.2711 13.1903
0.5821 17.5222 0.861
0.5685 17.3415 0.882
FEFTP = 12.51 mpg
Table B-14. Cumulative Fuel Consumption Data
20° F 45° F 70° F 100° F
o o o
^ o
Trip ^tZ uW. I t: LL. U.
Length-
Miles .=
O.aO 6.0 .5946 8.1 .4527 10.5 .2905 11.1 .2500
1.79 7.8 .4730 9.6 .3514 12.2 .1757 12.6 .1486
2.69 9.4 .3649 11.3 .2365 13.4 .0946 12.6 .1486
3.59 10.0 .3243 11.9 .1959 13.5 .0878 12.4 .1622
4.53 10.3 .3041 11.9 .1959 13.4 .0946 12.4 .1622
5.54 11.2 .2432 12.9 .1284 14.2 .0405 12.9 .1284
6.53 11.6 .2162 13.2 .1081 14.4 .0270 12.8 .1351
7.50 11.6 .2162 13.1 .1149 14.2 .0405 12.5 .1554
8.44 11.7 .2095 13.1 .1149 14.2 .0405 12.5 .1554
9.24 12.0 .1892 13.3 .1014 14.4 .0270 12.7 .1419
10.14 12.4 .1622 13.7 .0743 14.7 .0068 12.9 .1284
11.04 1	 12.5 .1554 1	 13.7 .0743 14.7 .0068 12.9 .1284
FTP20 • 12.9
	
FTP45 n 13.9
	
FTP70 a 14.8
	
FTP100 • 13.1
Highway FE	 20.62'	 20.85
	
2.1. 19
	 18.59
Hwy. FE/Hwy. FE 
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0.973	 0.984
	
1.000	 0.877
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Figure B-5. Fuel Economy Residual versus
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Table B-15. Ratio of Cold-Start Highway Fuel Economy
to Standard Highway Fuel Economy*
Vehicle
	
Tires
	
Cold FE
FE HWFET
196 Pinto	
Radial	 0.880
Bias	 0.904
1976 Granada	 Radial 0.904
1976 Aspen Wagon	 Radial 0.923
1976 Impala	 Radial 0.935
Average 0.914
*Source: Table 10 of Reference B-5
B.2.4	 Combination of Driving Cycles
The next step in the analysis is to combine the J227a(B) cycle,
the FUDC and the FHDC so as to match observed driving behavior.
The Technical Proposal, Volume I, pages 2-16 through 2-26,
presented two differe.t ways of matching observed driving
behavior: on the' basis of stops per mile, and on the basis of
average speed. Therefore, we proceeded to repeat the calculations
done in the proposal, using the updated average speed in the
J227a(B) cycle (see Section B.1) for the mean trip lengths in
each trip length category (column 6, Table 2-2, page 2-33 of the
Technical Proposal). The results of using Equation B-5,
1 1_
V  V 
a -	 1 1	 ,
VA V 
(B-5)
to determine the fraction of driving in each driving cycle are
shown in Table B-16. For each trip length the lower speed driving
was split equally into two parts, with one occurring in the
beginning of the trip, and the other occurring at the end. Pre-
sumably, this would account for the use of arterial highways
wherever possible, with entry to and exit from each highways
occurring near the origin and destination of each trip. The
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Table B-16. Trip Composition for various Trip Lengths
Trip Average
Length Trip
Category Length Speed Trip Description
(km) (km) (kph) (Kilometers in J227a(B) Cycle, FUDC, & FHDC)
Under 8.0 2.96 17.E 1.316 J227a(B), 0.327 FUDC,	 1.316 J227a(B)
8.0-15.3 10.14 32.5 4.81 FUDC, 0.507 FHDC, 4.81 FUDC
15.3-24.9 19.5 43.5 5.25 FUDC, 9.00 FHDC, 5.25 FUDC
24.9-33.0 30.4 54.7 4.35 FUDC, 21.7 FHDC, 4.35 FUDC
33.0-49.1 42.0 64.7 2.86 FUDC, 36.2 FHDC, 2.86 FUDC
49.1-65.2 60.0 79.5 60.0 FHDC
65.2-81.3 78.4 79.5 78.4 FHDC
81.3-160.1 113.3 79.5 113.3 FHDC
160.1+	 309	 79.5	 309 FHDC
cycle speeds used to establish the distances shown in Table B-16
are as follows: 16.30 kph in J227a(B), 31.5 kph in FUDC and
77.6 kph in FHDC. Cycle lengths are 0.326, 12.05 and 16.4 km,
respectively.
B.2.5	 Fuel Consumption Factors: Methodology
and Sample Calculations
Having established the distances, the next step was to identify
the appropriate factors from Figure B-5 for use with the fuel
consumption calculated from CARSIM. Lacking information regard-
ing fuel consumption factors for the SAE J227a(B) cycle, the
factors used were those for the FUDC. The procedure may be
illustrated by considering a trip length of 10.1 km. The first
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segment of such a trip is 4.81 km of driving in the FUDC. The
second segment is 0.507 km in the FHDC, and the third is 4.81 km
in the FUDC. The fuel consumption in this trip is given by
4.81	 1	 0.507 	 4.81	 1
C a 12.05 ( f 1 ) C	 +UDC	 16.4 (
1
-)f 2 C	 +HDC	 12.05 (f 3) CUDC
(B-6)
where CUDC is the fuel consumption in a single urban driving cycle
at standard conditions (68°F to 86 0F), CHDC is the fuel consump-
tion in a fully warmed-up highway driving cycle at standard
conditions, and fl, f 2 , and f 3 are the warm-up factors applied to
the fuel economy of segments 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The form
of Equation B-6 comes from a definition of the f-factors:
FE actual f(FE
 ideal )	 (B-7)
Since
C
	
_ DISTANCE DRIVEN _ DISTANCE DRIVEN	 (B-8)
FE actual
f
 (FEideal)
we can write
C - f Cideal	 (B-9)
for each segment of the trip. The f-factors are obtained from
Figure B-5, using appropriate assumptions for the amount of
warmup that takes place.
As an example, the first segment is 4.81 km of the FUDC; the
values of the quantity 1-f are read from Figure B-5 for a trip
length of 4.81 km, assuming a cold start. (Warm starts will be
treated at the end of this section.) The resulting values of
f l
 and 1/f l are shown in Table B-17a.
The second segment
Figure B-5 applies
not be appropriate
way driving from a
hand, warm-up fact
were assumed to be
of the trip is 0.507 km in the FHDC. Since
to city driving from a cold start, it would
to apply these data to the 0.507 krr, of high-
partiall.y warmed-up condition. On the other
Drs f for the FHDC from a cold start at 70°F
0.914 at 16.4 km (Table B-15), 0.971 at 32.8 km
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Table B-17. Fuel Consumption Factors for Trip Length
of 10.1 Kilometers from Cold Start
B-17a. First Segment: 4.81 km in FUDC
Ambient
1-f1 fl 1/fl
Temperature
20°F 0.359 0.641 1.56
45°F 0.237 0.763 1.31
70°F 0.118 0.862 1.13
100°F 0.160 0.840 1.19
B-17b.	 Sec)nd Segment:	 0.507 km in FHDC
Ambient
f2 1/f2Temperature
20°F 0.891 1.122
45°F 0.903 1.107
70°F 0.914 1.094
100°F 0.851 1.175
B-17c.	 Third Segment:	 4.81 km of FUDC
Ambient
f2 1/f3Temperature
20°F 0.872 1.15
45"F 0.939 1.06
70°F 1.000 1.00
100°F 0.885 1.13
(Table B-12), and 1.00 at 49.2 km. Some way must be found to
combine the city and highway warm-up factors for trips in which
a segment of FHDC follows a segment of FUDC. For the purposes
of this study, this was done by applying the "cold" f-factor to
a highway driving distance equal to the first 16.4 km in the
FHDC minus twice the original distance in the FUDC. The next
16.4 km in the FHDC would use the "warm" f-factor, and th_
remainder would use the "hot" f-factor. For the particular
example being described, 0.507 km of FHDC is less than
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16.4 - 2 X 4.81, so at 70°F the entire FHDC segment gets a factor
f2 of 0.914, as indicated in Table B-17b. The array of fuel con-
sumption factors for FHDC "cold" starts (one highway cycle),
"warm" starts (two cycles), and "hot" starts (three cycles) is
indicated in Table B-18.
Table B-18. Fuel Consumption Factors for the
Federal Highway Driving Cycle
Ambient "Cold" Starts "Warn" Starts "Hot" Starts
Temperature f 1/f f 1/f f 1/f
20°F 0.891* 1.122 0.947 1.056 0.983 1.017
45°F 0.903* 1.107 0.959 1.043 0.981 1.019
70°F 0.914 1.094 0.971 1.030' 1:000 1.000
100°F _ 0.841* 1.175 0.861 1.161 0.882 1,134
*Extrapolated from 70°F value and other values in the absence
of actual data.
The third segment of this trip is 4.81 km of the FUDC (starting
at 5.32 km and ending at 10.13 km). One could make an argument
that this would correspond roughly to the "stabilized" portion
of the driving cycle of Reference B-4 (see Tables B-10 through
B-14), but the fuel economy in this segment is higher than the
reported FTP fuel economy, and that seems unreasonably optimistic.
Therefore, the f-factors were based on the FTP fuel economy
reported in Table B-9. [For example, the value of f 3
 for 20°F
was determined by dividing the FTP fuel economy at 20°F (12.9 mph)
by the FTP fuel economy at 70°F (14.8 mph).] These values are
shown in Table B-17c. The values of Table B-17 can then be used
to calculate the fuel consumption for the trip of 10.1 km:
C	 0.400 (f + f ) CUDC	 + 0.031 f CHDC	 (8-10)1	 3	 2
where
	
x.707	 20°
	
12.375	 45°
T, + f 3 =	 2.133	 700 (8-11)
	
2.320
	
100°
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For trips that do not correspond to a cold start (for example, a
trip which begins an hour after a previous trip), the assumption
of a cold start is not valid. Different factors are required to
represent this "warm" start. Lacking data about such factors,
we assumed that they would correspcnd to the addition of some
fixed distance (say, 3.22 km) to the trips made from a cold
start. In other words, Figure B-5 could be used to generate the
f-factors by adding 3.22 km to the trip length for the first
segment, so that f-factors corresponding to 8.03 km, instead of
4.81 km, would be used. For the second and third segments of the
trip, the f-factors would be the same. The new values of fl,
1/fl , and 1/fl + 1/f 3 are shown in Table B-19.
Table B-19. Fuel Consumption Factors for Trip Length
of 10.1 Kilometers from Warm Start
Amb i ent 1	 1
Temperature
1-f 1 f1 1/f1
f1+f3
20°F 0.273 0.727 1.376 2.523
45°F 0.164 0.836 1.196 2.261
70°F 0.061 0.939 1.066 2.066
100°F 0.148 0.852 1.174 2.303
B.2.6
	 Summary
Similar logic was used for the remaining trip lengths. The
particular assumptions are indicated in Table B-20. The results
are as follows:
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Co ld
2.439
_	 1.818
K13	 1.408
1.290
Warm
20° 1.460
45° 1.250
70° 1.094
100° 1.181
(B-13)
	1.122	 20°
_	 1.107	 45°
K 2	 1.094	 700
	
1.175	 100°
(S-15)
Table B-20. Assumptions for Carious Trip Lengths (TL)
TL - 2.96 kilometers: Use same factors for SAE J227a C&) and FUDC.
TL - 10.14, 19.5, 30.4, 42.0 kilometers:
Apply "cold" FHDC factors to first 16.4 km of FHDC minus twice
the first segment FUDC distance; apply "warm" FHDC to the
remainder of highway driving; use FT p fuel economy for last
FUDC segment.
TL - 60.0, 78.4, 113.3 9 and 309 kilometers:
Apply "cold" FHDC factors to first 16.4 km; apply "warm" FHDC
factors to second 16.4 km, and apply "het" FHOC factors to the
remainder.
TL - 2.96: C - K 13 (7.877 C227 + 0.0271 C UDC I
	
(B-12)
where
TL - 10.14: C - 0.400 K13 CUDC + 0.031 K2 CHDC
	 (B-14)
where
Cold
2.707
2.375
K13 -	 2.133
2.320
Warm
20° 2.523
45° 2.261
70° 2.066
100° 2.303
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(B-16)TL - 19.5:	 C - 0.435 K13
CUDC +
0.548 K2
CHDC
where
Cold Warm
2.400 200 2.234
2.209 450 2.108
K13 -	 2.057 700 1.999
2.135 100 0 2.121
1.100 20°
1.086 45°_
K 2	 1.073
(H-17)
700
1.170 100°
TL - 30.4: C - 0.361 K
13 CUDC + 1.323 K2 CHDC
	 (B-18)
where
Cold Warm
2.481 20° 2.270
2.257 450 2.139_
K13	 2.087 700 2.011
2.144 100 0 2.124
1.080 20°
1.066 45°
K2 -
	 1.053 700	
(B-19)
1.666 100°
TL - 42.0: C - 0.238 K
13 CUDC + 2.210 K2 CHDC
	 (B-20)
where
Cold	 Warm
	
2.725	 200	 2.342
_	 2.391	 450	 2.173
K 13	 2.175	 700	 2.037
	
2.172	 100 0	2.129
	
1.066	 20°
_	 1.052	 45°
K 2	 1.042	 700	
(B-21)
	
1.158
	 100°
TL - 60.0: C - 3.657 K2 CHDC
where
Cold Warm
1.056 200 1.045
1.050 450 1.040
K2 -	 1.034 700 1.024
1.153 100 0 1.148
(B-22)
(B-23)
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(B-24)TL = 78.4: C = 4.775 K2 `'HDC
where
Cold Warm
1.047 20° 1.039
1.043 450 1.035_
K 2	 1.026 700 1.018
1.148 100 0 1.145
TL = 113.3: C = 6.902 K2 CHDC
where
Cold Warm
1.038 200 1.032
1.035 450 1.030_
K 2	 1.018 700 1.013
1.144 100 0 1.142
TL = 300: C = 18.824 K2 CHDC
where
Cold	 Warm
1.025	 200	 1.022
_	 1.025	 45°	 1.023
K 2	 1.007	 700	 1.005
1.138	 100°	 1.137
and where
K	 +13	 f 	 f
	
1	 3
K 2	 f 2
As an example, suppose that
FE 227 = 4.25 km/liter
FE UDC= 5.95 km/liter
FEHDC = 8.50 km/liter
(B-25)
(B-26)
(B-27)
(B-28)
(B-29)
(B-30)
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Since the J227a(B) cycle, FUDC and FHDC have lengths of 0.326 km,
12.05 km and 16.4 km, respectively, the fuel consumed in each
cycle is
C
227 = 0.079 liter
C
UDC = 2.024 liter
	 (B-32)
C
HDC = 1.931 liter
Substitution into the previous equations for cold-start fuel
economy at 70 °F yields the fuel consumption and fuel economy
values shown in Table B-21.
Table B-21. Example Fuel Economy Results (70°F)
Trip length
(kilometers)
Fuel Consumption
(liters)
Fuel Economy
(km/'tr)
2.96 0.949 3.120
10.14 1.794 5.650
19.5 2.949 6.602
30.4 4.20 7.215
42.0 5.496 7.644
60.0 7.298 8.222
78.4 9.456 8.290
113.3 13.56 8.354
309. 36.59 8.443
We realize that the assumptions made here are "strong" in the
statistical sense, and may in fact be unrealistic for certain
conditions. It is cur intention to update these numbers as better
inforration becomes available. But our present concern is pri-
marily with establishing the methodology from start to finish.
Single runs of CARSiM over each of the three driving cycles
should produce the fuel consumption data that we need for various
trip lengths: ambient temperatures and warm-up conditions. It
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may well be, however, that CARSIM will not be able to distinguish
between bags 1 and 3 of the FUDC, since it does not model warm-up.
In that case it may be necessary to revise this methodology.
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1	 INTRODUCTION
In designing a near-term hybrid vehicle, it is necessary to first
establish a data base which will help to define how the vehicle will be
used. The petroleum savings resulting from the use of hybrid vehicles
will depend upon the portion of daily travel that can be accomplished
on the stored electrical energy. Therefore, the vehicle's design must
take into account how the vehicle will be driven: the vehicle's daily
range, the frequency of trips, the sp:=ed it must attain, the terrain
it crosses, where it is parked and so forth. This report contains data
which describe the travel patterns of drivers and how they use their
vehicles.
To determine the minimum requirements for range, speed, and
capacity in typical kinds of driving, a previous GRC study  made a
detailed r_ew analysis of existing travel data. To delineate the detailed
distributions of range and trip frequency, the original data tapes from
two extensive urban origin-destination travel surveys 
2,3 
were processed.
Los Angeles was chosen for analysis because of its size and its historic
dependence on automotive travel. Washington, D.C. was selected because
its survey was made at about the same time as the Los Angeles survey
and because it differs from Los Angeles in potentially important ways:
it is much smaller, and much more dependent on public transportation.
Data from these two surveys correlate well with transportation data
taken from other sources. Therefore, when the data from each survey are
taken together, the result indicates a range of vehicle use representa-
tive of driving in urban areas across the country.
1W. F. Hamilton, Prospects for Electric Curs, General Research Corporation
CR-1-704, November 1978.
2LARTS Base Year Report: 1967 Origin-Destination Survey, Transportation
Association of Southern California, Los Angeles, December 1971.
3The Home Interview Survev - What and 'w'hy, National Capital Region Trans-
portation Planning Board, Washington, D.C., February 1968.
1
The bulk of the detailed data in this report is based on the
Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. origin-destination surveys, but a
number of other sources were also utilized including the Nationwide
Personal Transportation Study (1969), 1 the 1974 National Transportation
Study, 2 the Federal Highway Administration's publication Highway Statistics 
and others.
The design of the hybrid vehicle is to be based on specific vehicle
uses or "missions." Previous examination of the travel data has lend to
the division of drivers into three groups with widely differing travel
patterns: primary, secondary, and only drivers, No other groups of
drivers were clearly distinguisable on the basis of their reported travel.
Primary and secondary drivers are from multi-car, multi-driver households,
where the primary driver is defined as the driver who travels the great-
est distance each day. Secondary drivers are the other drivers at multi-
driver households. The only driver is from a one-car, one-driver house-
hold. Drivers sharing a car were not included in the data processed.
Drivers in each of these classes use their cars differently and require
different capabilities of their' vehicles; that is each driver class per-
forms a different "mission". Wherever possible, th,; travel data in
this report has been split out by these three driver classes. It is
interesting to note that the data for the only driver class is very close
to the average for all drivers taken together. Information on another
specific vehicle use, taxis, is also included in a separate section.
1Nationwide Personal Transportation Study, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D.C., April 1972.
2 197 National Transportation Studv, U.S. Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C., February 1975.
3,Highway Statistics, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration, Washington, D.C., Annual.
2
In addition to data on vehicle travel, this report also contains
information on cargo capacity, availability of off-street parking
(as required for battery rechargin,) and accident involvement rates based
on the acceleration and gradeabi.ity capability of the hybrid vehicle.
3
At	 - . 0
2	 DISTRIBUTIONS OF DAILY TRAVEL
2.1 TRAVEL LESS THAN SPECIFIED RANGE
Dail; travel data wire derived from the Los Angeles and Washington,
D.C. origin-destination surveys. Distributions of reported driving dis-
tance for the three driver groups are shown in Table 2.1. The columns
contain cumulative percentages, with the left-hand figure representing
Los Angeles data, the right, Washington, D.C. Each distribution is
displayed graphically in Figs. 2.1-2.3 vith the lower edge of each
band corresponding to the Los Angeles data points. The Los Angeles
and Washington data do not show the length of trips beginning or ending
outside the urban area. Thus, Table 2.1 and Figs. 2.1-2.3 apply only
to urban driving. Roughly; one percent of all trips reported on the
survey day began. or ended outside the survey areas. The data do not
accujnt for long distance travel, such as vacation trips, made by 63
percent of households. A GRC report  has estimated that 35 percent of
personal cars take round tries in excess of 320 km. Also the distribu-
tions cannot be applied to rural drivers who tend to drive greater dis-
tances than urban drivers.
The distributions were developed from information on individual
trips during the survey day; therefore the data re f er to the distribution
of a number of drivers on a single day. If the assumptier, is made that
the drivers form a hum.geneous group (checks within each driver ;groups
revealed no significant differences), the data also give the distribution
of travel by an individual driver over many days.
Column set A shows the distributions of travel reported by drivers
cn the survey days. In Washington, the travel per driver was considerably
less than in Los Angeles, and the difference is greater at the longer
ranges as might be expected from the smaller size of the Washington
region, which limits the opportunities for long urban trips in a single
day. The average daily distance per driver is 50 k-1 for Los Angeles
and 33
	
for Washington, D.C.
1M.M. Collins, Autan,obile and Lirht Truck Ranee itenuirements (draft)
General Research Corporation IM-2193, December 1978.
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The second set of columns (B) shows the percent of total travel
reported by drivers who drove less than a given distance. This data
indicate the percentage of total driving distance which could be
accomplished by range-limited (e.g., electric_) cars. Even if a car of
this range were useless on all other daps requiring more travel, it could
serve this percentage of total driving distance.
Column set C shows the percent of all driving within a specified
range. This data indicates the percv-nt of total driving distance which
could be accomplished on an electric propulsion system of a given range
in a hybrid car. The distribution assumes that the entire electric
range is useful on every day requiring a longer total range.
Table 2.2 shows the average daily and annual ranges and the annual
range of the 95th and 98th percentile dirvers in Los Angeles and
Washington. 'when working with the assumption that the distributions of
daily travel in Table 2.1 can be used to represent travel by one driver
over many days, annual ranges cannot be directly calculated by multiplying
the daily driving distance by 365. A 95th percentile driver ou the
survey day is expected to drive as far on only 5 percent of his driving
days.
If we assume that each driver's travel is uncorrelated from day to
day, the Central Limit Theorem says that the mean and variance of the
annual. travel will be 365 times the mean and variance of the daily
travel.
The mean and variance of the daily travel can be calculated
directly from the distributions in Table 2.1 using the technique
shown in the appendix. Once the mean and variance of daily travel
are known, the 95th and 98th percentile distances are found with the
aid of standard nornal (Gaussian) distribution tables. The
95th and 98th percentile points occur at 1.645a and 2.054a res-
pectively, where o is the standard deviation. For example,
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s	 if the mean and variance of the daily travel distribution are 35 km
and 800 km2 , then the mean and variance of the annual travel are
12,775 (- 365 x 35) km and 292,000	 365 X 800) km2 . The standard
deviation of annual travel is only 540 km (• 292,0001/2) so the
95th and 98th percentile travel ranges ate 13,664 km and 13,885 km.
Note that the above approach leads to a distribution of annual
driving which is relatively narrow, i.e., the ratio of standard devia-
tion to average is small. This occurs because the average increases as
N chile the standard deviation increases as PI1/2 where N is the
number of days (365 in this case) .
In Table 2.2 both the survey and derived daily ranges are included
for comparison. Note that these ranges are essentially the same for
each comparable case. This serves as a check on both the consistency
of the tabular dist!-ibuticns and the method used to derive the mean
(average) :end variance of the daily driving distr.s.burion.
As muaciuned earlier, the derived annual distributions are relatively
narrow. The actual distributions are undoubtably wider for several
reasons. One, the survey only recorded trips which were taken entirely
within the survey area, thus excluding some long trips. Two, the survey
may not have accurately sampled drivers who are constantly on the road
for their livelihood, e.g., salesmen, truck drivers, etc. And three,
the assumption that all drivers on the survey day give accurate E:atis-
tics for a driver on all days may introduce appreciable errors at the
extreme driving ranges.
A number of studies have collected data on the average distance
traveled. Table 2.3 shows the average annual vehicle kilometers traveled
per per3onal passenger vehicle as estimated by several sources. The
overall average is about 16,000 kilometers per vehicle, and has remained
yreasonablyy constant throughout the ears surveyed. The annual kilometers
estimated from the Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. are within the
range of estimates provided by other studies.
11
TABLE 2.3
PERSONAL PASSENGER VFiIICLE ANN,)WAL TMVEL
National Transportation Study
Large Cities (33)*
Average
Range
Smaller Cities (23)t
Average
Range
Data	 Annual Vehicle
Year	 kilometers Traveled
1967	 16,947
1968
	
11,682
1969	 18,676
1975	 17,466
1969 15,749
1970 16,065
1971 16,295
1972 16,396
1973 16,087
1974 15,285
1972
15,2:S
11,011 - 20,933
17,555
9,415 - 21,044
Source
Los Angeles Origin-
Dest.ination Survey
Washington, D.C. Origin-
Destination Survey
Nationwide Personal
Transportation Study
JPL Ls;timat.e for Hybrid
Vehicle Study (Eased on w'PTS)
lli h^:::y Statistics (FEWA)
Cities with 1972 population over one million.
tCities with 1972 population between 250,000 and 500,000.
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2.2 TRIP FREQUENCY AND AVERAGE TRIP DISTANCE
The distribution of the number of driver trips per day shown in
Table 2.4 was developed from the Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. origin-
destination surveys. The data indicate that the 95th percentile only
drivers in Los Angeles average five more-trips per day than Washington
only drivers while covering 6: more kilometers (See Table 2.5). Dividing
the daily range by the number of trips would indicate that the average
trlp distance. in Washington, D.C. (11.3 km) is about the same as in
Los Angeles (12.3 km).
The actual joint distribution of trip frequency and trip distance
Las rot been calculated. Examination of the 10 percent of secondary
drivers who make the longest trips reveals that they make both longer
trips and more frequent trips per day.
The Nationwide Personal Trar,,,portation Study found that over half
of daily trips nre less than 8 'Kilometers iono. Of the 23 large cities
examined frc:a the 1974 National Transportation Study. the average
trip distance was 10.6 kilometers; in smaller cities the average was
E.2 kilometers.
2.3 FREEjaAY MiLVEL
The data on the percent of urban travel on freeways, presented in
Table 2.6 were obtained from the 1974 *National Transportation Studv. The
information is from a previous GRC report  which processed data from
46 geographically distributed cities, 23 large cities with populations
over one million (1972) and a like number of smaller cities with one-
quarter to one-half million in population.
The overall city average puts the portion of travel on freeways at
about 28 percent; but the range is quite large, varying from less than
1i. M. Collin:. and L. :iorecraft, Anplicability of Existing Recional Data
to National Impact Analvsis for urban Electric Cars, General Research
Corporation IM-2045, June 1976.
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TABLE 2.4
DISTRIBUTIONS OF DRIVER A.RIPS PER DAY
Trips
per Secondar^, Only Primary
D AY L os An geles Washington Los AnDelec	 .• Iashir	 cn I.os An^:elec Washin:zton
1 1.9 3.-2 1.5 2.8 0.9 1.0
2 40.9 63.9 36.2 55.9 26.5 43.7
3 51.8 68.9 44.5 61.7 31.7 48.6
G 65.1 87.8 58.6 83.2 45.8 73.0
5 75.4 90.0 69.5 35.8 55.3 76.7
6 31.1 95.6 76.8 92.S 63.+ 86.8
7 86.4 96.3 82.1 94.2 70.8 88.9
8 89.9 98.2 56.7 96.7 76.1 93.3
9 92.5 9S.5 69.4 97.3 80.5 94.5
;. 1 54.5 99.3 92.3 93.3 84.7 96.2
it 95.8 93.9 98.7 57.2 96.6
12 96.8 95.399.1 89.6 97.6
13 97.7 96.4 91.8 98.0
14 98.3 97.2 93.4 98.6
15 93.9 97.7 94.3 98.9
16 9'-.1 98.2 95.3 99.1
17 98.5 96.1
1s 98.8 96.9
19 99.1 97.4
20 97.9
21 99.2
22 98.6
23 98.8
24 98.9
25 99.1
Source: Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. Origin -Destin,tion
Survey
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TABLE 2.5
DAILY MNGE AND TRIPS PER DAY
Daily Range
95th	 98th	 Trips per Day
Percentile, Percentile, 95th	 98th
km	 km	 Percentile Percentile
Secondzxy Drivers
Los Angeles	 77	 105	 10	 14
Washington	 54	 67	 6	 8
Only Drivers
Los Angeles 147 218 12 16
Washington 85 113 7 10
Primary Drivers
Los Aw-eles 218 285 16 20
Vashi::Gton 110 145 9 13
Source:	 Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. Or ig •in-Destinati^n Surveys
A
TABLE 2.6
PERCENT OF TRAVEL CAN FREEWAYS
Percent Freekav Travel
Los Angeles
	 38.6
Washington, D.C.	 38.2
Large City Average
	 33.5
Small City Average
	
23.1
Total Average (46 cities)
	
28.3
Range
	 7.4 - 54.2
Source: FHWA's 1974 National Transportation Study
15
10 to over 50 percent freeway driving. As might be expected, smaller
cities, which would have less developed highway systems, show about
10 percent les- Freeway driving than the large cities. The data point
for Washington, D.C. scents suspiciously high, since the only major
freeway system at Lhe ti:-e w4s the Belcway which encircles the city,
but the 39 percent freeway traNzl in Los Angeles agrees well with other
data sources.
2.4 TR/-AV, SFEL'T)
Th-_ av:+raze trno:el speeds on frcc^:ay;, Rrd !surface streets shc,an
in	 2-7 were ba ,_';ered from the 1974 `:itionrtl Tr.:;rcpor. nti.on Study.
Averaes speeds are higher in smaller chits, r.ost li;,ely a reflection
of traffic density. ':ho travel seeds are taken to be the 24 hour
aver::;e moving speed attained on the .roadway, as the speeds here are
cons IL:nrab.%	 tl•an other estimates obtained b y	 trip
d=istances b;; tr!.p tin=es, which would incic^'e ti -me stopped at intersec•-
tio:;s, etc. (as do tllo SAE a:ld'^
	 c	 coc...ra^ drivin z- cycJ.cs)	 The a data
were collected prior to the 1974 imposition of the 55 sell speed li:ait;
present	 would be expected to be slightly lower for free-. 1 4y driving.
The 1974 HiC sr,-nv Statistics contains data on the average speed
of passe:iKet cars on urban primary and secondary roads and suburban
rrinan.-y roads. "'Bert data show lower s peeds on priiaZrj roads reilect-inb
th:: iml,osition of the 55 mph speed limit. Data on madli n time and
median distance to work for various cities are shuwn in Fig. 2.4. As
would he expected, .-orkcrs in smaller cities travel sho p-er distances
to their place of emrloyment and workers in larger cities spend a
greater amount of ti.Me colnnu*_ing. Of the 41 cit=ies surveys l , the
great majority lie between the 30 km/hr and 40 km/hr lines i7 Fig. 2.4.
This would be a good indication of the average speeds attained during
the peak traffic hours.
1Selet-ted Charicteristies of Travel to Wc rt: in 2? Mop ,Vr nno litln A'. a s:
1975 ail 1976, U.S. Department of Cumnerco, Bureau of the Census,
Series F -23, `:o. 68, February 1978 and Series P-23, No. 72, Septctnbcr
1978.
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TABLE 2.7
AVFR+ICE SPELD
Freeway,	 Surface Street,
km/hr	 km/hr
P;?tiu_nal Transportation Study
D ALn (1972)
Los Angeles
Was.iington, D.C.
Large City Average
Smaller City Average
Total Average (46 cities)
Range
88.6 46.7
86.9 48.3
81.2 43.6
86.9 47.7
84.1 45.6
61 - 106 32 - 69
Avern7n Svac:- or Posscnger
Cn:	 l-m!hr
1974 1lirhwav Statistics Data:
Urban Primary Roads
	 68.4
Urban Secondary Roads
	
52.2
Suburb: n e_imary Roads
	
77.1
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3	 C1:ARt,C'"RISTTCS OF VE11 CLE USE
3.1.	 TRIP PUr, OSE
The beat informa_daa availahl_ on this purpos e is fro,n the 1^69
NatianwiJe Personal Trnnsportation Study. These uata have alre"dy Leon
compiled in the JPL Hybrid Vehicle Potential A sse.;sv.en t i report.
Rather than complicate the issue with data from. other, !ass conpl.^te
so-j: c: s, the JF L table is reproJi%ccd in Table 3.1.
Work t:j+s ar y C11 1.: major r(-curr:ng class c;c trips accounting
for 36 percent of all t; ipz and 42 ptrcer.ic cf rchicle trav U annually.
Social and rocroational trips are s*sorter and less frnquent (22 percent
of trips) than ether trips but still account fc: a third of t'ie dis-
p once trctclCd eac:i year.
3.2	 VEHIC T._ CCCLP.::vC':
The	 of	 occtirants (dr i--er pl. , passen€,e~s) noted in
the Lo.^, Ar.2,; , Ics and	 stlldie.i is pi ,'Ante'} in :aisle 3.2.
Accci di.1p, to thcse data, the passenger requirLUleI:LS of over 95 percent
of trips could be fulfilled by a four-seated car. A fi. l!e-passenger car
which world satisfy the space needed for about 98 percent of all trips.
The ?PL study l
 includes vehicle occupancy data broken out by trip pur-
pose. This	 the '^: j Cr • ^. ^i' p ' ^•r a. il' I1 Sr ^ "ii:? Cn
Stiidy is reproduced in Table 3.3.
3.3 CARGO MYLOAD
The trunk or cergo space figures for all car models (e%cluding
station wagons and two-seat; rs) wcre taken from the EPA's 1978
California Gas Mileage Guide. 2 Table 3.4 shows the average cargo space
along with the range of trunk sizes available in each car class. The
1 F. Surber, Hybrid Vehicle Potential Assessme"L, T nterim 7-3arcs Ra:^^r_,
Draft, Jet Propulsion Laburatcr;! 503^-162, Passuena, Cnl :ornia,
February 197P..
2 197 Gas `•tileapc Guide, Ca lifornia, U.S. Departnent of Energy, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agenc •?, '•:ashington, D.t:. February 1978.
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flarger spaces are associated with hatchback models. Weighting the average
cargo space by the sales in each class yields an average cargo space of
0.44 m3 for cars sold. The 95th percentile space is 0,62 m 3 , the 98th
percentile is 0.65 m 3 . These statistics do not necessarily represent the
desired cargo space, since this dimension is only one of many Ceatures
figuring into the car-buying decision
TABLE 3.4
CARGO Sr,'.CE A1T;JT..BL3
^t
1975 'rIOD '' CARS
Avcra;-,o- Space,
M^	 Srace Panne, n
Subco,:in^cLs 0.2 i 0.14 - 0.51
Coin?acts 0.40 0.23 - 0.59
Mid-size : 0.46 0.40 - 0.57
Lane-3i %ed 0.5& 0.43 - 0.65
Sales Weighted Average
	
0.44 m3
95th Percentile Cargo Space	 0.62 m3
98th Per.c(_-ntilc Car,-,o Space	 0.65 tai
Station wagon and two-sear.cr model a :eluded.
Source: EPA's 1978 Gas Mileov.e Guide, Cal ifornin
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4	 VEHICLE. LOCATION
The figures in this section have been estimated from data collected
in the Census Bureau's Anneal Housing Survev. 1
 The survey questionnaire
asked for the number of cars available to the household, but does not
define the term "available". Presumably "available" would Include not
only cars owned by and registered to the household members, but also
leased, rented, and borrowed cars and company or fleet cars available
for personal use.
The automobile data are split into those at one-car households
an4 those at multi-car households. This division does not exactly
match the breae.out of driver classes i.e., only drivers And primary/
secondary drivers) because the origin-dcstinzticn Survey data reported
here excluded households where drivers shared a car.
 Tincreforc, the
number of one•-cnr households is greater than the nu:aber of only drivers,
since one-c_ ,: hou:^eholds With more than one driver were eliminated from
the data. Yet reascnablz estimates can be ob:aint^d b y
 ignoring this
dial=.:;c;.i a b.`	se	 e ,	 an e
	 io C.lti,,c. of the ow occur? c of vc -,ir_1e shari:.^. In
Los Angelas, only 12 percent of drivers reporting trips came from
households where sharing a vehicle was necessary. In Washington,
only 9 percent of drivers shared a car. These percentages will decline
in the future; as automobile nwnershi, continues to rise; nearly every
driver will ifave his own =:.
In this section, the terra "Urban area" refers to Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SN"JAs), each of which consist of a
county or group of counties that contain one or more central cities
with populations over 50,000.
4.1 AVAILA:,ILITY OF CAPS WITH OFF-STREET PARKING
Since off-street parking is required for residential recharging,
it is necessary next to estimate the number of cars available with
lAnnual tiousinr, Survcy, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Washington, D.C., Annual.
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i
off-street parking. The estimates must also distinguish between cars at
ninble-family units and at multi-family units, where recharging facili-
ties may be more difficult to obtain, and between cars serving the three
major classes of drivers: secondary, primary, and only drivers. Recently-
published reports of the Annual Housing Survey summarize this informa-
tion for owner- and renter-occupied units, together with the availability
(	 of cars at these units.
i
All housing units in Survey reports ore b ckrn down according to
whether they are occupied by owners or. renters. Furthermore, ddtailed
tabulations are available only fo g certain specific types of housing
units. "Sppcif.ied owner-occupied" units are Owner-occupied single-:airily
homes on ten acres or less, with no business on the property. "Specified-
re,tter-occupied" units include most renter-occupied units, but exclude
sin^ie- `:nn 1y rcater-ocz:upied units on ten aces or more.
As Table 4.1. itr:icates, these twc classes of occuFicd ui:its anouat
to subst.anL.^Ally less than the national total--about 15 percent less. The
rcma fining u-nits ara lar g ely rural single-family rentals, single-family
owner-occupied homes on ten acres or more, or with a business on the
property, and owner-occupied multi-family housing units. To include the
units omitted in the	 classes for which parking avcilab ili.ty is
published, it is necessary to extra pnl.tte from sable 4.1. The re sults
of such an extrapolation rre sun-marized in Table 4.2.
T'he extrapolation was made in three steps. First, specified
renter-occupied housing units «ere simply scaled tip, assuming that the
added units were like those tabulated, to give totals for all renter-
occupied housing units. The necessary scaling factor is very near unity for
this step. Second, single-family units which were renter-occupied were
subtracted from the renter categories and added to specified owner-
occupied units to approximate all single-family housing units. For
i	 this step, the single-family renter-occupied units were assumed to have
the same numbers of cars per unit, and the same availability of off-
_-	 street parking, as the specified renter-occupied units. This tends to
25
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QUAY"^OF 'Pow
V	 t1mate the number of cars, but to overestininte the availability
'.ing, since rented sim&le-family units probably have more cars and
; off-street parking than multi-family units. Third, the renter-
,;:pied housing units found in the first SLOP were scaled up to include
.:ner-occupied mul+• i-family housing units. The owner-occupied units
ware assumed to have the wane auto availability and parking availability
as specified renter-occupied units, again a conservative assumption.
The rasults of this expansion are shown in TFLle: 4.2 for various
^',P py l is }:IiiC Lae 1:: hi:.';,, i :eluding ciltgle 3225As v%A-*- h cone.-ituLe major
rartc•
 cf t.%z surve;, rce ions for Los tnZnIcs and 1T:.Shin3toa. The es:i-.i: to
of cn rc tvailable a ,. all occupied anits in Table. 4.2 is about 3-111
p_ruc:;t b:ilow that. reported in the Annu al Flo:is :ng Su rvey . For cars aval.i-
able in PLS.,z, :.c:,e;-«:r, tha u 	 restimr ,Le :s less: only 2 -1i2 percent.
'L'Itc: r v ,c?crt:z;r :n^t'vs appear ins.Fnifi.caat
	 to oti lr uncurt intiuc
Am—ol vz-a in t?£i= the data.
TI o prise ; +i ii uncartaint:y is in ".` meanin3 of "units wish
in aliles 4.1 and 4.2. For sing-i ll-f.-Mill" ultit'S, the Annual 11tAlsir.a
SuT
 rvey asked whether there was a garage or carport on the property. It
dial not datermi.re the availability of other off-street parking, which
might be in yards cr driveways. At multi-fariily unite, the Survey
(, atk: •1w	 Only .,11! ,
 .L..:" p..r'L;'..ng rac:li::ier '7(ala inc ud341 in ti to r:.:1t:.
The availability of othcrz fRCiliti,2s, or the natures and location of
facilities inclule,l
 in the rent, were not repotted.
The figures for units withh parking in Tablcc 4.1 and 4.2 are thus
far frcm definitive. They do not show yard or drive-.,ray parking which
may be available at single-family units, and they do not show the numbe7
of off-street parking spaces available per unit, at either single-family
or multi-family housing units. No better figures, however, were located
for use in this analysis.
Tiie lower portion of Table 4.2 s:;olrs the percentage of the total
cars in each colur+n which are at one:-car, two-car, and three-car housing
units. It also shows percentages at single- and multi-family housing
7A
units, so they may be combined directly with the percentages of these
types of units having off-street parking.
It is especially noteworthy in Table 4.2 that in WoshinCton, D.C.,
only 54 percent of the single-family units had a garage or carport. leis
is much less than in Los Angeles, where 94 percent reported having a
garage or carport, or in the United States as a who p:, where 78 percent
reported having a garage or carport. The implication is that the applica-
bility of hybrid r•	 may be much less in areas ll!;c ':ashington than
in auto-oriented i	 -as like Los Anurlen.
It is also i ;iL lba that single-family units in ,das"JugLon Alre-
quently provide c`.-street parking in yards aad driveways rather '.: 1-an
in garages or earl; ;rts. Unfortunately, the Washin-ton origfnr .Jectinaticn
survey (unlit-.e the Los Angeles survey) did not record the wa l a' .lity
of off-street parsing at residences, and an effort to locate other re c-
vant descriptive data was unsuccessful.
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 correlate parking and auto ar,i'_.:i^ility WiLL
the house value or gross rent of the housing unit. The house value (for
specified owner-occupied housing) and the gross rent (for specified
rent ar--occupied housing) are used as proxy variables for householi '_r.-
co;.-Cl , with which they are positively corn_ ated. T.,:-. dcta	 (7.974
Annu:.l	 did not list par:;irgnd auto availability '.,y
household income, but the median household income is 	 Ai7or each house
value and group rent division. These data have bee;l Cakcn dircc.l; from
the Surma:.y and have not been adjusted as have the data in Tcb-le 4.2.
The data show the expected result of auto availability increasing
with household income. The higher the value of specified owner-occupied
houses, the more likely the house has a garage or carport. The vast
majority of rented units have parking includes, regardless of the
monthly rent.
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4.2 UItSAN-EASED CAr.S
Table 4.5 slows the percent of cars available to households located
in urbaa areas. The urban areas (J. a., in SMSAs) are broken doom
into central cities and the remainder of the counties outside + the incor-
porated 1.1wits of the central cities. This breakout is intended to
estimore urban and suburban regions. The areas outside the S;^,As may
be considered rural. Approximately 3 percent of private cars are net
account, d for in this table.
One-c= hosrchol.ls are LLout oveul; C;stril)uted bet man urban,
cull,:ri n, and mral r.x:m. v, while: nearl ;•
 loal: _ 'ne car? in moult i-crt
hou::rl,a1 c?:; are locAred in suluvri an roe!.onj.
TADLB w .5
So;:rca:^	 U.J. IiuraaU of 4.^zT+SLf5 	 cti; .a`e
.z
Urban
Total	 Inside	 Outside Rural
Inside	 Central	 Central - c s idie
SIISA::	 Cit	 Citi • 3 Chi^ ":fie
At Ona-ca: Iiuur^ho' 4:;	 25.3	 11.3	 14.0	 11.9
At Multi-:,ar
llou;.clie1^ 3	 44.2	 15.2	 29.0	 13.2
32
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The applicability of cars requiring electric rech:vrging as of 1974
may be simply estimated from the auto and parking availability data in
the above tables. 'fable 4.6 breaks down cars available at residences
according to their location (urbau or rural), their function (secondary,
:
	 only, or primary car), and the type of unit at which they are parked.
The table snows a range of values for each entry, corresponding to csrs
at units with parking available and cars at all units. Only .•. •.rs are,
of cnurse, t4ose at one-car 1wuscholds in Table 4.2; pri=ty cars arc
the first cars at two- and three-car households; cnd secondary =iru are
zll other care.
w, 
" F i.6
AVAIL'rI'Ir OF CAM r:7 M.C: ICl`t, I."74
$oe +;.• cc .	 R; _tau of	 f• t.t a.	 .c^..:.:,c_ ^. • J.:.
Y^^Cet::' i,F^is;t n ^.a^'3	 jt2pc .`.•. r ^'''i.C,»•?••r) 'Il i.^t^:;
At Single-	 At Multi-	 At Single-	 At Multi-
Vamily Units Family Uni ts Family Units Fami ly Units
Secondary Cart
	 22-23t	 6.2-6.7tt'	 19-26t	 4.1-4.8tt
i
f:
rot it S:.,St^a
tmrst figure only 4nc:udNs cars et. units t• '. h far:,;; •a ,,L cirport. Srccr,d
figure includes Ciro at units without garage or carporu.
ttfirst figure only includes cars at units with off-street parkinC included
In rent. Second figure includes cars at units without off-street parkin,;
included in rent.
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5	 ACCT^': rl RATES
Accident rates on r-radas and at freLr.ay access -p;l11ts (frequently
uphill in urban areas) are closely correlated With the sr r-ad differe.nti&I
between Invc,lVec: vehicles. 1 This section astinlaten accident frequency
as a function of acceleration capability and percent road grade.
Gradeabilir:T has been calculated for a car c7ith sufficient power
to main- the n:]F.t strenuour. minimui<. ,^•.,:celery t'in`t specification (0-9U i:whr
iv 15 %econds) r qu-red by M for t-he hybrid voli:.cle. (TSn.'.^ puwar is
al: , scf''..__tc^?t to ment P11 the =i,.liirum 01:8tlE^.3.iry spec_f7.ca-lions.)
.. 5-1  ,. -o,... vnIocity versus i ._^ nt gr.: c!C for a trrp c''. !:• r `_
Sho -,n in 'table 5.1.
T.kELts 5.1
	
11-z	 .t.i`K	 T•. .•. ..	 1	 .^1•	 !1t'(. -'TY r. J MY 1• ./jwi1" ^w•t^ ^i ^.?i L,1J: L. Eli .J S:,Ii C.:.1 ^: Si ^i t. .. i•:. u::^w ^1•
lest
c
AeA odynzn, J c Drag .-Product: J:.ea	 0.75 tat
Acceleration	 0-90 1=/hr in 15 seconds
J.. 1::.:.<:.::a.s acc].	 1T"emuC. --a itJ::1
£.'..	
-	 1 a	
.	 r..
ndtIl^C! % '^	 2.11.0 C^j?E:"^•.'^3.;1:7. 	 tL• ^' 1)rGD::'j::.1]_ty.
of an	 a ccr travels slo .!a'. or c ignif ican--Y
f,I t:1^r t`l n oL e7 ^raffi=. Travel:, •,; f:lstc_ th•1-n the areraga trz:f.fic
speed is controlled by the driver but traveling slower than traffic
may bo dictzteO by the	 of tine voliJ le.
Combining the data from Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the rate of accident
involvement on Various grades is calculated and shown in Fig. 5.3. The
reference vehicle is capable of maintaining the 90 km/hr speed limit
1D. Solomon, Accident s on Main Rura l 17f gli.avc, M,. 1ated to Snen.?, Driver ,
and  Veh 4 cle. U.S. D!^!p.] ICLT^ent of Comm^rce, Bureau of Public loads,
Vastlington, D.C., July 3.964.
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on all grades of 8 percent or less. Since the maxit:um grade allowable
on Federal highways is 6 percent (on which the hybrid can do 112 l::a/hr)
the hybrid vehicle would be abl y to keep up with freevey traff:.c. The
decrease in the hybrid vehicles top speed to below 90 k*.i/hr would increnue
the probable accident rate only on grades over 8 percent, but it is
unlikely that such steep roads would allow traffic speeds as fast at
90 km/hr. Therefore, on open roadways the reference hybrid vehicle
would not hava an accident invoI.vru,ent tat: e sigiiifi:.antly highor than
co.T.7cn*_ icnal vehicles.
To calculat e the eVpect.e:' ru, er of ecei.Oant::. Ir._^;irmatir in is
r,.ncded oa Ll.ie number of vehirlc ilcuie"::Ls tr,,::reled cn roads , :,f v:r;.^uv
grades cnd the averay ,-- traffics see :nairtaa..,ed .
Boa'' vlr. , d-!:a is not ea:y to ob t-vIa, bC, - 7t.`VLi:. Par.. Lne Gi:c-,:tI
d'-10 nai:_ an cstisat`.e Q1 uiba -u	 &rn acs by t:C:'it1 n tyrc.
f'St ^'i. .:^^` -for Lhc U.3. as a	 thrt 63.7 percent Of t::-I'• aan h 'i^;}lN I cINI 9
IluJ'e -i nd•_a less t.:.^.:. j per ceW., 32 p!'rCLltt a?- t! grad: u .iE'ia7Q^.;i ^^ T-,''i'ceot
and u percent, 4 p_rct.:nt have a 6-9 percent grade, and 0.3 Pe'-cant
of the road miles are at grades greater than 9 percent. These LCLiMates
were made by comparing Geological Survey elevation maps to Federal
Highway Administration data on road it les by region. This methcdology
acs L^t ".c:. un;. for mica r.ua,:,•,Gy C^I7:^ .:UCt:.11;^,^ ;,l•?.'.^ C :^::, 	 ..;,^:„
would ailjt: rows to be less SLCe,-, ly incl-u:::d tl;a;: t: e	 -CM'_e of taa terrai:1
the road traverses. The data then may cnr,Laic co.ividerc'+? c errs=:,, but no
other road or,.de	 have been located.
Even if this tenuous data	 used, the expect-.cs accident rate
could not be calculated since the data does not incltide the speed at
which each grade is traveled.
B. Park, S. Grout, toad Grades - U.S. Distr livtion of Auto Vehicle
Miles (h;' Pegion a: ,i Urban/ Rural) , Raytheon Service..ompany, Ca::,'Oridge,
Massachusetts, Kay 15, 1774.
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Another safety consideration is the ability of the vehicle to
attain a propnr wtc.xging speed after travel in& up an inclined freeway
on-ramp. In California the majority of on-rnraps onto elevated freeways
have a 4 to 6 percent average grade and are 200 to 300 meters long. In
the case of the most strenuous on-ramp (200 meters long at a 6 percent
grade) the reference hybrid vehicle would be able to attain a 75 l=Ihr
speed by the end of the on-ramp. Since 65 km/hr is cannidered the mini-
mum safe verge speed, 1 the capabilities of the hybrid vehicle do not
pA4t'. a 0 .1a t  problem when uierging onto rn elevated frcewz: y.
lN. F.os pnbcrg, et- al., Insy!xutional Factors in Tr ;­ P.r.,ort. tion iyste*as
and 11teir Potential Bias Toward Vehi.c.los of Par ticuiar Chnrateri.sttcs,
Transportation Systems Center, U.S. Department of 'Transportation,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, August 1977.
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b	 TAXI FLEETS
In 1977, a survey of fleets was undurtakcn for t:Ie Depa r t!-Pitt
of raergy to asses=a the potential for alternate technologies in ligiit-
duty hiShway fleets. 1 Since the questions were aimcd at determining
the applicability of electric vehicles for fleet use, the data on taxi
fleets am helpful in assessing the usefulness of des:.gning a hybrid
vehicle to meet the requirements of taxi fleets.
Ma total cars ir. U.S. taxi fleets rumUcred	 3315,000 in
1176. T?Ac: Surve;• 1«c'.uled r.sl:anses from 68 ta::i fl::Fts with a total of
2,C? p : •,se::Gar •r hicles. The cars 1 cr_ dividcd into three c.la: t:s
1:.7C^c3 t':I v7eisrt. 	 stM.+133.1 tt ccrf: rie re all : L! CGMC..Cth , ttpt.?C1iU:li ti CJi: .iaC^l::.:.^
1G parii::t Suicz*npacL: and 84 parcent cant?Ct3, 3n the ttlar at ?r
clai:s t:i s rra,ic u, o.. 31 re.ceaL coG )actF: arz, u:, 	 ad tr.'
ci::► `• -:rcC~: of the (..__.,. ea 0% , -.-. O'.... 242 ..l7c`..cC:.._S L.	 G1^'	 :.!1
a.li:1'LC	 tl:ilw	 6i..;1-ai —.2 of 151
tha avers e c annu:.l vehicle kilo::aters (91,770 I-m) . This hi"11 c:ziiy
driving dist3rce vculd mean that the hybrid taxi would preb;:bly use
the gas:;A. nc-pc:.crcd propulsToo sy Stc'.m part of *_'sic -..me. Only a quarter
of thti	 .1it f:O.c at ri cen-tral locatio ri for v h ours, malCi.I:;
1J. ;'.a ,ncr, J. Nau g hton, and Ii. `i oohs, Licht-Lt:'.v :' ,,h!4a^ • '1e_lts: The
Pot en t-'^ l for AiterM IL e Tacho-) Io ir. ics i!i _C:.; _nar :r,:: i'i^ ^^ s ar i l ! Ile°^^ :^
Opci• aCnd by Stn te and L.rr.:i C:.r: ernments, hitcrim h:• iefing for 1Iapartment
of Erar.gy, rconomic Gi:clysir. Division, t%!tional Center of Irncr.gy Systems,
Br.ocl:haven NationA Lahorat• ury, New York, April. 3.978.
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TABLE 6.1
TAXI FL=TS
Total Cars in US Taxi Fleets (1976)	 336,000
Cars In Tao:i Fleets Sampled 	 20071
Taxi Fleets Sampled	 60
Average Fleet Size 	 30
Car siza
St all	 1•le 1v :	 L.irt,n	 To t-
I:cight Cls::r, kg Under.
1,383
'	 1:m
C -30 33..
ill-161 --
162-241 33%
,42 and U:J 33%
6 l rars Idls at Cc t, ral
Location 15%
Not Feviring Iligh;aay
Capability --
C hours Tdl:	 : _:= M.,
,41 g;3uay ..--
Arcrage Minimum
Passciij;er Space 4.0
Annual Kilometers per Vehicle
Computed Replacement Age, years
Computed Replaceme"t Kilometers
1,303 -
	
Nar 1. ; SR3
1, 50:1
16%
	
2%
13%
	
4flw
71%
	
SJ^
17%
	
27%
49%
	
38%
16",	 f+n
4.6
	
4.6
91,770
2.8
231,840
Source: Wagner et al., Light-Duty lighway Fle cts
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APPEMM
CALCtJUTIUI or :ova; me vARia-m's ninn.au Fu cu ,A:ar.t.R
CL':itJL TM, DISI-SIBUTIONS
Often random variables are described by a tabular presertation of
their cumulative probability distribution. Usually the analytical
rapres pa Lation of the probability density function fc.r these varlaLies
does not exist or is not 'knornc. Thus, direct-. calculuti.cu
 of the mean
and vtariari r;i frow	 1 and 0".. in Lot Vir cUcal:
a►
«LO 
rip
f
02	 l' G: — Si) ^^ (xt i,x
p - i::ean of x
p(x) - probability density function
V2 - variance of x
Tic £o1io---!-1- tirr-- sac'	 a c^': c2 to Lc _^ •.c'.^1- .., w ^.r^cr' 1
for- Lha tebular cu:aulet.%vc	 cq. 1 Ly
part.- yields 
• p
v - x r(L)	 -	 PNNX	 A.3
where
x
P 
	 _	 p(u)du
If P(x) - 1 - Q(x) is substituted into Eq. A.3 and the luwer Unit is
zero rather than -• (as is true for driving distance), we get
P.A.1 	Haight, Hathrraatical Theories of Truffic Flow, Academic Press,
1963, p. 22.
A.2
44
• e	 a
u X(l - Q(x) )l
 - 
f ti - Q(x)ldx ` f Q(x)dx
0	 0	 0
A.4
silks lim ..Q(x) 0 am x -► ^.
VA
Using the son approach, it is straightforward to slow than
z
_
"i u^ art, 4orN_	 :ith t^:Y±:^,^^ dwtr^,	 ^` ;{ .	 .^:	 ox.c^ .<	 r
1::;:..? is	 .^.	 : ac
1 t	 ii.i J.11
01 i	 i	 i-12
vh2r=
' Pi R val.-to of for z3a ma of xi
s_ o .: c
x0 0
a P	 w 1
1..5
A.G
A.7
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APPENDIX A
I	 MISSION ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATION STUDIES REPORT
f	 SWPLEMENT
I
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I
I
I
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i
I
This report contains information prepared
by Minicars, Inc. under JPL sub-contract.
Its content is not necessarily endorsed by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, or the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
9ICMS INC.
55 Depot Road Goleta. California 93017
TELEX 67605, Telecopier 18051964.7669
16 February 1919
Mr. R.C. Kinkade
Mail Station 506/401
California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91103
Subject: Submittal of Supplement to Mission Analysis and Performance Specification
Studies Report, Task 1, Dated 25 January 1979 - Contract Number 955188
Dear Sir:
In response to your telex of 2 February we are submitting herewith a supplement to
our Task 1 Mission Analysis and Performance Specification Studies Report. We regret
the omission and appreciate the opportunity to correct the situation. We believe
the attached supplement covers the requirements of Paragraph 5(a) and (b) of Data
Requirement Description Number 1.
At this time there is no submittal for Paragraph 8. Software developed thus far has
been for Task 2 and will be described in that report. Minicars' subcontractor,
General Research Corporation, has utilized their Daily Travel Distance (TULDIS)
computer program in the performance of their Task 1 effort. However, the software
for this program was already in existence, and we believe JPL is in possession of
the description of the program.
If you require more details on this program, we would be pleased to respond
accordingly.
Sincerely yours,
MINICARS, INC.
Samuel Romano
Program Manager
SR/cmb
Enclosure
16 February :.979
'MINICARS, INC.
	 ADDENDUM TO
CONTRACT NO. 955188	 MISSION ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE
TASK 1	 SPECIFICATION STUDIES REPORT
MISSION SPECIFICATIONS
A large portion of the information supplied here: is already given
in our recently submitted Mission Analysis and Performance
Specification Studies (hereafter "Mission Analysis") Report,
References 1 and 2. We were, however, remiss in not summarizing
it in specification form as required by the contract and here-
with hasten to correct this omission.
As a result of the NTHV mission analysis, three missions were
identified as candidates for further study (Table 1).
Table 1. Mission Descriptions
Mission	 Primary Reason for Selection
A	 All-purpose city driving
	
Maximum potential market
penetration
88	 Augmented commuting*
	
Two-passenger car**
C	 Femily and civic business
	
Minimal range requirements
*Includes three 10 km lunchtime or after-work trips per week, in
addition to the commuting distance.
**Does not meet JPL constraints.
Specifications and vehicle related char "cteristics for each of
these missions are presented below.
M1 Daily Travel
The distribution of daily travel by mission is given in Figure 3,
page 16 of Reference 1. Additional information is presented in
Figure 2, paqe 11, and in the discussion and tables on pages 7-19
of that report.
A summary of the requirements is given below (see also page 15 of
Reference 1):
1
Table 2. Daily Travel by Mission
Daily Range (km)
Mission	 Average
	 95th Percentile
A	 51	 153
BB	 43	 65*
C	 13	 38
*Applies to work days which include 10 km of
personal trips in addition to driving to and
from work. The number differs from Table 5,
Mission B of Reference 1, which gives an
average over all days.
M2 Payload (in terms of cargo and passengers)
Cargo. Origin-destination survey data do not include the cargo
space actually used, only the cargo space available. For 1978
model cars, cargo space availability is described in Table 3.4
of Reference 2. The 95th percentile cargo space for all care is
0.62 m3 . However, specific vehicles thought to be representative
of future full-sized cars show considerably less cargo space -
the Audi 5000 with 0.42 m3
 and the Buick Regal with 0.45-m3.
Therefore, the parameter M2 is set at 0.44 m 3
 for Missions A and C,
which corresponds to the sales-weighted average for all present
vehicles. For Mission BB cargo requirements will be minimal.
Passengers. Vehicle occupancy distributions by trip purpose were
presented in Table 3.3 of Reference 2. From these data the 95th
and 99th percentile occupancy can be established for the various
candidate missions. These are shown in Table 3.
Mission BB is assumed to have the same occupancy distribution as
Mission B. Note that a five-passenger vehicle will be adequate
for all candidate missions at least 95 percent of the time.
M3 Trip Lengths, Trip Frequency, and Trip Purpose
Trip length distributions are shown in Figure 1, page 8 of
Reference 1. Trip frequencies are given in Table 5, page 15, and
analyzed at length in Appendix A of that report. Trip purposes
2
Table 3. Vehicle Occupancy by Mission
95th Percentile	 98th Percentile
Mission	 Occupancy	 Occupancy
A 4.79 5.44
B 2.62 3.72
C 4.41 5.51
All 4.79 5.47
are discussed on pages 3-5 and throughout Reference 1. These are
summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Trip Length, Frequency and Purpose*
Average
	
Trip Length (km)
Mission	 Trip Frequency	 Average	 95th Percentile
A	 3.74	 13.6	 41
BB	 1.76 **	 14.6	 45
C	 1.47	 8.65	 26
*Purpose is given in Table 1.
**Seven-day average.
M4 Driving Cycles in Terms of FHDC, FUDC, J227a(B)
Each mission is a different set of trips of varying trip lengths
and varying average speeds; each trip is a different combination
of the three driving cycles. No data were found to distinguish
between trip length versus speed relationships for different
missions; therefore, the same relationship between trip length
and speed was used for all missions. This relationship was indi-
cated in Table B-16 of Reference 1. In that table, Table 5
below, the various combinations of driving cycles are indicated
for the various trip lengths. Similar combinations can be, and
have been, generated for other trip lengths, and these will be
detailed in a subsequent Technical Status Report.
3
Table 5. Trip Composition for Various Trip Lengths
Trip Average
Length Trip
Category Length Speed Trip Description
(km) (km) (kph) (Kilometers in J227a(B)	 Cycle,	 FUOC, & FHOC)
Under 8.0 2.96 17.2 1.316 J227a(B),	 0.327 FUOC,	 1.316 J227a(B)
8.0-15.3 10.14 32.5 4.81 FUOC, 0.507 FHOC,	 4.81	 FUOC
15.3-24.9 19.5 43.5 5.25 FUOC, 9.00 FHOC, 5.25 FUOC
24.9-D3.0 30.4 54.7 4.35 FUOC, 21.7 FHOC,.4.35 FUOC
33.0-49.1 42.0 64.7 2.86 FUOC, 36.2 FHOC,	 2.86 FUOC
49.1-65.2 60.0 79.5 60.0 FHOC
65.2-81.3 78.4 79.5 78.4 FHOC
81.3-160.1 113.3 79.5 113.3 FHOC
160.1T 309 79.5 309	 FHOC
M5 Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled per Vehicle
The annual vehicle miles traveled are provided in the JPL Guide-
lines, Reference 3, Table A-3 for all cars. Annual miles traveled
per vehicle by mission are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Annual Vehicle Miles
Traveled per Vehicle
Mission	 Annual Travel per Vehicle (miles)
A	 11,540
BB	 5,890
C	 " 873
4
M6 Potential Number of Vehicles in Use as a
Percentage of Total Vehicle Fleet
The total number of passenger vehicles expected to be in use in
1985 is given in Reference 3 as 113 million. The maximum poten-
tial number of vehicles for each mission as a percentage of all
vehicles in use can be calculated from the data of Table 5,
page 15 cf Reference 1, as follows:
Let
	
ni number of trips on mission i on the survey day
T = E ni = number of trips driven on the survey day
i
di = number of drivers on mission i on the survey day
n,
^i = dl = average trip frequency, per driver, for
n.
ui = T  = fraction of all trips on mission i
T = a = average trip frequency for all missions.
D
u AD
Then	 d. =	 1
Since each driver must normally be furnished one car, the quan-
tity di is also the required number of cars on mission i and
di/D is the fraction of cars on mission i
	
This method was used
to calculate Table 7.
Table 7. Maximum Potential Passenger Vehicles by
Mission as a Fraction of All Vehicles
Mission	 ui	 a'	 Percent = 100 uia /1i
A	 1	 - X
	 100
BB	 0.36	 2	 70
C	 0.40	 1.47	 100
5
At
rAs discussed in Reference 1, this maximum potential must be modi-
fied by considering vehicle acceptability, cost and related
factors. This work is now in progress.
M7 Reference Conventional ICE Vehicles
The reference conventional ICE vehicle was selected to represent
the vehicles that the near term hybrid vehicle could replace.
It is a gasoline engine automobile with an inertia weight of
1360 kg and an EPA composite fuel economy of 12.1 km/Z. This
choice is explained below.
We assume that the NTHV designed in this program will be able to
perform all automotive missions well - short trips on electric
power alone, and long trips on a combination of both electric and
ICE power. On this basis, hybrid vehicles could replace all
sizes and tunes of vehicles in the near term.
However, the size requirement for the proposed NTHV puts a prac-
tical limitation on the sizes which can be replaced. The
proposed 'hybrid will be a five- passenger car, which, even with
downsizing and weight reductions, would be too large and too
heavy to have the efficiency required to replace small or sub-
compact cars. On the other hand, the NTHV would be too small,
as a five-passenger car, to replace the largest vehicles. T:Zere-
fore, the required size limits its potential to that of a
replacement for compact and full sized vehicles. Since each of
these sizes of vehicles is estimated in the JPL Guidelines to
make up 30 percent of the vehicle market in 1985, a replacement
would have the potential of capturing up to 60 percent of the_
total vehicle market.
The inertia weight and composite fuel economy numbers are averages
of the estimated weights and economies of 1985 compact and full-
size cars. They give only a very coarse description of the base-
line vehicle, and do not contain enough information to allow a
direct comparison of the acceleration and economy of this vehicle
with the NTHV over specific missions. We therefore used the data
developed by Burke (Reference 4) to further define the baseline
vehicle. This yields an automobile with the specifications and
performance shown in Table 8.
6
rTable 8. Reference Conventional ICE Vehicle
Performance Specifications
Vehicle type
Inertia weight
Length
Width
Height
Engine
Transmission
Acceleration
Fuel economy - composite
city
highway
SAE J227a(B)
Mid-size, five-passenger
1360 kg
470 cm
185 cm
137 cm
Gasoline - 63-67 kW
4-speed manual or 4-speed 00 auto-
matic with lockup torque converter
0-96.6 km/hr in 14 sec
12.1 km/Z
10.8 km/Z
14.3 km/Q
7.1 km/Q
M8 Estimated Annual Fuel Consumption of Missions
Performed Entirely by Reference ICE Vehicles
Table 5 of Reference 1 provides a corase characterization of four
missions: A, B, C and D. As explained in the section titled
"Daily Travel Distance Distribution," the trip length and the
daily travel distributions were found to have the same functional
form. This form is illustrated in Figure 1, which applies to
both trip length and daily travel distributions for all missions.
The functional form allows the construction of a table, such as
Table 9, which applies to all missions. The only variation from
mission to mission is the variation in a and L, which are given
in Table 5 of Reference 1. When these values are substituted,
the average trip length and the average speed are known for each
interval of daily travel. Such information permits the construc-
tion of driving cycle combinations, as referred to in Item M4
above. With the driving cycle combinations, the fuel consumption
per trip can then be obtained for the reference ICE vehicle, and
the table can be completed. Use of the tabulated probabilities
then permits the calculation of average fuel consumed per trip
7
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and per year, as well as the average fuel economy. Su^h tables
are presented for the candidate missions A, B, BB and C (Tables 14.0
through 13, respectively). The resulting annual fuel consumption
is summarized in Table 14.
Table 10. Characteristics of mission A
L - 13.6, a - 3.74, X - 50.9	 @ L - 13.6, FE - 10.66 km/Q
	
Daily	 Average
	
Petroleum
	
Travel	 Trip	 Fuel	 Consumption Probability	 Average
	
Range
	
Length	 Economy	 Per Trip	 p(x)	 Speed
	
(km)	 (km)	 (km/R) 	 (R)	 (km/hr)
0-11.2 2.31 5.32 0.434 0.25 14.73
11.2-25.5 5.98 7.60 0.787 0.25 25.19
25.5-50.9 12.10 10.41 1.162 0.25 34.91
50.9-76.4 18.90 11.36 1.664 0.10 42.65
76.4-101.8 25.70 11.98 2.145 0.05 49.97
101.8-152.7 37.67 12.79 2.945 0.05 61.06
152.7-254.5 61.74 13.71 4.503 0.04 82.11
254.5-407 99.42 14.05 7.076 0.01 104.61
Average 13.62 1.268 32.85
Average fuel economy = 13.62/1.268 = 10.74 km/Z
Average fuel per year	 1.268(3.74)(365) = 1730 Q
Average distance per year = 18,596 km
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Table 11. Characteristics of Mission B
L = 16.3, X =	 1.33, XL = 21.7 @ L = 16.3,	 FE = 11.05 km/R
Daily Average Petroleum
Travel Trip Fuel Consumption Probability Average
Range Length Economy Per Trip p(x) Speed
(km) (km) (km/z) (Z) (km/hr)
0-4.8 2.77 5.52 0.502 0.25 16.40
4.8-10.9 7.17 8.80 0.815 0.25 27.75
10.9-21.7 14.51 10.82 1.341 0.25 37.85
21.7-32.6 22.66 11.72 1.933 0.10 46.91
32.6-43.4 30.81 12.35 2.495 0.05 55.06
43.4-65.1 45.15 13.19 3.423 O.C5 67.60
65.1-108.5 74.00 13.90 5.324 0.04 92.83
108.5-174 119.15 14.11 8.444 0.01 104.61
Average 16.33 1.451 36.08
Average fuel economy	 16.33/1.451 = 11.25 km.!Z
Average fuel per year = 1.451(1.33)(365) = 704 z
Average distance per year = 7934 km
•A.i.
Table 12. Characteristics of Mission BB
gaily Average Petroleum
Travel Trip Fuel Consumption, Probability Average
Range Length Economy Per Trip p(x) Speed
_	 (km) (km) (km/Q) W (km/hr)
0-4.8 2.77 5.52 0.502 0.17 16.40
4.8-10.9 7.17 8.80 0.815 0.17 27.75
10.9-21.7 11.55 10.30 1.121 0.49 34.21
21.7-32.6 22.66 11.72 1.933 0.07 46.91
32.6-43.4 30.81 12.35 2.495 0.03 55.06
43.4-65.1 45.15 13.19 3.423 0.03 67.60
65.1-108.5 74.00 13.90 5.324 0.03 92.83
108.5-174 119.15 14.11 8.444 0.01 104.61
Average	 14.63 (L)
	
1.330	 35.06
Average fuel economy	 14.63/1.330 3 10.99 km/.
Average fuel per year	 1.330(1.155}(365) = 854 Z
Average distance per year = 14.63(1.759)(365) = 9388 km
Average trips per day 	 12.310/7 = 1.759 (a)
Average daily travel = 14.63(1:759) = 25.7 km/day (^L)
Fraction of total trips
	
12.310
g 310 (36.2) - 41.90
@ L = 14.63, FE = 10.87 km /2
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Table 13. Characteristics of Mission C
L = 8.65, a	 =	 1.47, ,,\L	 n 	 12.7 @ L = 8.65,	 FE = 9.51 km/k
Daily Average Petroleum
Travel Trip Fuel Consumption Probability Average
Range Length Economy Per Trip p(x) Speed
(km) (km) (km/2) (1) _ (km/hr)
0-2.8 1.47 4.85 0.303 0.25 10.93
2.8-6.4 3.81 6.15 0.620 0.25 19.73
6.4-12.7 7.70 9.10 0.846 0.25 28.65
12.7-19.1 12.02 10.40 1.156 0.10 34.83
19.1-25.4 16.35 11.06 1.478 0.05 39.88
25.4-38.1 23.96 11.83 2.025 0.05 48.18
38.1-63.5 39.27 12.87 3.051 0.04 62.46
63.5-102 63.23 13.74 4.602 0.01 83.41
Average	 8.67
	
0.901
	
26.04
Average fuel economy	 8.67/0.90 1 = 9.62 km/k
Average fuel per year = 0.901(1.47)(365) = 483 Q
Average distance per year = 4635 km
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Table 14. Fuel Consamption S,.u=ary
Annual Distance Average Annual Fuel
Mission	 Per Car Fuel Economy Consumption
(km) S km/R) W
A	 1C-,596 10.7 1730
8	 7,934 11.3 704
88	 9,388 11.0 854
C	 4,635 9.6 483
14
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IMISSION RELATED VEHICLE CHARACTF?ISTICS
V1 Capacity (Passengers and Cargo)
Passengers. Passenger payload is briefly discussed on page 17 of
Reference 1. Vehicle passenger capacity required to accommodate
most of the occupants on a given mission is given in 'table 15.
Table 15. Required Passenger Capacity
Mission	 Number of Passengers
A	 5
B, 88
	
2
C	 6
Cargo. As discussed in the Mission Specification M2, cargo
capacity was set at 0.44 m 3 . This was based on two considerations:
(1) vehicle downsizing will probably result in smaller trunk
volumes than is often the case currently; and (2) people very
rarely use more than a small fraction of the available cargo
volume.
V2 Range, Speed, Acceleration and Gradeability
Range. Dail! , travel by mission was given in Table 2. The 95th
percentile values for Missions A, BB and C are 153, 65 and 38 km,
respectively. When one considers that vehicles currently per-
forming these missionz can refuel when necessary, the potential
daily travel is limited only by the tra.veli.ng speed and the
endurance of the driver. Therefore, the non-refueled range
cannot be correlated to daily travel data. A similar situation
holds for the NTHV. Indeed, the range of current vehicles seems
to be more a function of attractiveness to the consumer (which
has not been evaluated) and space available in the vehicle. In
any case, a non-refueled range of 501 km appears to be consistent
with current automotive practice.
15
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Speed. Average traveling speeds (average moving speeds obtained
on the roadway) are different from the speeds used to characterize
varying trip lengths (which include idle time, as do the 7arious
driving cycles used in the mission analysis). These speeds were
reported in Table 2.7 of Reference 2. The highest freeway speed
reported was 106 km/hr for all trip purposes. Therefore, the
maximum speed capability required for all missions is considered
to be 106 km/hr. This is considerably less than the available
maximum speed both for current vehicles and for the hybrid.
Acceleration. As reported in Section 5 of Reference 2, the most
strenuous acceleration requirements correspond to going from zero
to the minimum safe merging speed of 65 km/hr on a 200 meter on-
ramp which has a 6 percent grade. This corresponds to an accel-
eration capability of 0-65 km/hr in 17 seconds on a level road,
and is less stringent than the minimum requirement R5 for
acceleration capability.
Gradeability. Figure 5.3 of Reference 2 shows that no increase
in the accident rate occurs if a vehicle can maintain the 90 km/hr
speed limit at the maximum grade encountered. Since the maximum
grade allowable on federal highways is 6 percent, the implication
is that a gradeability of 90 km/hr on a 6 percent grade will be
adequate for all missions. Slower speeds on steeper grades may
be characteristic of missions with shorter trip lengths (such as
Mission C), but data for accident rates and grades by trip purpose,.
and hence by mission, were not obtained.
V3 Cost Constraints (Initial and Operating)
Cost constraints in the real world are imposed by virtue of con-
sumers being increasingly reluctant to purchase vehicles if their
costs, both initial and operating, increase. This reluctance is
very difficult to assess and, in any case, it would be impossible
to obtain a measure of it mission by mission. Therefore, an
attempt was made to obtain an estimated life cycle cost for the
reference ICE vehicle for each mission. This was done under the
following assumptions:
1. Gasoline costs 95.5 cents per gallon, including taxes,
in 1985 (1978 cents), in accordance with JPL guideline
(B) .
2. The discount rate is 2 percent, in accordance with JPL
guideline (D)(f).
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3. Reference vehicle fuel economy is as reported in Item M8
for the various missions.
4. Costing procedure follows the publication Cost of Owning
and Operating an Automobile, 1976 (COA), by L.L. Liston
and C.A. Aiken, Federal Highway Administration.
5. Oil consuripi ,-a.on and cost of oil bears the same relation-
ship to consumption and cost of gasoline as it does in
COA.
6. Items denoted "other operating costs" include maintenance,
parking, insurance, and non-petroleum taxes.
7. Other operating costs reflect the average of "standard"
and "compact" cars, as categorized in COA, and as dis-
counted from 1976 to 1985.
8. Initial cost corresponds to depreciation in COA, and
reflects an estimated growth from current "standard" and
"compact" cars to 1985, based on our experience with the
Research Safety Vehicle (RSV) and Large Research Safety
Vehicle (LRSV), and on consultation with auto industry
leaders.
Results of these calculations are shown in Table 16.
Table 16. Cost Constraints
Gas & Oil Other Total Life
Fuel	 Cost Operating Operating	 Initial Cycle
Mission	 Economy	 (Incl.	 Taxes) Costs Cost	 Cost Cost
(km/0	 Wkm) (t/km) Wkm)	 (2/km) (t/km)
A 10.7 2.45 6.16 8.61 3.44 12.05
B 11.3 2.34 6.16 8.50 3.44 11.94
BB 11.0 2.39 6.16 8.55 3.44 12.00
C 9.6 2.73 6.16 8.90 3.44 12.34
17
V4 Ambient Conditions, Availability and Amenities
Ambient Conditions. As a general rule, vehicles used for all
missions should be capable of operating in roughly the same range
of ambient temperatures as current vehicles. No data regarding
different likelihoods of exposure to extreme temperatures as a
function of trip purpose were found. Therefore, the required
ambient temperature capability is taken to be -20°C to +40°C, in
accordance with JPL minimum requirement R8.2.
Availability. Table 4.1 of Reference 2 indicates that 17 percent
of all housing units have no car available. This implies that
one or more cars are available at 83 percent of all occupied
housing units. From that fact one could infer an availability
requirement of 83 percent for all missions. However, it would
appear that a better definition of availability would relate to
whether a vehicle has sufficient fuel (or battery charge), is in
an adequate state of repair, etc., such that it is available for
a trip in any mission. For electric vehicles the range require-
ments could very well be a major determinant of availability (at
least by this definition), but current and hybrid vehicles can
always be refueled enroute. No data were obtained for other
determinants of availability, particularly by mission. It would
appear that current vehicles have an availability, at least by
this definition, of around 99 percent, however, based on common
car ownership experience.
Amenities. The popular options which are currently factory-
installed on vehicles.are listed in Table 17. No data were found
to distinguish between one mission and another - particularly in
light of the current use of cars for a variety of missions over
their lifetimes. Table 17 does provide a guide to the amenities
to be found in current vehicles. However, it is obvious that
the demand for these options will be especially volatile between
now and 1985, with an increasing emphasis expected on electronics
and entertainment-oriented features.
18
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Table 17. Popular Options in the 1976 and 1977
Model Years - U.S. Automobiles
Percent
of Output
Option	 1976	 1977
Air Conditioning 74.91 81.90
Power Brakes 81.75 91.37
Power Steering 90.82 95.80
Power Side Windows 22.67 27.16
Rear Window Defogger 28.94 35.09
Power Seats 16.74 21.20
AM Radio 35.25
AM/FM Radio 82.34 12.88
AM/FM Stereo 29.27
Tape Player 12.61 14.72
CB Radio --- 0.96
Adjustable Steering Column 31.27 39.03
Cruise Control 26.37 36.01
Bucket Seats 24.38 21.53
Vinyl Top ' 46.68 48.09
Raised Letter/White Sidewall	 Tires 84.25 90.91
Steel Belted Radials 76.11 79.26
Automatic
	
Transmission 92.94 95.75
3-Speed Manual Transmission --- 0.77
4-Speed Manual Transmission 5.61 3.38
5-Speed Manual Transmission --- 0.10
V-8 Engine 69.83 76.99
6-Cylinder Engine 21.59 18.26
4-Cylinder Engine 8.58 4.75
Source: Automotive News, Market Data Book Issues
for 1977 and 1918, Crain Communications,
Inc., Detroit, Michigan.
19
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27 August 1979
The present document is a revised version
of the "Design Trade-Off Studies Report," dated
25 May 1979. The revision consists primarily
of an addendum, which is included at the end of
the report. Otherwise, only minor changes
(mostly typographical) have been made in the
text itself.
SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The goal of the design trade-off studies is to derive the perform-
ance specifications and the preliminary design of a Near Term
Hybrid Vehicle (NTHV), a vehicle which will exhibit the greatest
potential for petroleum savings in the near term. A methodology,
outlined in Figure 1, was constructed and implemented to evaluate
the avantages and disadvantages of all hybrid subsystems and
components.
For each candidate system package we simulated the hybrid's per-
formance through three driving cycles (SAE J227A(B), FUDC and
FHDC). The results of the hybrid vehicle simulation were used
to evaluate the petroleum and electricity consumptions and the
electric range when the vehicle is taken through the missions
specified in Task 1 (Reference 1). Then the results of the
mission simulation (the average petroleum and electricity econo-
mies) were used in the evaluation of the life cycle cost (LCC)
for each NTHV system package.
Task 1 of this program (Reference 2) specified a reference
internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle (Table 1). The LCC
of this vehicle, when taken through the missions specified in
Task 1, is used to obtain the benefit and the net benefit (the
difference between the LCC of the reference ICE vehicle and the
LCC of the NTHV) for each NTHV system package.
Using this methodology as a standard, we investigated the follow-
ing factors:
1. Hybrid power sizing
a. Battery capacity
b. Heat engine peak power
c. Electric motor peak power
2. Battery types
a. Lead-acid
b. Nickel-zinc
c. Nickel-iron
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Table 1. Reference Conventional ICE vehicle
Performance Specifications
Vehicle Type
Inertia weight
Length
Width
Height
Engine
Transmission
Acceleration
Fuel economy - composite
city
highway
SAE J227aC6)
Mid-size, five-passenger
1360 kg
470 cm
185 cm
137 cm
Gasoline - 63-67 kW
4-speed manual or 4-s peed OD auto-
matic with lockup torque converter
0-96.6 km/hr in 14 sec
12.1 km/Q
10.8 km/Q
14.3 km/k
7.1 km/Z
-3-
3. Battery parameters
a. Cycle life
b. Initial state of discharge
c. Final depth of discharge
4. Heat engine types
a. Turbocharged diesel
b. Naturally aspirated diesel
c. Reciprocating spark ignition
d. Strdtified charge reciprocating spark ignition
5. Electric motor types
a. DC shunt
b. DC series
c. DC compound
6. Controller
7. Charger
8. Transmission types
a. Five-speed manual
b. Three-speed automatic
9. Transmission parameters
a. Transmission ratios
b. Final drive
10. Regenerative braking
11. Hybrid accessories
a. Air conditioning
b. Other accessories
c. Accessory operational strategy
12. Hybrid vehicle cold start
13. Heating and defrosting
14. Vehicle operational strategies
15. Microcomputer
16. Vehicle inertia weight
17. Aerodynamic drag resistance
18. Rolling resistance
-4-
19. Electric range
20. Acceleration
21. Gradeability
22. Hybrid vehicle marketability
23. Life cycle costs
The parameters which govern the maximization of petroleum savings
are numerous. We therefore analyzed this parametric set in subsets,
or suboptimi:zations. The operational strategy was approached as
a separate subset of the trade-off studies. The connection between
the component trade-offs and the operational strategies was then
made in an iterative manner.
Initially, we investigated all of the NTHV system packages using
the most promising operational strategy. The object of this
operational strategy is to deplete the batteries to their maximum
allowable state of discharge at the end of the day. In this
strategy the electric motor is used as the primary drive component
until the batteries are depleted to their maximum allowable dis-
charge. Then the heat engine becomes the primary drive component.
Several other operational strategies were tested and their impacts
on petroleum savings observed. But we found that these impacts
were not sufficient to warrant the new set of design component
trade-offs which would be required by a new suboptimum operational
strategy.
Based on the preliminary trade-off studies CReference 5), the per-
formance analyses (.Reference 41 and the review of the designs
reported in the literature, we have specified a baseline NTHV
whose specifications and performance parameters are given in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Most of the hybrid parameters are
investigated using the baseline NTHV.
The NTHV system packages reported first do not include accessories,
and work under the assumption of a warm start. The effects of a
cold start and the addition of accessories are reported in their
own sections. We performed all of the trade-off studies by taking
the NTHV systerr, packages through Mission A, which covers 98.8 per-
cent of all trips (Reference 1). All costs given in this report
are reported in 1978 dollars.
-5-
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Table 2. NTHV Preliminary Specifications
Vehicle	 Modified 1980 GM "X" Body
Wheelbase	 265 cm
Curb weight	 1660 kg
Engine
Displacement
Bore
Stroke
Compression ratio
Masimum power
Maximum torque
Turbocharged Volkswagen Rabbit Diesel
1471 cc
76.5 mm
80.0 mm
23:1
48.5 kW @ 5000 rpm
119 Nm @ 3000 rpm
Motor D.C. Shunt Motor
Power 24 kW
Voltage 72 V
Maximum rpm 5000 rpm
Base speed 1650 rpm
Controller Transistorized field chopper
Battery Improved State of the Art Lead-Acid
Voltage 72 volts (twelve 6 volt batteries)
Capacity 12.6 kW-hr (3 hour rate)
Weight 336 kg
Transaxle Volkswagen Rabbit Modofied
Number of gears 5
Ratios 1 3.45:1
2 1.94:1
3 1.29:1
4 0.97:1
5 0.75:1
Final
	
drive ratio 3.90:1
Ti res
	
P205/75 R14
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1	 Table 3. Baseline NTHV Vehicle Performance Specifications
P1	 Minimum Non-Refueled Range
P1.1 FHOC	 702 km
P1.2 FUDC	 511 km
P.13 J227a(B)	 448 km
P2	 Cruise Speed	 88 km/hr
P3 Maximum Speed
P3.1 Maximum speed 	 180 km/hr
P3.2 Length of time maximum speed can be
maintained on level road	 1 min
P4	 Accelerations
P4.1	 0-50 km/hr (0-30 mph) 5 sec
P4.2	 0-90 km/hr (0-56 mph) 12 sec
P4.3	 40-90 km/hr (25-56 mph) 9 sec
P5 Gradeability (Heat Engine Only)*
Grade Speed
P5.1	 3% 120 km/hr
P5.2	 So 100 km/hr
P5.3
	
8% 80 km/hr
P5.4	 15% 44 km/hr
P5.5	 Maximum Grade	 26A
P5 Payload Capabity 520 kg
P7 Cargo Capacity 0.5 m3
P8 Consumer Costs
P8.1	 Consumer purchase price (1978 $) $8519
P8.2	 Consumer life cycle cost (1978 S) $0.13/km
*In diesel drive distance is limited by fuel tank capacity
-7-
Table 3 (Cont 'd)
P9	 Emissions - Federal Test Procedure
P9.1 Hydrocarbons (HCI	 0.19 gm/km
P9.2 Carbon monoxide (.COI 	 0.56 gm/km
P9.3 Nitrogen oxides 0Ox )	 0.98 gm/km
P10 Ambient , Temperature. Capabtl ity
Temprature range over which minimum performance..
can be met	 -20°C to +40°C
P11	 Rechargeability
Maximum time to recharge from 80.00 depth-of-
discharge
	
5 to 7 hrs
P12	 Required Maintenance
Routine maintenance required per month 	 1 hr
P13	 Unservices Storeability
Unserviced storage over ambient temperature
range of -30°C to +50°C (-22°F to +122°F)
P13.1 Duration	 120 days
P13.2 Warm-up time required 	 1 to 2 min
P14	 Reliability
P14.1 Mean usage between failures - powertrai.n 	 40,000 km
P14.2 Mean usage between failures - brakes 	 40,000 km
P14.3 Mean usage between failures - vehicle 	 40,000 km
P15
	
Maintainability
P15.1 Time to repair - mean 	 5.0 hrs
P15.2 Time to repair - variance	 2.0 hrs
P16	 Availability
Minimum expected utilization rate
	
91;
(i.e., 100 X time in service ; (time in service +
time under repair)
P17
	 Additional Accessories and Amenities 	 List
Air conditioner
Cooling fan
Alternator
Air pump
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SECTION 2
TRADE-OFF METHODOLOGY
2.1 HYBRID VEHICLE PERFORMANCE SIMULATION
we modified Minicar&' vehicle performance simulation program,
CARSIM, to include the electrical components of a hybrid vehicle,
the scaling procedure of a heat engine, and a number of control
strategies to be selected by prescribing the necessary program in-
puts. Because the methodology of CARSIM is reported in References
5 and 6, only the input parameters and output information of the
modified program will be discussed here.
The input variables consist of data for the overall vehicle, trans-
mission, heat engine, heat engine fuel consumption, heat engine
maximum torque, electric motor, batteries, accessories and control
strategy, as well as the transmission shift curves for the heat
engine alone, for the electric motor alone, and for the hybrid
modes.
The velocity-time profiles for the different driving cycles are
stored in a separate file which is available for use by CARSIM. A
particular driving cycle can be repeated a number of times to
calculate the available range or to establish the effect of an
initial state of battery discharge on petroleum and electricity con-
sumption. The flow diagram of CARSIM and typical input data set
for an NTRV system package are given in Appendix A.
Once a hybrid system package is inputted to CARSIM, the program
simulates the vehicle's performance for a prescribed control
strategy through a desired driving cycle with a warm start. The
output information can be recorded in detail for each second of the
driving cycle or in summary for the whole driving cycle. A typical
output set is also given in Appendix A.
2.2 MISSION SIMULATION
After the hybrid vehicle performance under a given operational
strategy was simulated for each of the three driving cycles, we
used combinations of these cycles to represent the distribution of
trip lengths for a specific mission. These combinations were then
used in the evaluation of the petroleum and electric economies.
The representative driving cycle for a given trip length was con-
structed from segments of these driving cycles (References 1, 3 and 5).
-9-
The petroleum and electricity consumptions in a cycle were assumed
to be linear functions of the distance traveled Gas verified by
samples given in Figures 2 and 31. So the petroleum and electricity
consumptions per cycle .obtained from CARS 1224 could be linearly seg-
mented and used in constructing representative driving cycles.
We also found the effect of the initial state of battery discharge
on the driving cycle consumptions during a day. If tba initial
state of discharge (.initial to each trip, as well as at the be-
ginning of the day) has considerable effect on the petroleum and
electricity consumptions par driving cycle, than the hybrid
vehicle has to be taken through a mission F,y taking into account
the sequence of trips during a day. We assumed that the battery
state of discharge is zero in the morning. The effects of the
initial state of discharge for the rest of the trips during the
day were obtained by simulating the baseline NTHV on CARShi for
various initial states of battery discharge 0.0, 0.1 1 0.2 1 0.30
0.4 and 0.5). The results are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. Then,
by using the Mission A trip length distribution, we obtained the
initial state of battery discharge probabilities during a day.
The results are given in Table 4.
Table 4 shows that in 48.75 percent of the trips during a day the
initial state of battery discharge is between 4.0 and 0.1. Figures
4, 5, 6 and Table 4 were used to determine the weighted petroleum
and electricity consumptions. The correction factors to obtain
the weighted consumption averages, given zero initial battery dis-
charge, are listed in Table 5.
Typical petroleum and electricity consumptions per cycle, averaged
over the initial states of battery discharge, are presented in
Table 6. Given the petroleum and electricity consumptions averaged
over the initial states of discharge, and an average number of trips
per day, the computer program MISSIM was used to calculate the con-
sumptions for a specified mission. The listing of this program is
given in Appendix B.
The input parameters to the program are
a. The average trip length of a trip length bin and its
probability of occurrence
b. SAE J227a(B), FUDC and FHDC average velocities and
lengths
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Table 4. Initial State of Battery Discharge Probabilities
During a Day for .Mission A
In`zial State of	 Probability of
0ischarge
	
Occurrence
0.0-0.1 0.4875
0.1-0.2 0.1455
0.2-0.3 0.1455
0.3-0.4 0.1125
0.4-0.5 0.0840
0.5-0.6 0.0250
Table 5. Correction Factors for Weighted
Consumption Averages*
Electrical Consump tion	 Petroleum Consumption
Driving Cycle
	 Correction Factors
	
Correction Factors
SAE j2273(3)	 1.0200
	 1.0000
FUDC	 1.0191	 1.0642
FHDC
	 1.0090	 1.2816
*Zero initial battery discharge; electric motor as primary and
heat engine as secondary drive component.
Table 6. Initial Battery Discharge, averaged
Petroleum and Electricity Consumptions
Electricity Consumption	 Petroleum Consumption	 Cycle Length
Driving Cycle
	 (GS/cycl(')	 (Z/cycle)	 (km)
SAE J227a(B) 0.0051 0.0000 0.326
FUDC 0.2504 0.0889 12.050
FH1C 0.3598 0.1065 16.400
-16-
c. SAE J227a(B), FUDC and FHDC petroleum and electricity
consumptions per cycle for zero initial battery dis-
charge
d. Average number of trips per day, final allowable battery
discharge during the day , battery capacity and battery
charger efficiency.
Appendix H lists a typical input data set for the baseline NTHV in
Mission A.
The output of the program first sho ,%m the representative driving
cycle combinations for each trip length. bin. The average trip
length, average daily travel, average speed, electric motor
primary drive distance, battery consumption per day, electrical
consumption per day, electric economy, petroleum consumption per
day, petroleum economy, and probability of occurrence are reported
for each trip length-bin. Then the weighted averages, the elec-
tricity consumption per year, and the petroleum consumption per
year are outputted, followed by the daily electrical and petroleum
consumptions in each trip length bin for the two operational
strategies. Finally, the weighted averages and the petroleuun and
electricity economies are given for the two strategies. Ap pendix B
also includes an output listing.
2.3 SYSTEMS TRADE-OFF IN TERMS OF NET BENEFIT
The trade-off studies started with the vehicle performance simula-
tion, took the vehicle through a specified mission, and ended with
an economic analysis of the NTHV system package. The system
package economic analysis was performed by estimating life cycle
costs using a present-value method. The details of this analysis
are given in Appendix C. The unit manufacturing costs of the
components were obtained, as planned, from Rath and Strong and
from References 7 through 10.
For the reference ICE vehicle, the life cycle costs were obtained
first, using the same methodology as for the NTHV. The reference
conventional ICE vehicle for 1985 is described in References 2 and
11 as a 1360 kg (inertia weight) vehicle with an overall length of
470 cm. The cost and the weight data of this vehicle's components
were synthesized from References 7 and 8, while the petroleum price
forecasts and the values for the vehicle kilometers traveled
versus the age of the vehicle were obtained from Reference 1'?. The
present value of the life cycle costs was calculated to be
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0.10625 $/km for the reference vehicle when used in :Mission A. A
detailed output of the LCC analysis is shown in Appendix C. The
present value of the petroleum cost for the reference vehicle was
found to be $4378.51, and the present value of the total life
cycle cost was $19,927.82. These values were compared to the
economic results for the NTHV system packages in Mission A.
The LCC estimates for the baseline NTHV are given in Appendix C.
The present value of the life cycle costs was calculated to be
0.13110 $/km. A summary of the baseline NTHV life cycle cost
estimates is presented in Table 7. There are substantial differ-
ences between the total acquisition, total energy, and total
battery replacement costs of an NTHV and a reference conventional
ICE vehicle. CThe battery life cycles and the battery costs for
this economic analysis were obtained from Reference 9.1 For the
case presented in Table 7, the benefit per NTH.V is $3472, and the
net benefit per NTHV is $-4660.
The negative net benefit led us to a search of breakeven petroleum
prices, at which the life c ycle cost of ownership of the NTHV is
equal to that of the reference vehicle. For the case presented in
Table 7, the breakeven petroleum price is 0.52 $/liter 01.97 $/gallon).
The benefit for the baseline NTHV system package is 7G.15 percent
of the maximum possible. If 100 percent benefit is desired, we
would have to move to an all-electric vehicle, whose breakeven
petroleum price is 2.34 S/liter G8.84 $/gallon) for a 122 ;en
range vehicle. )' This result places the hybrid in a strong position
to replace the reference conventional vehicle in the near term.
-IS-
Table 7.	 Present-Value Life Cycle Cost Comparisons
Between the NTHV and the Reference ICE
Vehicle (1978 Dollars)
Baseline Percent Reference Percent
Costs NTHV of Total 10E Vehicle of Total
1. Total acquisition cost 10,753 43.74 8,372 43.E
2. Total energy cost 2,678 10.39 4,379 21.97
3. Total maintenance and
repair cost 2,154 8.76 2,020 10.13
4. Total battery replacement
cost 3,621 14.73 - -
5. Total other operating cost 5,312 21.60 5,158 25.88
6. R&D cost 68 0.28 - -
Total LCC 24,586 100.00 19,929 100.00
-i9-
SECTION 3
VEHICLE CONCEPT
3.1 BASE VEHICLE
In the Technical Proposal we listed three possible base vehicle
for the NTHV: an Audi 5000 modified to accommodate a hybrid power
train, a General Motors "A" bt^dy vehicle (Chevrolet Malibu,
Pontiac La Mans, Oldsmobile Cutlass, or Buick Century) converted
to a front wheel drive hybrid, or a completely new vehicle, de-
signed as a hybrid. To these possibilities the Design Trade-off
Studies added a fourth: to modify a 1980 General Motors "X" body
vehicle into a hybrid. Of these four alternatives we feel that
the fourth is the best. It will yield the best '.iybrid vehicle.
The 1980 General Motors X body is a front wheel drive vehicle
which has just been introduced. It is being sold, in slightly
different versions, as the Chevrolet Citation (replacing the Nova),
Pontiac Phoenix, Oldsmobile Omega, and Buick Skylark. All of
these vehicles have transverse-engine front wheel drive and a
choice of a 2.5 liter four cylinder or a 2.8 liter 60 degree V-6
engine.
In General Motors' extensive downsizing and weight reduction pro-
gram the 1980 X body represents the state of the art in packaging
and weight reduction for a five passenger vehicle and is a very
good base upon which to build a near term hybrid. Since it is a
front wheel drive, the conversion will be simplified.
3.2 POWER TRAIN CONFIGURATION
We have made the initial decision that the Minicars NTHV will be
a parallel rather than a series hybrid. That is, both the heat
engine and the electric motor will propel the vehicle directly,
either separately or together—rather than the electric motor
providing all of the propv1sion and the heat engine driving only
a generator. The parallel hybrid system is more efficient than
the series hybrid because it eliminates the double efficiency
loss which occurs when the heat engine is the primary source of
power.
-20-
SECTION 4
BATTERY CAPACITY, ELECTRIC MOTOR
AND HEAT ENGINE POWER SIZING
Initially, the trade-off studies concentrated on three major
governing parameters of an NTHV system: battery capacity, elec-
tric motor peak power, and heat engine peak power. We followed
the tradeoff methodology described above. During these studies
the peak power to weight ratio was assumed to be 0.04 kW/kg.
The GM X-body vehicle weights 1090 kg. If the total weight of
the NTHV is higher than this, then the X-body will have to be re-
inforced. To account for the reinforcements, we take the differ-
ence of the two weights and add 30 percent s " of that number to
the total weight of the NTHV.
In this simulation we used ISOA lead-acid batteries with a battery
life of 800 cycles (Reference 9). The lead-acid battery capaci-
ties were taken to be 8.4, 10.5, 12.6, 14.7, 15.75, and 16.8 kh7
-hr. The electric DC shunt motor peak powers were assumed to be
14, 19, 24, 29, and 34 kW. The corresponding heat engine peak
powers for a turbocharged diesel engine vary between 31.2 and
64.6 kW, depending on the peak power of the electric motor. And
the NTHV inertia weights vary between 1630 and 1964 kg, depending
on the system package used.
Each system package was put through CARSIM by using the base oper-
ational strategy discussed above.' Regenerative braking was con-
sidered in all modes of operation. Figure 7 shows the range when
the electric motor is the primary drive component and the heat
engine secondary. The range increases as battery capacity in-
creases and electric motor peak power decreases. The variations
in range become less sensitive to changes in the electric motor
peak power at high peak powers.
Each system package was put through Mission A. The petroleum con-
sumptions per year and the petroleuun economies that were evaluated
are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. For a given NTHV
system package with a battery pack, there is one electric motor
and heat engine combination that would minimize the petroleum
consumption or maximize the petroleum economy.
The petroleum consumptions for each NTHV system package wAre then
compared with those of the reference ICE vehicle. Fi gure 10 shows
-21-
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the benefit per NTHV as a function of battery capacity for various
electric motor peak powers. This figure also verifies that there
is a maximum benefit combination of batteries, electric motor and
heat engine. As the Lattery capacity increases, the vehicle
weight increases, and the benefit is penalized after the extremum.
As mentioned above, the net benefit per NTHV was found to be nega-
tive. This means that the cost of accruing this benefit is always
higher than the benefit itself. Figure 11 shows the breakeven
petroleum prices as a function of benefit for various NTHV system
packages. in this figure each line corresponds to a constant
electric motor peak power. The battery capacity increases with
increasing breakeven petroleum price; for instance, on the line
for the 14 kW electric motor the lowest point corresponds to an
8.4 kW-hr battery capacity. The next higher point corresponds to
a 10.5 kW-hr capacity, and so on. Figure 11 sets the relationship
between policy making (e.g., accepting a breakeven petroleum price
for 1985) and the NTHV system's three major parameters—battery
capacity, motor peak power, and engine peak power. The heat en-
gine and motor power combination which maximized the benefit for
a given battery package yields the plot shown in Figure 12. The
upper portion of the curve is extrapolated . to the full-size elec-
tric vehicle breakeven petroleum price obtained from Reference 13.
Figure 12 verifies that the rate of increase in benefit decreases
as the battery capacity increases.
-26-
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SECTION 5
BATTERY TRADEOFFS
it has been widely recognized that the practicality of electric and
hybrid vehicles depends primarily on the availability of low-cost
long-life batteries with.high specific energy and high specific
power. The near-term battery alternatives for the hybrid vehicle
are effectively limited to the three batteries involved in the
Argonne National Laboratoty Near-term Electric Vehicle battery pro-
gram. The three battery types are the lead-acid, the nickel-iron,
and the nickel -zinc. The current statuses and the projected cap-
abilities of these batteries are given in Table 8.
Table 8. Near Term Development Goals for Electric and
Hybrid Vehicle Batteries"
Specific Energy	 Specific
	 Lifetime Deep	 Cost
Battery-Type
	 V.=hr/1cg	 Peak Power	 Discharges	 1978 $/kW-h'r
Lead-Acid
Current 40 100 800 50
Advanced 60 150 1000 40
Nickel-Zinc
Current 70 125 200 75
Advanced 90 160 1000 65
Nickel-Iron
Current 44 130 1500 120
Advanced 60 150 3500 63
Mission A was used for the selection of the battery type for the
NTHV. As mentioned above, this mission covers 98.8 percent of all
trips. The specific energy and power relationships shown in
Figure 13 illLstrate the superiority of the nickel-zinc batteries.
It is interesting to note that the specific energies of lead-acid
and nickel-iron batteries behave similarly and drop drastically at
high specific power levels, while the nickel-zinc battery maintains
-29-
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a fairly constant specific energy even at high specific power
levels. However, the battery trade-off studies showed that the
nickel-zinc batteries are penalized by their short cycle life. The
discussion below will show that battery cycle life becomes the
governing parameter of battery selection for the NTHV.
We studied the three batteries by using the baseline NTHV system
package (12.6 kW-hr [3 hour rate] battery pack, 24 kW D.C. shunt
motor, and 48.5 k% turbochargged Volkswagen diesel engine). The
battery model used in CARSIM 5 requires the input of an initial
state of discharge, final state of discharge, initial open circuit
voltage, internal battery resistances, discharge voltage depression
constant, battery capacity, and constant coefficients for the
battery current-versus-discharge time curve. The input parameters
were obtained from up-to-date data on the battery described in
References 16, 17 and 18. A typical plot of battery current versus
discharge time for nickel-zi-nc batteries is shown in Figure 14.
The discharge voltage and the internal resistances were obtained
from the battery-voltage-versus battery-current data at various
depths of discharge. A typical plot for nickel-zinc batteries is
shown in Figure 15.
The petroleum and electricity consumptions with the electric motor
as the primary drive component and with the heat engine as the
primary drive component are given in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
Table 9. Petroleum and Electrical Consumptions for Three
Battery Types with the Electric Motor as the
Primary Drive Component
Battery FUDC FUDC FHDC FHOC SAE SAE
Type (./cycle) (Os/cycle) ( Z/cycle) (,Is /cycle) (Z/cycle)- (As/cycle)
Lead-Acid 0.070 0.2626 0.062 0.3711 0.0 0.0057
Nickel-Zinc 0.031 0.1753 0.015 0.2562 0.0 0.0044
Nickel-Iron 0.034 0.2413 0.022 0.3501 0.0 0.0051
-31-
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Table 10. Petroleum and Electrical Consumptions for Three
Battery Types with the Heat Engine as the Pri-
mary Drive Component
Battery FUDC FUDC FHDC FHDC SAE SAE
Type (Z/cycle) (as/cycle) (z/cycle) (as/cycle,) (1/cycle) (as/cycle)
Lead-Acid 0.795 0.0 0.827 0.0 0.024 0.0
Nickel-Zinc 0.683 0.0 0.748 0.0 0.019 0.0
Nickel-Iron 0.713 0.0 0.765 0.0 0.021 0.0
The results show the advantage of the high specific energy levels
possessed by the nickel-zinc batteries. The nickel-zinc batteries
are depleted 33 percent less than the lead-acid in the urban driving
cycles. The fuel consumption variations in Table 10 are due to the
weight differences in the battery packs.
We took the three batteries through Mission A. The results, given
in Table 11, again show the impact of the high specific energy
levels of the nickel-zinc batteries.
Table 11. Results of Taking the Baseline NTHV System Pack-
age Through Mission A for Three Near-Term
Batteries
Annual	 Annual
Fuel	 Fuel	 Electricity	 Electricity	 Electric
Battery	 Consumption Economy Consumption 	 Economy	 Range
Type	 (1)	 (km/z)	 (kW/hr)	 (km/kW-hr)	 (km)
Lend-Acid 540 34.42 3225 5.77 36.0
Nickel-Zinc 346 53.81 2771 6.71 38.9
Nickel-Iron 447 41.60 3143 5.91 52.4
The resulti of the economic analysis for the three batteries are
shown in Table 12.
-34•-
Table 12. Results of the Economic Analysis of the Baseline
NTHV System Package for Three Near-Term Batteries
Net
Battery	 Benefit	 Benefit	 Breakeven Petroleum Pricn
Type
	
1978 S	 1978 $
	
1978 S/Z
	
1978 S/gal
Lead-Acid 3101 -4567 0.62 2.35
Nicica -Zinc 3539 -10448 0.99 3.75
Nickel-Iron 3321 -2343 0.43 1.62
The cycle lives of the lead-acid, nickel-zinc, and nickel-iron
batteries were taken to be 1000, 500, and 2000, respectively.
Table 12 shows that the life cycle costs of the NTHV system pack-
ages are quite sensitive to battery cycle life. The high specific
energy nickel-zinc battery shows more benefit (or petroleum savings)
than the other candidates, but its replacement costs increase the
breakeven petroleum price to 0.99 $/Z.
If the NTHV packages are evaluated from the consi=er's point of
view, the battery with the longest cycle life (nickel-iron) be-
comes the prime candidate for the near-term hybrid vehicle. But
if the petroleum savings are maximized, the battery with the
highest specific energy, the nickel-zinc battery, becomes the prime
candidate. And, if high volume at low cost is considered, the
battery that requires no technical breakthroughs (for high volume
production), the lead-acid battery, becomes the first choice.
Obviously, battery cycle life is a very significant parameter in
NTHV life cycle costs. Figure 16 shows the variation of the net
benefit with battery cycle life. If one could develop a battery
which has the specific-power-versus-specific-energy profile of the
improved state-of-the-art battery, and yet which lasts through the
lifetime of the hybrid vehicle, the life cycle costs of the NTHV
would be comparable to those of the reference ICE vehicle.
The battery depth of discharge effects the cycle life of the bat-
teries. A typical variation of cycle life with depth of discharge
for lead-acid batteries is shown in Figure 17. We studied this re-
lationship, again using the baseline NTHV package. The relation
of the battery depth of discharge during a day to the petroleum
-35-
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savings is shown in Figure 18. As the final state of discharge
during the day decreases, the petroleum savings Land the benefit)
decrease. The effect of depth of discharge on electric range for
the baseline NTh`v is given in Table 13.
Table 13. Variations of the Electric Range with the Battery
Depth of Discharge for the Baseline NTHV
Final Battery Depth of	 Electric Range
Discharag During A_Day	 (km)__,^
	
0.8	 34.2
	
0.6
	
25.1
	
0.4	 17.1
	
0.3	 13.6
	
0.2	 8.6
	
0.1	 4.3
The three majoz parameters for the battery trade -off studies, cap-
acity, cycle life and depth of discharge, have quite different
effects on the life cycle costs and on the annual petroleum con-
sumptions. Figure 19 shows the effects of these parameters on the
annual petroleum consumption and life cycle cost plane. The bat-
tery cycle life is the parameter which minimizes both the petroleum
consumption and the life cycle costs. Among the near-term batter-
ies, the nickel- iron seems to have the highest battery cycle life.
The Argonne National Laboratory program for nickel-iron battery
development is aimed at increasing the nickel-iron battery's speci-
fic energy level to 60 W-hr /kg and reducing its costs to 63 $/kW-hr
in high production, while maintaining its long cycle life (>2000).
This program makes the nickel - iron battery the best candidate for
the near-term hybrid vehicle.
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SECTION 6
HEAT ENGINE TRADEOFFS
The heat engine was selected by maximizing the net benefit, as
discussed in References 3 and 5. We considered four engines that
appear to have especially promising specific fuel consumption,
weight, cost, and near-term availability. Their specifications
are given in Table 14. These engines meet the appropriate emission
requirements, have good driveability and durability characteristics;
and have very favorable qualitative features for the consumer.
The weight gap between the diesel and the spark ignition engines
under consideration does not have a great effect on the manufactur-
ing costs and the vehicle performance characteristics. All four
engines can be available in the near term in high production volumes
and with essentially low unit manufacturing costs.
The engine performance data were obtained from Bartlesville
Energy Research Center tests 19 -' 21 and from Reference 22. Figure 20,
nor instance, shows the fuel consumption curves for the turbo-
charged Volkswagen Rabbit diesel engine. The engine specifications,
the fuel consumption curves and the maximum torque data were in-
putted into the Minicars hybrid vehicle performance simulation
program.
We used the same NTHV system package for the four engines: a
12.6 kW-hr (3 hour rate) improved state-of-the-art lead-acid
battery pack, a 24 kW D.C. shunt motor, and a 48.5 kW heat engine.
The engines were scaled to 48.5 kW in orde:- to meet the baseline
NTHV system package performance requirements. For example, a
96 percent stratified charge Honda spark i gnition engine was used
for the baseline NTHV system package. Tables 15 and 16 give the
petroleum and electricity consumptions with the electric motor as
the primary drive and with the heat engine as the primary drive,
respectively. T:e electricity consumptions did not vary more than
10 percent between the different heat engines, and regenerative
braking recovered the electrical energy required when the heat
engine is used as the primary drive component. The petroleum
consumptions varied as much as 38 percent, with the turbocharged
Volkswagen Rabbit diesel the lowest.
The baseline NTHV system package was taken through. Mission A112
using the four different engines. Table 17 shows that the
electricity consumptions were nearly the same, but the petroleum
consumptions varied considerably. The diesel engines had better
petroleum economies than did the spark ignition engines.
4
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Table 17. Results of Taking the Baseline NTHV System Package
Through Mission A for Four Heat Engines
Annual Fuel Annual Electricity
Fuel Economy Electricity Economy
Consumption Consumption
Heat Engine (liters) (km/liter) (kW-hr) (km/kW-hr)
Turbocharged Volkswagen
Rabbit Diesel 540 34.42 3225 5.77
Naturally Aspirated
Rabbit Diesel 604 30.80 3281 5.67
Stratified Charge
Honda, Spark Ignition	 700	 26.57	 3281	 5.67
Volvo Spark Ignition 	 739
	
25.15	 3279
	
5.67
Table 18. Results of the Economic analysis of the Baseline
NTHV System Package for the Four. Heat Engines
• Net
Benefit
	
Benefit	 Breakeven Petroleum Price
Heat Engine	 1978 $
	
1978 S
	
1978 S/Z	 1978 S/gal
Turbocharged Volkswagen
Rabbit Diesel	 3101	 -4567	 0.62	 2.35
Naturally Aspirated
Rabbit Diesel
	 2951	 -4652	 0.65	 2.45
Stratified Charge Honda
Spark Ignition	 2723	 -4939	 0.71	 2.67
Volvo Spark Ignition 	 2630	 -5205	 0.75	 2.83
-46-
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The economic analysis results for the baseline NTHV system package
with the four different heat engines are given in Table 18. The
differences in net benefit are dominated by the differences in the
life cycle fuel costs. Of the possible candidates for the NTHV,
the turbocharged Volkswagen Rabbit diesel appears to be the best
choice.
SECTION 7
ELECTRIC MOTOR, CONTROLLER AND BATTERY CHARGER
7.1 ELECTRIC MOTOR
The complete range of electric drive system candidates for Phase I
of the NTHV study was shown in P`igure 3-13 of the Technical
Proposal for this program s (:reproduced as Figure 21 here). The
focus of the study has now narrowed to several of the most promising
candidates.
AC motor drives, both synchronous and asynchronous, were con-
sidered for electric vehicle propulsion primarily because of the
elimination of the commutator associated with-dc motors. These
drives have recently found application in rail vehicles. However,
they have been excluded from further consideration in the NTHV
program because of lack of near term availability.
In recent years the permane:
renewed interest because of
of high strength rare-earth
in the power range required
available in the near term,
drive candidates.
it magnet (PM) do motor has received
the increasing commercial availability
permanent magnets. However, PM motors
for the NTHV are not expected to be
and hence are no longer considered
Three DC motor drives looked promising for the near term hybrid
vehicle: the series do motor with armature control, the shunt do
motor with-field control and the compound do motor with field con-
trol. These drives have similar manufacturing costs - approximately
1.80 1978$/kg. Therefore these candidates were evaluated primarily
on the complexity of control system design, performance and re-
generative braking capability.
There are two sorts of armature control on do motors: contactor
and chopper control. The series do motor with contractor control
is widely used in low speed industrial and recreational vehicles.
This drive was excluded from consideration for the NTHV because of
problems of discontinuous acceleration and lack of regenerative
braking capability. The series do motor operating with field
weakening speed control was also eliminated as a candidate because
of the difficulties of implementing the field weakening control
chopper. The armature chopper will be evaluated in Subsection 7.2.1.
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The shunt motor can provide adequate performance with control only
•	 by means of a relatively low power field chopper. The need for an
armature chopper is negated by using a clutch (.or torque converter)
to bring the vehicle up to a speed that matches the motor's base
speed. The motor is started, with the c'1utch disengaged, by means
of a contactor and a starting resistor. The feasibility of shunt
motor propulsion is enhanced by the availability of a variable ratio
transmission- The transmission reduces the motor size by reducing
the maximum required :rotor torque Ca benefit that applies to series
motor propulsion as wells. Typical heat engine and shunt motor vs.
speed characteristics are shown in Figure 22.
The curve of power vs. speed for the shunt motor extends only down
to base speed, indicating unloaded operation only below that speed.
Power output is constant up to the speed N 1 (typically 4600 RPM).
This is obtained by reducing the field current and flux to maintain
the motor back EMF approximately equal to the battery voltage. At
that speed, magnetic stability considerations do not perm'.: further
reduction of flux, and power output decreames witb additional in-
creases in speed.
The control of the speed and power of do electric ri ,^tors for
vehicle propulsion systems is generally accomplished lry varying
the effective voltage applied to the armature, by varying the
effective motor field excitation, or by a coriba.-katior of the two.
Armature vo', °ag? control affects the motor speed at a ni •e: load
nearly in p ,_•, portion to the effective value of armature vol age -
that is, the applied voltage less the resiarance drop.
since motor speed is an inverse function c.' the effective field
magnetization or flux, the motor speed ar= power can also be con-
trolled by varying the field excitation. This can be readil.,•
accomplished in either the shunt or compcund type of motor 1^v
controlling the relatively low level, c_,.•:renz_ Used to excite the
shunt field coils. Speed ranges on the 7xoe.^ of 2:1 to 'ri can be
obtained with this type of control. The ;.LuIta.:ion e; to chis speed
range are caused by the saturation of the 	 *path of the
machine at the maximum field, or low speed end, and by commutation
stability and pole face polarity reversal effects at the high speed,
or weak field end. These limitations are caused by the distorting
effects of armature reaction, or cross-magnetization, which effec-
tively distorts or weakens the effective main field as a function
of armature current. In general terms, a field excitation of at
least 40 percent of the effective armature ampere turns for
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}	 interpole motors, and at least 84 percent for non-interpol motors,
must be maintained for the maintenance of proper motoring action.
With the compound motor this can be inherently produced by providing
just sufficient series main field turns to yield this minimum value
of field excitation. This is because, as stated above, the minimum
value of field excitation is a percentage of armature excitation
(is proportional to armature current). Accordingly, when the series
winding is designed to supply this minimum excitation requirement,
the shunt field current can be varied from maximum to zero over
the load range of the motor without loss of commutation stability
due to armature reaction.
In straight shunt field motors, where there is no armature current
actuated series field winding, the field current controller must
also be designed to provide the required minimum value of field
excitation in order to control armature reaction effects at all
times and load conditions. With motors that are subject to sudden
speed changes or transient loads, the required field excitation
changes may have to be accomplished very quickly, to prevent the
motor from entering an unstable commutation range. Hence the
control circuitry may need to include anticipatory, or closed servo
loop, field forcing capability.
It should be noted that in either motor design, shunt or compound,
the minimum practical field magnetization (and hence maximum
effective power output) w,'ll be essentially the same — that is,
as 7overned by the armature reaction problem. Therefore, given
otherwise similar motor designs, there is no power advantage to be
obtained from eliminating the series field. The total. field
excitation power requirement also does not charsge, for it does not
matter whether this is obtained by shunt or series field coils.
However, the straight shunt motor imposes a more complex field
current control requirement in order to meet the minimum field
excitation needs of the motor. it is only the ease of designing
the overall motor, engine and transmission control system that
emphasizes advantages of the compound over the shunt motor.
7.2 MOTOR CONTROLLER
The two possible control modes for a compound motor are field
voltage control and combined armature and field control. Armature
current control only (.with the field connected directly to the
battery) is not a viable option because of the wide fluctuation of
battery voltage.
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7.2.1 Armature Voltage Control
Several facts must be borne in mind when evaluating the practicality
of armature voltage control for relatively large and hiah perfor-
mance vehicles (such-as the NTHV). First, the size and cooling
requirements of an armature controller are determined largely by
the maximum armature current. This current is high, at approximately
300 Adc, and is on the order of that of a rapid transit car pro-
pulsion motor Cwhich powers, in sets of four, a vehicle having a
loaded weight of approximately 54 tithes that of -the NTHV). This
current level is dictated by the relatively low voltage of the
battery. The voltage is set by the availability of existing de-
signs of cell assemblies and the maximum number of cells that can
operate in series with adequate reliability.
The armature current will be higher still, and the motor size
increased st ill further, if a variable ratio transmission is not
provided to reduce the maximum motor torque requir%:-.ieit. A recent
article23 describes some of the operating limitations attendant
to the use of a constant ratio transmission EV drive. For example,
the high current required to negotiate a 5 percent grade permits
vehicle operation for only 20 seconds before commut3'or overheating
Occurs.
Either thyristor (.SCR) or-transistor switches can, in principle,
'ae used to implement an NTHV armature chopper. The. transistor
chopper can also utilize conventional bipolar transistors, Darlington
bipolar transistors, or field effect transistors. The SCR chopper,
unlike the transistor chopper, does not require any advance in
device technology to obtain adequate drive performance. However,
tha inherent complexity of the SCR chopper required to meet the
NTHV requirements appears to make this approach economically
impractical.
7.2.2 Transistor Armature Voltage Control
Conventional bipolar transistors have the greatest power handling
capability per unit area of silicon because of the relatively low
on-state voltage. However, the transistor gain is low (.typically
less than 10) at high.collector current levels, and this leads
to high base current requirements and complex drive circuitry. The
Darlington transistor incorporates a driver transistor packaged
with the main transistor. This increases the gain to typically
several hundred or more but reduces the current handling capability
by reducing the amount of silicon allotted to the main transistor
and by increasing the saturation volta ge and on-static losses.
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Paralleling is required for either conventional or Darlington
bipolar transistors to obtain the 300 A rating required for NTHV
drive motor control. Significant derating is necessary because of
the tendency of the transistors to share current unequally, a ten-
'	 dency which is aggravated by the negative temperature coefficient
of saturation voltage. This characteristic causes the warmest
transistor to take an increased share of the total current, raising
its temperature still further.
A less apparent problem in paralleling bipolar transistors concerns
the ine7itable mismatch in turnoff time, which causes the last
paralleled transistor to turn off to conduct all of the load current.
Again, this affect is aggravated by the temperature dependence of
turn-off time which causes increased turn-off time, Gand increased
conduction of the total current for a longer tiumel as the transistor
temperature increases. Turn-off time mismatch also aggravates the
problem of secondary breakdown in bipolar transistors. Secondary
breakdown is a failure mode which is caused by the tendency for
collector current to crowd into a small portion of the normal
current path under the influence of high blocking voltage. This
causes localized heating, which can produce either gradual device
degradation or catastrophic failure.
The Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effort Transistor (MOSFETI has
emerged within the last three years as a potential replacement for
the bipolar transistor power switch, This is due to three inherent
advantages:
• Essentially infinite do power gain
• Positive temperature coefficient, permitting stable
paralleling
• No secondary breakdown characteristic.
The state of the art in power MOSFET technology is represented by
the International Rectifier IRF100, rated at 80 V and 16 A, and
the IRF306, rated at 350 V and 5 A. Both of these devices are
available in TO-3 packages. For the present application, a voltage
rating of 160 V is required. Assuming that a modified version of
the IRF100 design could be targeted for 160 V, one would expect
the current rating to be reduced to (.80/160) 16 = 8 A. To meet
the 300 A requirement for a NTHV ?ri«ature chopper, a total of
300/8 = 38 paralleled devices would be required. This is an
impractically large number and indicates that significantly more
progress must be made in power MOSFET technology before the device
can be considered for application to armature choppers. However,
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the MOSFET does appear promising for use in field choppers; this
subject is discussed in Subsection 7.3.1.
7.2.3 SCR Armature voltage Control
The SCR switch in armature chopper application imposes none of the
power handling limitations: discussed above for transistor switches.
This is because of the tendency of anode current in the SCR to
force the device harder into conduction, thus maintaining a low
on-state voltage even in the presence of high fault currents. By
way of contrast, collector current in the transistor tends to force
the device out of conduction if collector current exceeds the
rated value by even a small amount. This gives the transistor a
very small overload capacity relative to the SCR.
Much of the complexity of the SCR chopper stems from the inductor-
capacitor (.LC) circuitry and the auxiliary SCRs and diodes required
to turn off the main SCR. This complexity is acceptable in high
powered (.and expensive) vehicles, such. as electric locomotives and
rapid transit cars. In such applications, the high voltage, as
well as the high current, capability of the SCR is fully utilized.
Additional complexity is introduced into the SCR chopper by the
requirement for regenerative braking. This necessitates either
the use of additional semiconductor and LC elements to perform
the braking function, or the use of contactors to change the
circuit connections in the braking mode. The former approach gives
poor utilization of the electronic components, while the latter
introduces frequently cycling contactors _ which reduce the overall
reliability of the drive system. Figure 23 illustrates a typical
SCR chopper. (This figure does not include the details of th.e
field chopper which is required to buffer the field winding from
the varying battery voltage and which may also be used to extend
the motor speed range by field weakening.)
The components in Figure 23 are
F = Fuse
K1 = Battery disconnect contactor
K2 = Chopper bypass contactor
K3 = Motor/b=ake mode transition contactor
D1 = Free wheel diode for motoring
D2 = Free wheel diode for braking
F1 = Compound motor series field
F2 = Compound motor. shunt field
-55-
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The chopper is composed of one main and two auxiliary SCRs, two
commutating inductors, a commutating capacitor, three RC dv/dt
suppression networks, and three SCR gate driver circuits.
Quotations were obtained on chopper components for production at
a rate of 1000 choppers per year. The resulting production cost
breakdown for a 300 A regenerative armature chopper is given in
Table 19.
Table 19. Regenerative Armature Chopper Production
Cost Breakdown
Contactors (31 $203.00
SCRs (3) 115.00
Diodes (2) 50.00
Commutating capacitor (1) 3.50
Commutating inductors (2) 16.00
Gate drive components 25.00
dv/dt resistors & capacitors 35.00
Heat sink extrusions 25.GQ
Miscellaneous parts 35.60
Manufacturing labor 200.00
Total Manufacturing Cost	 $712.50
In motor control manufacturing for a competitive market a 100 percent
markup on manufacturing cost is typical. This markup makes the
price of the armature chopper $1,425.00. For high mass production
(say 100,000 units per year) we estimate the cost to be approx-
imately 20 percent lower. Still, this cost analysis indicates that
the armature chopper approach to electric vehicle control is not
economically viable. Together with the relatively high on-state
and switching losses inherent in using solid state switching
controls in low voltage drive systems, this fact led to the
selection of the field controlled motor as the baseline electric
propulsion system for the NTHV.
7.2.4 Motor Field Control
Motor speed can be controlled over a speed range of up to 3:1,
depending on the motor's magnetic circuit design. This speed
range can be multiplied by the range of the transmission's shift
ratios to provide an acceptable vehicle speed range. The field
controlled motor has a minimum Cbase) speed which, for a given
I
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design, is set by the battery voltage. In vehicle operation,
the declutched motor is started with.contactors and a current
limiting resistor. The clutch (or torque converter) is then slipped
until the vehicle reaches the motors base speed in the lowest
gear. This operation also takes place for ICE propulsion, except
that th, idle speed of the engine may be less than the base speed
of the electric motor.
Both bipolar transistors and MOSFET transistors are practical for
use in the field chopper. We have selected the MOSFET approach
because it permits a simpler circuit design and is potentially
more reliable (for the reasons discussed in Subsection 7.2.2).
The rapid improvements in MOSFET technology now taking place promise
to reduce or eliminate the present requirement for parallel
operation.
The performance requirements for the motor field controller are
given in Table 20. Figure 24 is a block diagram of the field con-
troller. Timing diagrams for the controller are shown in Figure 25.
For--simplicity, we have assumed zero initial field current and a
constant command signal. The first pulse from the clock generator
following application of the clock enable signal sets of Q output
of the R-S flip-flop high, turning on the power switch. Battery
voltage is then applied to the field winding and current increases
at an initial rate of Eb/Lf amperes/second. The current feedback
signal developed in the current sensor is subtracted from the
command signal. When this difference becomes negative, as it
does in Figure 25 after the third clock pulse, the comparative
output goes high, resetting the flip-flop output to zero and
opening the power switch. Current in the field winding then
decays exponentially through the free-wheeling diode (FWD)
according to the time constant Lf/R f . At the instant of the fourth
clock pulse, the flip-flop is reset and the power switch is closed
to re-apply battery voltage to the winding, causing current to
again rise to the commanded level.
The circuit diagram of the motor field controller is shown in
Figure 26. The low level control components (consisting of re-
sistors, capacitors and several multiple operational aniplifier
and logic gate integrated circuits) can be packaged on a 3 x 5
inch p.c. board. The three paralleled MOSFET transistors would
then be mounted on a common heat sink together with the 15-volt
regulator and 40 mOhm shunt resistor.
I
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Table 20.	 Perfot-nance Requirements
for the Motor Field Controller
Inout Voltage. The MFC will be designed to operate over an input voltage
range of 50 to 95 Vdc. This covers the conditions of maximum discharge to
maximum charge.
Load Imp edance. The MFC load impedance is the motor field winding which can
be described as an equivalent series resistance and inductance.
The load resistance has a nominal value of 1.65 ohms at a winding temperature
of 20°C and varies frcm 1.40 ohms at -20°C to 2.50 ohms at 150°C.
The incremental load inductance has a nominal value of 0.10 H at low current
and follows the saturation curve shown below at higher current.
FIELD CURRENT (Adc)
Transfer Function. The MFC provides a steady state output current propor-
tional to an input do cornmand signal. The controller trans-crnductance factor
is 2.0 A/V.
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Table 20 ► continued
1
Inout Sionals. Three MFC input signals are available. These are
Current command analog signal; 0 to 10 Vdc. From 2.0 k:r, source
impedance.
• Field forcing discrete signal; normally 0 Vdc, 15 Vdc for field
forcing command. From 2.0 k.Z source impedance.
• Mode control signal; 0 Vdc for standby mode, 15 Vdc for operate
mode.
Output Current. The maximum MFC output current under any condition of bat-
tery voltage or field winding temperature is 20 Adc.
Output Power. The maximum MFC continuous power output varies with field
winding temperature from 550 W at -20°C to 1000 W at 150°C.
Output Voltage. The maximum MFC continuous output voltage varies with wind-
ing temperature from 28 Vdc at -20°C to 50 Vdc at 150°C.
Field Forcing. Higher than rated voltage is applied to the field winding
for a period of less than 0.5 second to provide rapid motor deceleration when
changing gears. In the field forcing mode, full battery voltage (less any
switching element voltage drop) is applied to the field winding.
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). EMI from the MFC must be limited to a
level which does not interfere with the vehicle electronic systems.
Efficiency. The efficiency of the MFC must be greate w- than 90 percent at
maximum output current and greater than 80 percent at 50 percent output
current.
P c^6ginc. The MFC will be housed in a sealed package with conduction cool-
ing to the vehicle mounting surface. The temperature range of the MFC
mounting surface is -20°C to +65°C.
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7.3 BATTERY
7.3.1 On-Boi
The on-board
Requirements
Input:
Output:
CHARGER
ird Charcer
charger requirements listed in the Vehicle Minimum
of the RFP for this program24 are
120 Vac 60 Hz single phase
15 Adc and 30 Adc maximum.
The primary considerations for the selection of a design approach
for the on-board charger are: weight, cost, charger efficiency,
input line power factor and electromagnetic radiation. The
efficiency of the battery charging process (expressed in terms of
energy available from the battery, relative to energy input to the
battery during charging) is not a selection factor because any of
the charger approaches considered can, through proper design of
the low level control circuitry, achieve the acce ptable maximum
charging efficiency of 70 percent. This circuitry does not sig-
nificantly impact the overall cost or size of the charger.
There are two feasable approaches to implementing the charger power
conversion circuitry : phase controlled 60 Hz SCR rectification of
the ac line voltage and high frequency chopper control of the
battery current. In either case, transformer isolation is required
to avoid the shock hazard. For the 60 Hz'approach the weight of
the transformer is estimated at 32 kg for the required 4.0 kVA
rating. This weight translates to an excessive range penalty,
which effectively eliminates controlled 60 Hz rectification frorr
further consideration for the on-board charger.
An on-board charger with acceptable weight can be achieved by
changing the 60 Hz line frequency to a frequency of typically
20 kHz,. This frequency i3 high enough to avoid audible sound and
low enough to be processed with. available power transistors. we
estimate the weight of the 4.0 kVA 20 kHz isolation transformer to
be 6 kg and we add 5 kg to this for 1- 1:e Nigh frequency output
current smoothing inductor. ate therefore estimate the total
charger weight, including 4 kg of electronic components to be 15 kg.
Figure 27 shows the power electronics components of the charger.
The input rectifier, consisting of diodes D1 through D4, converts
the 120V-60Hz line voltage into a pulsating d;- supply voltage for
the push-pull transistcr amplifier. The capacitor across the
output of the rectifier supplies the 40 kHz ripple current demand
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of the amplifier to minimize EMI conducted into the 60 Hz mains.
EMI is further suppressed by an EMI filter consisting of series
inductor and shunt capacitor elements.
The isolation transformer output is rectified by diodes 05 through
D8 to form the charger output voltage to the propulsion battery.
The high frequency rectifier diodes must be of the fast recovery
type to avoid excessive switching losses. These diodes have higher
on-state losses than the input rectifier diodes and this affects
the size of the rectifier heat sink. The power transistors can be
of either bipolar or MOMT type. Bipolar transistors are avail-
able with ratings adequate to avoid thA need for parallelling.
These transistors are expensive (.typically $90.00 each for a
Westinghouse D60T in 1000 unit quantities), have considerable
switching loss at 20 kHz, and require elaborate base drive cir-
cuitry. The much newer MOSFET transistor, however, ras minimal
switching loss and base drive requirements and is cos y. competitive
with bipolar devices, even when paralleled to obtain a rating
equivalent to a single bipolar transistor. Further, the rapid
improvements occurring in MOSFET power transistor technology
promise to eliminate the need for paralleled transistors in the
near future. Therefore we have selected power MOSFET t.-ansistors
for use in the baseline on-board charger design.
Fig-are 28 is a series of timing diagrams which indicate ho`, pulse
width modulation (PWM) can be used to control the charger output.
The time scale is altered to show the effect of increasing battery
EMF on the PWM transistor base drive signal.
We should also note that the field supply controller ara. the on-
board charger could be combined. These units are of approximately
the same power rating. Their requirements differ chiefly in the
need for an isolation transformer in the charger. A weight
savings of approximately 10 kg (.40 percent), and a simi-lar cost
reduction, could be realized by their combination.
7.3.2 Off-Board Battery Charger
The off-board charger requirements listed in the vehicle Mini.'Mr-n
Requirements of the RFP for this program 24 are
Input:	 208 Vac or 240 Vac, 60 Hz
Output: 60 Adc maximum.
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As we mentioned about the on-board charger, the weight, cost,
charger efficiency, input line power factor and EMI are design
selection factors. The weight of the off-board charger is not
critical, but cost, Charger efficiency and input line power factor
are important factors in determining the practicality of wide-
spread use of both electric and hybrid vehicles.
The phase controlled SCI'. rectifier provides an efficient and low
cost means of ac/dc conversion. Also, the United range of do
output voltage required for the battery charger application per-
mits a reasonably good input line power factor, in the range of
70 percent to 95 percent. The SCR rectifier approach is penalized
by the weight of the required isolation transfe • ;z-er and smoothing
inductor. But this weight penalty does not app,- r tc^ be as severe
as the reduced efficiency Cpr::.marily due to the need for three
power conversion stages) and higher cost at the transistorized
off-board charger. Therefore the SCR charger is the preferred
approach. Figure.29 shows the power circuit components of the
SCR type off-board charger.
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SECTION 3
TRANSMISSION
8.1 TYPE OF TR.kvSMISSION
In the parallel hybrid vehicle both-the heat engine and the electric
motor are connected, through separate clutches, to a single trans-
mission. Figure 30 is a schematic layout of the parallel hybrid
system. The transmission and clutches are controlled by an on-board
microcomputer which both determines the power usage of the heat
engine and electric motor and selects the optimum gear ratio for the
power plant in use.
Since no continuously variable transmission that is efficient,
lightweight and small enough to use in the NTHV will be available
in the near term, we investigated the use of a five-speed manual
and a three-speed automatic transmission in the baseline NTHV.
We inputted the optimum five-speed manual shift schedules (Table 21)
into the hybrid vehicle simulation program in order to simulate
the heat engine and the electric motor at their most efficient
regimes (for the power required). A similar study was conducted
for the three-speed automatic transmission. The results of taking
the baseline NTHV through the FUDC, FHDC, and SAE J227a(.B) cycles
are given in Tables 22 and 23.
Table 22. Petroleum and Electricity Consumptions for
the Baseline NTHV with Manual and Automatic
Transmissions, Electric Motor Primary Drive
Transmission FUDC FUDC FHDC FHDC SAE SAE
Type (2/cycle] CCs/cycle) (Q/cycle) (Qs/cycle) (Q/cycle) CGs/cycle)
5-Speed Manual 0.070 0.2624 O.Q62 0.3711 0.0 0.0057
3-Speed Automatic 0.108 0.3373 0.083 0.3937 0.0 0.0101
Table 23. Petroleum and Electricity Consumptions for the
Baseline NTHV with Manual and Ai:Lomatic Trans-
missions, Heat Engine Primary Drive
Transmission FUDC FUDC FHDC FHDC SAE SAE
Type (Q/cycle) (As/cycle) (Q/cycle) (as/cycle) ( k/cycle) (,Is /cycle)
5-Speed Manual	 0.795	 0.0
	 0.827
	 0.0	 0.024	 0.0
3-Speed Automatic
	 0.929
	 0.0
	 0.872	 0.0	 0.027	 0.0
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Table 21. Five-Speed Manual Transmission Optimimum
Shift Schedules
Shift Curves - Internal Combustion Engine
First Gear Upshift RPM 1825 1828 1832 3450 4899 4902
Upshift Torque -999.0 0.0 23.8 39.1 42.3 999.0
Downshift RPM -3450 -3445 -3440
Downshift Torque -999.0 0.0 999.0
Second Gear Upshift RPM 1591 1593 1597 2910 3298 4976 4986 4988
Upshift Torque -999.0 0.0 25.8 41.2 46.9 49.0 67.0 999.0
Downshift RPM 1007 1009 1011 1261 1940 2425 2427
Downshift Torque -999.0 0.0 46.4 57.7 77.3 82.5 999.0
Third Gear Upshift RPM 1301 1302 1303 1860 3100 3720 4985 4991
Upshift Torque -999.0 0.0 24.2 36.3 52.4 58.9 55.6 999.0
Downshift RPM 1004 1006 1007 1860 2108 2377 2883 2884
Downshift Torque -999.0 0.0 44.4 71.0 82.3 84.7 104.8 999.0
Fourth Gear Upshift RPM 1305 1310 1314 2910 3395 4991 4996
Upshift Torque -999.0 0.0 20.6 49.5 60.8 55.7 999.0
Downshift RPM 1008 1009 1010 1455 2425 2910 3511 3516
Downshift Torque -999.0 0.0 34.0 51.5 74.2 84.5 79.4 999.0
Fifth Gear Upshift RPM 4984 4988 4991
Upshift Torque -999.0 0.0 999.0
Downshift RPM 1001 1005 1009 2250 2625 3484 3488
Downshift Torque -999.0 0.0 29.3 70.7 86.7 80.0 999.0
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The five-speed manual transmission has 14 percent less fuel con-
sumption iniJDC and 5 percent less fuel consumption in FHDC than
the three-speed automatic transmission. When the baseline NTHV
was taken through Mission A with the two types of transmission, the
results in Table 24 were obtained.
Table 24. Results of Taking the Baseline NTHV Through
Mission A with. Manual and Automatic Transmissions
Annual
Annual Fuel	 Electricity Electricity Electric
Transmission Type Consumption Fuel Economy Consumption
	 Economy	 Range
W	 (km/Z)	 (kW-hr)	 (km/KW-hr)
	 (km)
5-Speed Manual	 540
	
34.42
	 3225	 5.77	 36
3-Speed Automatic
	
667	 27.89
	
3667	 5.07	 30
The cost and weight panalties of the automatic transmission add
to the fuel consumption penalty and show significantly in the life
cycle costs given in Table 25.
Table 25. Economic Analysis of the Baseline'NTHV with
Manual and Automatic Transmissions
Transmission Cost of Accruing Life Cycle Breakeven Petroleum
Type Benefit this Benefit Cost Price
(1978 S) (1978 $) (1978 S) ($/Z)	 (S/gal)
5-Speed Manual 3101 7668 24495 0.62	 2.35
3-Speed Automatic 2802 8047 25173 0.72	 2.73
For both.petroleum savings and life cycle costs, the five-speed
manual transmission is the best choi.ce for the near term hybrid.
But it would have marketability problems. These problems could
be greatly reduced by microcomputer control of the manual trans-
mission and the two clutches. Such.automatic control would also
aid the efficiency of the powertrain. Based on the control strategy
chosen, it would determine the choice of engine or motor, the power
setting and the optimum gear ratio.
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However, this system has one shortcoming - it still depends on a
manual transmission, and, therefore, it can not be shifted under
power. The engine/motor poster must be disconnected by disengaging
a clutch before the transmission can be shifted, and will remain
disconnected for a minimum of 0.5 seconds during the shift. The
power can only be reconnected to the driving wheels after the shift
is completed. While this loss does not cause a problem on driver
controlled manual transmissions (because the driver controls the
time of shifting), it may be unacceptable to the driver of the
computer eontrolisd manual transmission. An automatic trans-
mission, because of its planetary geartrain, can be shifted under
load, so there is no unexpected loss of acceleration or gradeability
when the shifting control decides that the optimum time for shift-
ing has arrived.
As a result of this possible shortcom.ming, we are considering the
use of a computer controlled automatic transmission, with com-
puter control of both the transmission shifting and the torque
converter lock-up clutch. Although the automatic transmission
losses can never be reduced to the level of a manual transmission,
the power losses of the automatic shown above could be significantly
lowered by careful design.
8.2 GEAR RATIOS
For the five-speed computer controlled manual transmission, we
investigated the two different sets of gear ratios listed in
Table 26. The comparative results are given in Tables 27 through 30.
These tables show that a 10 percent variation in the lour gear ratios
does not affect the baseline NTHV performance, fuel economy, or
life cycle costs.
Table 26. 5-Speed Manual Transmission Gear Ratios
Gear Number Baseline Gear Ratios Trial Gear Ratios
1	 3.45 3.80
2	 1.94 2.14
3	 1.24 1.37
4	 0.97 1.07
5	 0.75 0.75
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Table 27. Petroleum and Electricity Consumptions
for the Baseline NTHV with Different
Gear Ratios, Electric Motor Primary
Drive
Range of
Gear Ratios	 FUDC	 FUDC	 FHDC	 FHDC	 SAE	 SAE
(4/cycle) (AS/cycle) (/cycle) (AS /cycle) (Z/cycle) (AS/cycle)
3.45- 0.75
	 0.070	 0.2624	 0.062	 0.3711	 0.0	 0.0057
3.80 0.75	 0.083	 0.2587	 0.062	 0.3677	 0.0	 0.0057
Table 28. Petroleum and Electricity Ccns-.:mptions
for the Baseline NTHV with Different
Gear Ratios, Heat Engine Primary Drive
Range of
Gear Ratios	 FUDC	 FUDC
	
FHDC
	 FHDC	 SAE	 SAE
(R/cycle) (AS/cycle) (Z/cycle) (AS/cycle) (2/cycle) (,IS/cycle)
3.45 0 .75	 0.795	 0.0	 0.827	 0.0	 0.024	 0.0
3.80 + 0.75	 0.790	 0.0	 0.846	 0.0	 0.023	 0.0
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Table 29. Results of taking the Baseline NTHV
Through Mission A with with Dif-
ferent Gear Ratios
Annual
Range of	 Annual Fuel	 Electricity Electricity	 Electric
Gear Ratios Consumption Fuel Economy Consumption 	 Economy	 Range
	
(R)	 (km/Z)	 (kW-hr)	 (km/KW-hr)	 (km)
3.45 - 0.75
	 540	 34.42	 3225	 5.77	 36
3.80 -► 0.75	 549	 33.87	 3218	 5.78	 36
Table 30. Results of the Economic Analvsis of
the Baseline NTHV with Different
Gear Ratios
Range of	 Cast of Accruing Life Cycle Breakeven Petroleum
Gear Ratios Benefit
	 this Benefit	 Cost	 Price
(1978 S)
	
(1978 S;
	 (1978 S)
	 [$/Z	 (.S/cal)]
3.45 - 0.75	 3101	 7668	 24495
	 0.622	 (2.35)
3.80 i 0.75	 3080	 7666	 24513	 0.624	 (2.36)
1 1
Y
8.3 FINAL DRIVE
A similar analysis of the final drive ratios has shown that the
hybrid performance characteristics, fuel economy, and life cycle
costs are insensitive to small variations (on the order of 10 per-
cent) in the final drive ratio. The baseline NTHV final drive
ratio is 3.90.
9. 4 REGENERATIVE BRAKING
Another method by which the fuel economy of the hybrid vehicles
can be improved is through the recovery and re- use of braking
energy. The extensive studies descri.)ed in References 25 and 26
show the feasibility of regenerati-e braking systems in vehicles.
The baseline NTHV was taken through different driving cycles with
and without regenerative braking. The results are given in
Tables 31 and 32. The baseline NTHV vi.th.regenerative braking has
a 16 percent electricity consumption saving in F=C and a 4 percent
electricity consumption saving in FHDC.
Table 31. Petroleum and Electricity Consumptions for
the Baseline NTHV With and Without Regen-
erative Braking, Electric Primary Drive
Regenerative
Braking	 FUDC	 FUDC	 FHDC	 FHDC	 SAE	 SAE
(1/cycle)	 AS/cycle) (2/cyc1e; (ASZcvcle) (Z/cycle
	 (GS/cycle)
Yes	 0.070	 0.2624	 0.062	 0.3711	 0.0.	 x'.0057
No	 0.063	 0.3133	 0.056
	
0.3867	 0.0	 0.0065
Table 32. Petroleum and Electricity Consumptions for
the Baseline NTHV With and Without Regener-
ative Braking, Heat Engine Prinary Drive
Regenerative
Braking	 FUDC	 FUDC	 FHDC	 FHDC	 SAE	 SAE
(2/cycle) (AS/cycle) (2/cycle) (LS/cycle) (R/cycle) (aS/cycle)
Yes
	
0.795	 0.0	 0.827	 0.0	 0.024	 0.0
No	 0.774	 0.0029
	 0.817	 0.0026	 0.023	 0.0
-78-
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We then combined the driving cycles to represent Mission A and
obtained the results in Table 33. In this mission the recovery
and re-use of braking energy would save 5.6 percent of the
petroleum and 4.7 percent of the electric energy per year. We
estimate the manufacturing cost of a regenerative braking syste.^1
for a hybrid vehicle to be approximately $15 (in 1978 dollars). The
results of the life cycle cost analysis with and without regen-
erative braking are given in Table 34. The benefit gained by
regenerative braking is cost effective in the hybrid vehicles.
The same result was also found in Reference 25.
Table 33. Results of Taking the Baseline NTHV
Through Mission A dith. and Without
Regenerative Braking
Annual
Regenerative Annual Fuel	 Electricity Electricity Electric
Braking	 Consumption Fuel Economy Consumption 	 Economy	 Range
	
(R)	 (km/Z)	 (kW-hr)	 (km/KW-hr)	 (km)
Yes	 540	 34.42	 3225	 5.77	 36
No	 572	 32.50	 3381	 5.50	 31
Table 34. Results o` the Economic Analvsis of the
Baseline NTFIV With and Without Regener-
ative Braking
Regenerative	 Cost of Accruing Life Cycle Breakeven Petroleum
Braking	 Benefit	 This Benefit	 Cost	 Price
(1978 $)	 (1978 $)
	
X1978 $)
	 ["')/Z	 CS/gal)]
Yes	 3101	 7668	 24495	 0.62	 (2.35)
No	 3025	 7644	 24546	 0.64	 (2.40)
1	 -79-
SECTION 9
ACCESSORIES
The heat engine and vehicle accessories (such as the doling fan,
water pump, alternator, air pump, and air conditioner) use as
much as 40 percent of the total power required. A typical acces-
sory power requirement is given in Figure 31. It has been shown 27
that a constant, low speed accessory drive can improve fuel
economy approximately 10 percent. When the accessory power re-
quirements are added to the road power requirements in a hybrid
vehicle, the fuel economy drops dramatically, as shown in Table
35.
Table 35. Effects of Accessories nn the NTHV
System	 Annual Fuel	 Fuel	 Electric
	
Description	 Consumption	 Economy	 I	 Range
	
( km/ Z)	 ( km)
	
Baseline NHTV,	 540
	
34.4	 34
no accessories
	
Baseline NTHV,	 752	 24.7	 24	 I
accessories, no
air conditioning,
	
Baseline NTHV,	 940
	 19.8	 19
accessories and
air conditioning
The results in Table 35 were obtained by taking the baseline NTHV
through Mission A. The total power (road plus accessory power)
comes from both the heat engine and the electric motor, according
to an assigned control strategy. This strategy is to first use
the electric motor topped by the heat engine until the batteries
reach their allowable depth of d-scharge and, thereafter, to use
the :eat engine topped by the electric motor. The addition of
accessory power si gnificantly decreases the hybrid vehicle Fuel
economy and electric range.	 +
Another strategy is to take the accessory power only from the heat
engine and the rosd power from both power plants. Unfortunatel_,,
this strategy further reduces the fuel economy for the baseline
-80-
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NTHP, to 16.0 km/Z. An example of the typical petroleum consurnp-
tion behavior under this strategy is given in Fi gure 32. This
figure shows that for daily travel distances less than 37 km in
FHDC, the accessory power should come from both power sources,
and, for daily travel distances greater than 37 km in FHDC, the
accessory power should come only from the heat engine. For a 50
km daily travel distance in FHDC, this strategy betters the petro-
leum savings by 8.3 percent.
Several NTHV system packages were studied in order to find the
battery, heat engine and electric motor combination that will pro-
vide all the road load and the auxiliary requirements (including
the air conditioner), while bettering the required fuel economy
and keeping the life cycle cost as low as possible. With a 48.5
kW heat engine, 29 kW electric motor and 84V battery, the baseline
NTHV yielded 21.9 km/Z (51.7 mpg) with the accessories and the air
conditioner on. It reached 26.5 km/2 (62.6 mpg) with the acces-
sories on, but without the air conditioner. The accessories were
driven by a constant, low speed drive and the power to t;Ze drive
was provided by both power sources.
r
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SECTION 10
TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND COLD STARTS
10.1 HEATING AND COOLING REQUIREMENTS
In cold climates the heating and defrosting requirements for both
passenger comfort and battery temperature control can be as high
as 3421 kcal/hr. When the heat engine is the primary drive compo-
nent, the heat required can be drawn from the engine cooling water
by a heat exchanger. For the engine sizes under consideration in
this study , the heat release to cooling water would be sufficient
at about 1000 rpm. But, when the electric motor is the primary
drive component, to use the heat engine for heating, defrosting
and battery temperature control would require three times as much
petroleum as a separate petroleum-burning heater. A separate heater
would have a unit manufacturing cost of approximately $300 (1978S)
for 100,000 units per year. This cost would be returned in full
during the ten year lifetime of the hybrid and, at the same time,
save 1 3080 liters of petroleum.
The cooling requirements for passenger comfort may be as high as
1666 kcal/hr. The requirements for the batteries are much lower.
The heat gained from the electrochemical reaction in the batteries
is approximately 3.385 I Watts 10 for the 84V battery package.
While using the electric motor as the primary drive component, the
battery package temperature can rise 9 0 C above ambient in one hour,
if no ventilation is provided. This order of temperature rise
should not cause any problem in battery performance. The tempera-
ture of the battery package will be controlled by the microproces-
sor and the cooling power will-cone from both power sources, as
discussed in Section 9.
10.2 COLD STARTS
Cold start in hybrid vehicles causes a hi gh loss of stored elec-
tricity. A battery pack starting at 0°C ambient temperature with-
out wa_mup could spend half its battery capacity 10 ' 28 (Figure 33).
This would decrease the electric range of the baseline NTHV from
36 to 15 km. Further, an unprotected lead-acid battery would not
operate a vehicle after a week of cold soak at -29 0 C 10 . Therefore,
the hybrid vehicle should have a self-contained warm-up system.
This system should be strong enough that the vehicle could reach
-84-
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full performance levels in a maximum of ten minutes in ambient
temperatures greater than -20°C. Also, the vehicle must be oper-
able within one minute in the ambient temperature range from -20
to +40°C.
There are four alternatives for heating the battery package before
usage.
1. Warm the heat engine and also the battery package (self-
contained warm-up)
2. Warm the battery package with its own stored energy (self-
contained warm-up)
3. Warm the battery package with a separate petroleum- burning
heater (self-contained warm-up)
4. Warm the battery package and the heat engine with wall plug
electricity energy during charging (external warm-up).
In our comparison of these methods the battery package was assumed
to be a rectangular box insulated with a fiberglass- polyurethane-
fiberglass sandwich structure which has an effective thermal con-
ductivity of 0.043 kcal/hr-m-*C.
The first method would meet all the minimum cold start requirements
at the expense of high fuel consumption and high thermal stresses
(that would deteriorate the heat engine life).
The warm-up of the battery package with. its own stored energy
would require 80.5I watts 10
 for an 84V battery package. A ten
minute warm-up period would require 242 amps discharge current
and reduce the electric range of an 84V battery pack :1THV from 49
to 31 km.
The warm-up of the battery package with a separate petroleum-burn-
ing heater would take about twenty minutes and would consume half
the fuel used in the first method.
The warm-up of the battery package with the heat engine with wall
plug electricity would be the best solution for both time and
petroleum consumption. If this external warm-up power is not
available, and self-contained warm-up has to be utilized, the
battery package and the heat engine would be warmed by the petro-
leum-burning heater, up to the maximum allowable time limit. Then
_.
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the initial operational strategy would be to use the heat engine
as the primary drive component, since the average ratio of cold-
start highway fuel economy to standard highway Duel economy is only
0.914 1 . After the battery package reaches 27°C, the electric
motor would be used as the primary drive component.
i
i
SECTION 11
OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES
11.1 INTRODUCTION
A driver requests poorer of a vehicle by depressing the accelerator
pedal and activating such accessories as the radio and air-
conditioner. The hybrid can respond through its electric motor,
heat engine, or both. This section discusses some results of our
research into strategies to control the hybrid's response. The
ultimate objective is, of course, to develop a strategy which
minimizes the hybrid's petroleum consumption nationwide.
The Mission analysis and most of the Trade-Off Studies assume a
simple "initial" strategy in which the electric motor is operated
up to its performance limits from the start of each day (electric
motor primary drive). The heat engine is used only for topping
(providing the difference between a peak power demand and the
motor's maximum capability) until the state of discharge reaches
80 percent, at which. time the engine becomes the principal
supplier of power (.engine primary drive). In this section we
examine ways upon which the initial strategy can be improved.
Our research indicates the following conclusions.
e Electric motor primary drive is suited better to urban
than to highway driving. Thus, if a hybrid's daily
activities include relatively long segments of both hiah-
way and city driving, less petroleum would be expended
under a strategy which uses the motor as the primary
power source during the urban segment. Choosing the
correct driving environment for the electric :node can
improve fuel economy by over ?Q percent.
When a hybrid is driven in the city beyond a certain
distance (approximately 37 km for the hybrids examined
here) there is some merit in restricting the motor's
power output to levels below its actual capability.
Conditions exist under which such a limiting strategy
can cut petroleum consumption by 19 percent.
• Restricting the motor's power output is never appro-
priate in highway driving.
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• Use of the air-conditioner indicates two possible
actions:
1. Switch from the electric to the heat engine
'	 primary drive, if the hybrid will later be
operated with the air-conditioner off. Such
subsequent travel would have to be of sufficient
length to discharge the remaining battery.
2. Run the air-conditioner off the motor, using the
diesel for topping.
The accessories should never be run by the diesel while
the motor is the principal source of power for pro-
pulsion.
• The "initial" strategy is a good performer, primarily
because
1. It consumes the minimum amount of fuel on days
that the initial strategy's electric range is
not exceeded
2. In Mission A most vehicles do not exceed this
electric range.
Thus, while some additional petroleum savings may accrue
by switching from the initial to a more sophisticated
strategy, we estimate that this benefit would not exceed
5 percent.
We have concentrated our effort on two hybrid packages which the
Trade-off Studies indicate are strong candidates: A). 29 kW' motor,
46.2 kW diesel and 84 Volt battery; and a) 24 kW motor, 48.5 kW
diesel and 72 Volt battery. For brevit y , these packages will be
referred to as Hybrids A and 8, respectively.
to other hybrids.
largely on the
Dwever, that our
examined here.
of the eventual
Great care must be used in extrapolating results
The actual benefits of a control strategy depend
specific hybrid configuration. We anticipate, hi
final design will not deviate grossly from those
Thus, our conclusions should provide a good idea
results.
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Three kinds of strategies will be discussed: initial, omniscient,
and on-board. The omniscient strategy is based on ar^ior_i
knowledge of the hybrid's daily activities and thus avoids mistakes
which the initial strategy would make. Such.a strategy's responses
represent our best current approach to reducing fuel consumption.
The actual algorithm carried by the hybrid's microprocessor is the
on-board strategy, the design of which is the final objective of
this research..
We will first examine several ways in whicli prior knowledge can
lead to reducing petroleum consumption. Extreme cases are pre-
sented in which the omniscient strategy substantially outperforms
the initial. The factors underlying such.extreme cases are then
described in Sections 11.3 and 11.4, which-outline the effects of
limiting motor power and of running accessories. Section 11.5
discusses the relative merits of using the motor in a variety of
ways. Finally, Section 11.6 contains an estimate of the maximum
potential petroleum savings resulting from switching from the
initial to a more sophisticated control strategy on Mission A.
11.2 SOME EXTREME SCENARIOS
Circumstances exist in which an c-nniscient strategy hand thus,
perhaps, a sophisticated on-board strategy) would substantially
reduce daily petroleum consumption. As a simple example, the driv-
ing c y c 1 e 3 of Figure 34 consists of a 50 km leg at 88 km/hr and
a 133 km leg at 22 km/hr. For Hybrid B the initial strategy would
discharge the battery completely over the 88 km/hr first leg,
necessitating a 10.7 liter petroleum outlay to complete the cycle.
The omniscient strategy would operate the heat engine over the
88 km/hr leg and the motor over the 22 km/hr second leg, thus
draining the battery and consuming a total of just 2.3 liters of
petroleum. The reduction in fuel consumption would be a substantial
79 percent.
This unlikely example has a more reasonable analog. Suppose that
40.8 km of the FHDC were followed by 39.8 km of the FUDC. For
Hybrid A the initial strategy would discharge the battery 80 per-
cent over the highway travel and burn a total of 2.78 liters of
fuel during the outlined course. Once again, the omniscient
strategy would use the diesel for the high-speed leg and the
motor for the urban portion. The result would be a final battery
discharge of 80 percent and a total petroleum consumption of just
2.17 liters. The decrease in petroleum consumption would be 0.61
liter, or 22 percent.
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A third example: a 40.8 km highway leg is followed by 53 km of
crban driving. The initial strategy would consume a total .f
3.69 liters of petroleum. Over such a course, the omniscient
strategy would not only wait for the urban leg before using the
motor as the primary power source, it would also limit the 29 kW
motor to a maximum power output of just 15 kW. A power demand
above 15 kW would be met by using the engine for topping. Such a
strategy would result in just 2.9 liters of petroleum being con-
sumed, a result which betters that of the initial strategy by
0.79 liter, or 21 percent.
A total of 3.07 liters would have been consumed if the motor had
been allowed to produce up to 29 kW during the FUDC portion of
this driving course. The petroleum savings resulting from limiting
the motor's output to 15 rather than 29 kilowatts therefore is
0.17 liter or 5.6 percent. Had the course consisted only of the
second leg — 53 km of the urban cycle — the strategy of a 15 kW
limit would have paid a higher percentage dividend. Total petroleum
consumption using a 29 kW strategy over the shortened course would
have been 0.91 liter, so that a reduction of 0.17 liter would have
meant nearly 19 percent less fuel consumption.
11.3 STRATEGIES WHICH LIMIT THE MOTOR'S POWER OUTPUT
The motor draws battery charge at a rate determined by its power
requirement and the state of discharge. The rate of draw, in turn,
has a substantial effect on the total available battery energy,
as has been indicated above by Figure 13. The slower the rate of
discharge, the greater is the total available battery energy.
We examine here the effect on fuel consumption of restricting the
motor's power output to levels less than its maximum capability..
The rationale is this: the hybrid requires a certain total energy,
ET , to travel a distance d. Part of ET is supplied by the batteries
through the motor (EB ), and part by petroleum through the heat
engine (EP). That is,
ET - E B + EP
At distances beyond the initial strategy's electric range, an
increase in E should decrease E , thus reducing petroleum consump-
tion. In theor y , limiting maximum motor power should increase EB.
Figure 35 shows the effect, over the FUDC, of limiting Hybrid B's
motor to maximum power levels ranging from 15 to 29 kilowatts.
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The diesel here is used for topping. As expected, strategies which
limit motor power save more fuel at the longer distances. An
unexpected result is that this trend does not continue below
15 kilowatts. Thus, the best strategy for Hybrid A traveling any
distance beyond 50 km is to limit the motor to 15 kW. The dif-
ference in fuel consumption between, the initial and 15 kW strate-
gies is 0.17 liter, which is 19 percent of the total consumption
at 53 kW.
Surprisingly, strategies which limit the motor's power do not
improve fuel economy on long trips for Hybrid A operating over
the FHDC. Instead, our computer simulations indicate that the
initial strategy consumes a minimum of petroleum regardless of
the distance traveled.
11.4 RUNNING ACCESSORIES
We have examined, in Sectioa 9, the effect on fuel consumption of
running accessories. Of particular interest is whether the air-
conditioner and other accessories would overburden the motor, which
might indicate running the accessories off the engine at all tires.
Our results indicate the following.
e Not surprisingly, use of accessories substantially
increases battery and petroleum consumption rates.
When the diesel is the primary power source, a 3.75 kW
5 hp) accessory demand increases the fuel consumption
rate from 0.069 to 0.1 E/km over the urban cycle. Under
identical conditions in the electric mode, the rate of
battery consumptionjumps from 0.020 to 0.034 As/km or
68 percent.
e The diesel should not be used to power accessor.es when
the propulsion strategy is electric primary drive.
Instead, the air-conditioner and other accessories
should be powered by the motor, which can bo topped
by the diesel as necessary. Circumstances exist,
however, in which a complete switch from the electric
to the diesel modes may be appropriate.
Figure 36* shows expected petroleum consumptions as a function of
distance for the Hybrid B using two strategies over the highway
cycle.
*This and subsequent figures are based on our recently completed
computer program OPSTRAT, a description of which may be found in
Appendix A.
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The left line represents the effect of using the diesel at all
times, both to power accessories and to top the motor. The right
line represents the effect of using the motor to power accessories
(and the engine only for topping). Clearly, the latter strategy
consu.nes less petroleum at any distance. A similar result holds
for the urban cycle, as is demonstrated in Figure 37.
A related issue is whether there is any merit in using a diesel
topped by electric strategy in which the diesel l s-maximum power
is limited to a level below its capabilities - say, between 5 and
15 kW. Figure 38 indicates that such strategies could reduce
petroleum consumption, but only if the hybrid travels beyond a
rather long distance. Even there, the potential petroleum con-
servation is not substantial.
11.5 PETROLEUM WORTH
We introduce here the concept of the battery's "petroleum worth" -
the fuel savings resulting from discharging the battery 80 percent.
This concept will be helpful in situations in which the hybrid's
daily activities are sufficiently long and varied that the battery
could be discharged in several different ways.
Some petroleum is saved any time the motor is used. The amount
saved depends on the specific driving environment and control.
strategy. For example, the amount of petroleu ms saved by operating
Hybrid A in the electric mode over the highway cycle with its air-
conditioner on is 1.96 liters. In contrast, the same battery is
"worth" 2.66 liters if it is discharged over the FUDC with the
ai=-conditioner off.
The battery's petroleum worth is a function of three variables:
the rate of petroleum consumption while the motor is operating,
the rate of petroleum consumption which would occur if the motor
were not operating, and the rate of battery consumption. Let
these variables be denoted R/km M , ;/k m^n (No M ) , and AS/km, respec-
tively. Then
0.8 x ( Z/k-a (No M) - Z/k--mM 1
aS./km	 J
is the amount of petroleum saved by discharging the battery
80 percent.
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m
The relative merits of various strategies can now be examined more
closely. Associated with every control strategy and type of driving
are specific values for rates of consumption before and after dis-
charge. For example, 1/km (^joM) , Q/kmb and &a/km are 0.0689, 0.00209,
and 0.0201, respectively, for hybrid A operating over the FUDC
under the initial strategy. The battery's petroleum worth under
such conditions is
0.8 x 0.01689 - 0.00209 = 2.66 liters.
0.0201
We have performed similar calculations for a variety of strategies
and driving conditions. The results are presented in Figure 39.
Figure 39 makes clear that the amount of petroleum saved by using
the motor rather than the engine depends on the task to be perfor-
med. The highest recorded petroleum worth is 2.83 liters, which
occurs when the motor is restricted to a maximum pokier of 15 kW
while operating over the FUDC with no air-conditioning. T:Le
lowest recorded value, 1.96 liters, occurs over tlje FHDC with the
air-conditioner on. The difference in these petroleum worths is a
substantial 31 percent.
11.6 POTENTIAL NATIONWIDE SAVINGS OF A SOPHISTICATED
ON-BOARD STRATEGY: OMNISCIENT AND INITIAL STRATEGIES
AVERAGED OVER MISSION A
The expected petroleum consumptions over Mission A for the initial
and omniscient strategies are computed in Table 36. Mission A
is characterized by a distance distribution, in which each dis-
tance is divided into proportions of highway and city driving.
(The SAE segments used elsewhere are assumed here to be FUDC
segments.) Expected petroleum consumptions at specific distances
are averaged over the distribution to form composite mean fuel
consumptions for both strategies.
There are, of course, any number of ways in which small segments
of highway and urban driving could be combined to yield the de-
signated proportions. For simplicity, we assume that, at a given
distance, either a single highwa y
 segment follows a single urban
segment, or a single urban segment follows a single highway seg-
ment. Each possibility occurs 50 percent of the time.
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Table 36. Initial and Omniscient Strategies Averaged
Over Mission A
Average
Daily	 Highway Urban	 liters Consumed:
Travel Prob. Travel	 Travel Omniscient Initial*
_(km)	 (km)	 (km)	 Strategy
	
Strategy
9 .25 0 9 .019 .019
22 .25 0 22 .046 .046
45 .25 7 38 .296 .359
71 .1 31 40 1.67 1.76
96 .05 59 37 2.95 3.23
141 .05 115 26 5.34 5.48
231 .04 231 0 9.77 9.77
372 .01 372 0 17.0 17.0
Omniscient Strategy: .308	 Reduction = .014 liter
Initial Strategy 	 . .322	 = 4.34%
*Assumption here is that the highway portion follows
the urban portion 50% of the time, and the urban
portion follows the highway portion 500 of the time.
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The order of segments has no effect on the omniscient strategy,
which withholds use of the motor until conditions are most advan-
tageous. The less discriminating initial strategy, however, consumes
substantially more fuel if the highway segment precedes the urban.
The petroleum consumption listed under the initial strategy at each
distance is the average of the fuel consumed when the urban precedes
the highway segment and that consumed when highway precedes urban.
The effect of air-conditioning is not included in the calculation,
primarily because we do not envision many circumstances under which
the air-conditioning would dictate withholding motor use. Such a
move could only be based on a very high probability of a later,
more advantageous period for ba^tery discharge, which would be
difficult for t.e onboard strategy (.described in Subsection 11.11
to predict.
We estimate, then, that the omniscient strategy consumes an average
of approximately 5 percent less petroleum over Mission A than does
the initial strategy. This estimate is reasonably accurate. We
may eventually use a more detailed distributional approach to ob-
tain a statistical estimate of the benefit.
We are currently constructing an on-board strategy whicli will con-
serve as much petroleum as possible. The task. here is to use
historical and driver supplied information to produce an on-board
strategy which resembles as closely as possible our final version
of the omniscient strategy.
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SECTION 12
NTHV MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM
12.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In order to obtain the optimal petroleum economy for the hybrid
vehicle, the vehicle's operation must be carefully controlled at
all times. The motor and engine have to be monitored and regulated
to their optimal speeds, and the transmission must match these
speeds and the power to the drive wheels. This must be done con-
stantly, and adjustments made as- necessary, any time the vehicle
is in use.
In order to optimally control the vehicle in this manner, a digital
microprocessor system will be installed in the vehicle. A control
strategy will be developed for each subsection of the entire
vehicle, and the microprocessor system will be responsible for
the implementation of this group of strategies. In addition, the
system will perform other tasks, such as built-in testing, to
enhance public acceptance of the vehicle.
The microprocessor control system is composed of the functional
units shown in Table 37. These units work together and share
information. Each.unit corresponds to one independent computer
program or major subroutine. Each.communicates with the others
that need its output or produce inputs. In this manner, each unit
runs at its own speed, asynchronously with other units, and
communicates with them as necessary. The inputs to each function
are data either from a sensor CTable 38) in the vehicle, or from
another function. Likewise, outputs are either to actuators
(Table 39) in the vehicle or to other units. Locations will be
reserved in memory for these transfers. To send data to another
function, a function will write it in a predefined location.
Without requiring synchronization.
The functional units listed in Table 37 are described in more
detail in the next section. The implementation of the computer
system is described in Section 12.3.
Listed with each function in Section 12.2 are the inputs and out-
puts, along with their sources or destinations and the sampling
rate for inputs. We have given rough estimates for the memory
required for each function CTable 401 and for the-frequency with
-103-
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Table 37. Func-ional Divisions
Powerplant
Internal combustion engine
Electric motor and battery
Transmission
Display
Braking (subfunction to Powerplant)
Climate control
Radio control
Restraint control
Built-in test
Shifting (subfunction to powerplant)
Battery charging
-104-
Table 38. Seniors (Inputs)
Acceleration pedal
Brake pedal
Gear selection
I.C. Engine speed
I.C. oil temperature
I.C. water temperature
I.C. oil pressure
I.C. oil level
I.C. fuel level
Throttle or diesel fuel control
Motor speed
Motor temperature
Armature current
Field current
Battery charge
Battery temperature
Battery fluid level
Transmission gear
Engine clutch
Motor clutch
Converter lock-up
Transmission output start speed
Transmission oil level
Transmission oil temperature
Input light levels
External light levels
Right front brake pressure
Right front wheel speed
Left front brake pressure
Left front wheel speed
Right rear brake pressure
Right rear wheel speed
Left rear brake pressure
Left rear wheel speed
Outside air temperature No. 1
Outside air temperature No. 2
Interior air temperature No. 1
Interior air temperature No. 2
Radio frequency
Radio output
Bumper impact
Firewall impact
Seat occupied sensor
i
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Table 39. .Actuators (Output)
Throttle or diesel fuel control
I.C. engine start switch
Glow plugs (diesel)
Spark plugs (gas)
Fuel injections (gas)
Motor field current
Motor start switch
Engine clutch
Motor clutch
Converter lock-up
Transmission gear selector
Digital displays
Display intensity
Light switches
Right front brake pressure
Left front brake pressure
Right rear brake pressure
Left rear brake pressure
Heater
Air conditioner
Battery heater
Defroster
Radio Tuning
Radio Gain
Driver air bag activator
Passenger air bag actuator
Battery charger
—106—
Table 40. Summary of Memory Space
Function	 Size (Bytes)
Powerplant 2048
I.C.	 Engine 2024
Motor 1024
Transmission 1024
Display 512
Braking 1024
Climate Control 256
Radio Control 256
Restraint Control 256
Built-in Test 0496
Shifting 1024
Battery Charger 256
Total Memory 12,800
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which each function must be executed. It must be emphasized,
however, that these estimates are prelimina.y. Estimates of
computer speed and memory depend not only on the algorithms chosen,
but also on their implementation. Accuracy requirements, types of
sensors and actuators, and the microprocessor instruction set also
influence memory and execution time.
Figures 40 through 43 constitute a functional block diagram of
the NTHV microprocessor system. Figure 40 illustrates the inter-
connections of the powerplant and drive functions. Figure 41 shows
the display, radio control, and climate control, Figure 42 the
restraint and charging function, and Figure 43 the built-in test
function.
12.2 BRAKING FUNCTION
Rather than detai:ing the structure of each function unit, we have
chosen one particular unit as an illustration. The braking
function is sufficiently complex to show the parameters which have
to be taken into account in devising a microprocessor system.
The purpose of the microprocessor's braking unit is to integrate
the hydraulic, regenerative and engine braking sr_ that the vehicle
may be smoothly slowed or stopped. As the driver releases the
accelerator and steps on the brake, the :microprocessor must con-
trol the motor and/or engine speed and switch the motor to regen-
erative braking. Since regenerative baking applies only to the
drive wheels, the microprocessor must also regulate the hydraulic
pressure on the front and rear wheels independently. The same
braking unit will also be integral to anti-skid braking, since it
already controls the necessary sensors and actuators.
The routine must look at the status of the motor, battery, engine
and transmission, as well as the hydraulic pressure to the brakes.
It is called by the powerplant function and returns the amount of
regenerative braking needed. The powerplant function then calls
the shifting function to determine which gear is to be used.
Finally, the proper commands are sent to the :.rotor, engine and
transmission functions. Any problems are noted and reported to
the built-in test routines for appropriate actyon.j The status of the pressure on the brake pedal, the hydraulicpressure, in the brakelines and the grcund speed has to be checked
1	 every 0.1 second. The motor, battery, engine, and transmissionstatus will only require monitoring every 10 seconds. we estimate
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do
that 1024 bytes of memory will be required for this routine. Its
inputs and outputs are listed in Table 41.
12.3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
There are two overall methods by which the microprocessor system
can be implemented. The centralized approach would have one
microprocessor perform all functions. This would make communication
between functions simple data sharing, but would require a fast
microprocessor with a large address space. The distributed
approach, on the other hand, would split the functions into two
or more microprocessors. Each processor would require a small
amount of memory and would not be as fast as a single central unit.
If one microprocessor fail p i, the distributed approach would allow
another to assume the functions of the failed unit, at a lowered
capability. A centralized microprocessor would not have this
capability.
The distributed approach allows the use of slower off-the-shelf
units. The price of a set of these units sufficient to perform all
of the tasks required would be much lower than that of a single,
custom microprocessor.
As currently envisioned, the production system for the NTHV consists
of three microprocessors, their supporting circuits , double space
16,384 bytes of memory, power supplies, sensors, actuators and
interface circuits. The system has 44 sensors and .5 actuators.
We estimate the production. quantity (100, O00 units per year) cost
of the total system to be around $426. This estimate, of course,
will be updated as the control algo.rz':Hms and types of sensors
and actuators are finalized.
The development of the microprocessor will involve the trial of
many different algorithms, sensors and actuators. This requires
a system that can be charged quickly. It is much harder to rapidly
change a distributed system, so for the development phase we will
use a single fast processor with flop py disks, CRT terminal and a
printer. One or more compatible smaller processors will be used
to test the distributed approach. These processors will be
loaded and controlled by the operator through the central computer.
The main processor will bring in programs, compile and link those
programs, and download them onto the satellite processors. 'Then,
as the satellite processors run the vehicle, the central processor
can monitor the test and dis play the results. This will allow the
operator almost instant answers to any test he wishes to ;sake on
-113-
Table 41.	 Inputs and Outputs of the Braking Function
Sampling
Inputs Source Units Rate
Motor speed rpm 60 sec
Motor temperature °C 1Q sec
Engine speed rpm 10 sec
Engine oil temperature Passed °C 10 sec
Engine water temperature From °C 10 sec
Engine oil	 pressure Powerplant N/cm2 10 sec
Transmission current gear Function Gear no. 10 sec
Transmission oil temperature °C 10 sec
Brake pedal	 position Degrees 0.1 sec
Vehicle ground speed km/hr 0.1 sec
Right front brake pressure pressure sensor N/cm2 0.1 sec
Righr front wheel speed speed sensor rpm 0.1 sec
Left front brake pressure Pressure sensor N/cm2 0.1 sec
Left front wheel speed Speed sensor rpm 0.1 sec
Right rear brake pressure Pressure sensor N/cm2 0.1 sec
Right rear wheel speed speed sensor rpm 0.1 sec
Left rear brake pressure Pressure sensor N/cm2 0.1 sec
Left rear wheel speed Speed sensor rpm 0.1 sec
Outputs Destination Units
Right front brake pressure Pressure Regulator N/cm2
Left front brake pressure Pressure regulator N/cm2
Right rear brake pressure Pressure regulator N/cm2
N/cm2Left rear brake pressure Pressure regulator
Desired regenerative braking Powerplant function Amps
Braking status Built-in test Co/no go
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the development vehicle. The results can be logged onto the
floppy disk for comparison to other configurations of the vehicles
or to other alvorithms.
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SECTION 13
EFFECT OF VEHICLE WEIGHT
The effect of vehicle weight on the performance characteristics
of an NTHV was investigated by using a particular heat engine/
electric motor/battery package system. This system consisted of
a 24 kW electric motor, a 44 kW heat engine and a lead-acid bat-
tery package with a 12.6 kW-hr capacity. The weight variations
under consideration are given in Table 42.
Table 42. The NTHti Inertia Weight Variations
NTHTJ Inertia Weight
(kg ( lb) l
1364 (3000)
1531 (3500)
1800 (3960)
2045 (4500)
2273 (5000)
Power to Weight Ratio
(kW/kg (hp/lb)
0.0499 (0.0304)
0.0327 (0.0261)
0.0378 (0.0231)
0.0333 (0.0203)
0.0299 (0.0 82)
Table 43 shows the effects of these weights on the system package
when it is taken through Mission A. The effect of weight on an-
nual petroleum consumption is much more significant than the of
fect on annual electricity consumption. The linear increase of
annual fuel consumption with inertia weight is illustrated in
Table 43. Effect of Vehicle inertia Weight on Hybrid Performance
Parameters
Hybrid Annual Annual
Inertia Petroleum Petroleum Electricity Electricity Electric
Weight Consumption Economy Consumption Economy Range
_kg (lb) (z) (km/Q) _ (kW-hr) km/kW-hr) (km)
1364 (3000) 363 51.21 3035 6.13 44.3
1591	 (3500) 450 41.34 3144 5.91 39.1
1800 (3960) 540 34.42 3225 5.77 35.9
2045 (4500) 640 29.07 3339 5.57 32.2
2273 (5000) 738 25.19 3383 5.50 32.2
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Figure 44. Figure 44 shows that 0.4137 liters of petroleum can be
saved in a year for every kilogram of weight reduction in the hy-
brid vehicle.
The effects on acceleration capability are illustrated in Figure
45. The baseline NTHV does better than the minimum JPL accelera-
tion requirements.
I
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SECTION 14
THE EFFECTS OF AIR DRAG RESISTANCE
The effects of air drac resistance on petroleum consumption and on
electric range for the baseline NTHV are shown in 'T'able 44.
Table 44. Effects of Air Drag Resistance cn the Main
Parameters of the Baseline NTHV
Drag Annual Life
Factor Petroleum Electric Cycle
C	 x Area
D
Consumption Range Costs
(m1 ) W_ km (19785
0.76* 540 36.0 24,495
0.84 571 34.9 24,574
0.92	 602	 34.2	 24.753
*Projected drag factor of the baseline PITHV.
A 10 percent increase in the drag coefficient has a 6 percent pen-
alty in annual petroleum consumption and a 3 percent penalty in
electric range of the baseline NTHV. The GM X body has a drag
coefficient of 0.417. Further efforts on restyling the X body
would not be productive, but aerodynani.c drag should be improved
in the design studies by minor :modifications, such as a rounded
nose, rounded rear corners, etc.
EFFECTS OF ROLLING RESISTANCE
The effects of rollinc resistance on the baseline NTHV were also
investigated. The results are given in Table 45.
A 14 percent increase in the rolling resistance has a 9 percent
penalty in annual fuel consumption and a 6 percent penalt y in
electric range of the easeline NTHV. The ti=e companies are ac-
tivel y working on tire des_gns to achieve minimum --fling reszs-
tanct and extended tread life. With tire company cooperaticn, it
will be possible to equip the N-J HV with developmen -al, non-
production, next generation tires and gain the benefi t s of the
latest state of the art.
-1i0-
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Table 45. Effects of Rolling Resistance on the Main
Parameters of the Baseline NTHV
Rollinq Annual Life
Resistance Petroleum Electric Cycle
Coefficient Consumption Range Costs
(1/ka)
 _.	 (^ ) (k..n) 1978
0.0211* 540 36.0 24,495
0.0308 589 33.9 24,631
*Projected coefficient for the baseline NTHV
SECTION 15
ACCELERATION, GRADEA?ILITY AND ELECTRIC
RANG= OF HYBRID VEHICLES
The acceleration and gradeability of the hybrid vehicles were
studied in three different modes: heat engine alone, electric
motor alone, and hybrid.
PERFORMANCE OF THE HEAT ENGINE ALONE
The acceleration curve of the baseline NTHV with diesel drive alone
(Figure 46) is typical of most internal combustion engine vehicles
which do not have torque ccnverters. The acceleration of the
vehicle rises to a maximum near the torque peak of the engine and
drops off toward the maximum rpm. In this particular diesel the
torque peak occurs at 3000 rpm, and the maximum power of the engine
occurs at 5000 rpm, the maximum engine speed.
The acceleration of the baseline NTHV on diesel power alone is
moderate, having a 0-80 km/hr acceleration time of over 16 seconds,
slower than almost all passenger cars on U.S. highways. This is
a result of a low power to weight ratio, together with a low N/V
(ratio of engine speed to vehicle speed). This combination yields
extremely good fuel economy, but marginal acceleration for over-
all vehicle use. However, the hybrid's capability of adding the
output of the electric motor to that of the diesel allows it much
better performance than it has with the diesel alone.
PERFORMANCE OF THE ELECTRIC MOTOR ALONE
The acceleration curve of the baseline NTHV with electric drive
alone (Figure 47) has a totally different appearance from the
acceleration curve with the diesel alone (Figure 46). With the
exception of the starting acceleration at half voltage (_the far
left curve), the acceleration curves Zor all five gears are very
much alike. In fact, it is extremely difficult to find differ-
ences between the accelerations in third, fourth and fifth gears
at speeds above 70 km/hr. This is entirely due to the output
characteristics of the electric shunt motor running above its
base speed. A shunt :actor is basically a constant power output
device, so its torque curve is essentially hyperbclic. Since the
power output is almost the same in each gear, the difference= in
acceleration between different gear ratios at a g iven vehicle
speed are primarily the differences in driveline efficiency and
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inertia losses (treater in the lower gears). The inertia 'Losses
are those portions of they power plant output that are used to pro-
vide the angular accelerations of the motor or engine, flywheel,
clutch, transmission, final drive, and the wheels and tires. Of
course, the power used to accelerate these components is not avail-
able t,) accelerate the vehicle. Usually the engine/transmission
portion of the inertia losses are the greatest - particularly in
the lower gears, since these losses vary as the square of the over-
all gear ratio of the transmission and final drive. For this
particular vehicle the inertia losses result in a 2.5 percent
acceleration loss in fifth gear and a 20 percent acceleration loss
in first gear.
Except for low speeds, the NTHV's acceleration in electric drive
alone is poor. It is better than the diesel up to approxi-nately
20 km/hr, but drops off rapidly above that speed. It has a
0-30 km/hr time of almost 30 seconds and a 0-50 lan/hr time of
almost 12 seconds. This is sufficient acceleration for city
driving, but is clearly inadequate for the highway.
HEAT ENGINE AND ELECTRIC MOTOR HYBRID PERFOFL% NCE
The acceleration curve of the electric/ diesel combination (tv igure 48)
is essentially the sum of the other two acceleration curves. Since
the sum of the electric and diesel torque curves is almost a
straight line. The far left portion of the acceleration curve is
the starting torque of the electric motor at :educed voltage adder:
to 'Zhe torque of the diesel engine.
The acceleration with the combined electric '/diesel driveline is
much better than that with tither of the power plants separately.
The 0-30 km/hr acceleration time is reduced to slightly more than
10 seconds. The acceleration of this vehicle with the ccmbired
electric/diesel drive is in keeping with a large percentage of the
vehicles on the road today, and exceeds the acceleration minimums
specified for this programl`.
^igure 49 is a plot of speed versus time and distance versus time
for the three driveline combinations. These times and distances
were calculated from the acceleration curves in Fi gures 46 through
48. 1 shift time of 0.5 seconds, typical of a well shifted manual
transmission, was allowed for each shift. In the diesel and
electric;'diesel configurations the vehicle is started in first
gear and shifted through each gear in succession at the maxi_-num
engine,'motor speed (5000 rpm) . In the electric configuration
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the vehicle is started in first gear and shifted to second as soon
as it reaches 27 km/hr, the speed equivalent to the base motor
speed in second gear, and then is shifted directly to fourth at
55 km/hr, the base speed in fourth gear. Because of the nearly
identifical acceleration levels in the higher gears and the higher
inertia losses in the lower gears, this shift pattern gives the
best acceleration for the electric drivetrain.
Figures 50, 51 and 52 are the gradeability curves fnr the electric
drive, diesel drive and electric /diesel combined.drive, respective-
ly, for the preliminary NTHV. Gradeability is a measure of the
maximum percent grade that the vehicle can climb at a given speed
in a given gear. The shapes of these curves are quite similar to
the acceleration curves. Since they are steady state conditions,
the Inertial losses have not been included in these plots. As
a result, for the electric drive (Figure 50) there is even less
difference between the gradeability curves in the different ges'.rs
than there is in the acceleration curves. The minimum specified
gradeabilities for this program 12 are about equal to the ;maximum
gradeability of the electric drive, and well beloar those of the
diesel and the cond)ined electr4--/diesel drives.
The electric ranges of the different NTHV system packages are
shown in Figure 7 (Section 4). The electric range of the base-
line NTHV using only its battery energy over the standard driv-
ing cycles is
Driving Cycle	 Electric Range
Federal Urban Driving Cycle	 25.5 Jan
Federal Highway Driving Cycle	 29.0 km
SAE J227a(B) Cycle 	 40.2 km
The fuel consumption of the diesel engine when driving over these
same cycles is
Driving Cycle	 Electric Range
Federal urban Driving Cycle	 14.14 km/Q
Federal Highway Driving Cycle
	
19.34 km/k
SAE J227a(B) Cycle	 12.39 km/Z
The fuel consumption in diesel drive is high in the J227a(3) cycle
primarily because of the relatively large amount of idle time in
that cycle. By comparison, the electric range is much greater
because the electric drain at idle is zero.
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The acceleration and gradeability of the NTHV packages always
gave better results than the minimum specified requirements for
this program. The electric range of a NTHV depends greatly on
the system package, the operational strategy, and the mission
through which the vehicle is being taken.
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SECTION 16
MISSION EFFECTS
As mentioned above, because the NTHV is intended to replace an
all-purpose ICE vehicle, all of The Trade-Off Studies were per-
formed by taking the NTHV system packages through Mission At
which covers 98.8 percent of all trips. Using the hybrid vehicle
in a more specific mission, such as Mission C (family and civic
business), which covers 40.3 percent of all travel, increases the
petroleum economy. This is shown in Table 46.
For restricted missions, the hybrid loses the advantage of being
an all-purpose vehicle, and its benefit (petroleum savings) drops
from $3101 (19785) in Mission A to $1097 (19785) in Mission C.
The effects of different missions on life cycle costs have been
analyzed in the Sensitivity Analysis (Task 4 of the NTHV program)
and are reported in the Sensitivity Analysis Report24.
Table 46. Effects of Taking the Baseline NTH-IV Through
Different Missions
Annual	 Annual
Fraction Annual	 uvi Con-	 Fuel	 Electricity Electricity Electric
Mission	 Trip Purpose	 of Trips Travel swv tion Economies Consumption	 Economy	 Range
(km)	 It)
	
(Wit)	 (kW-hr)	 (km/kW-hr)	 (km)
A	 Commuters
	
98.8	 18,598 540	 34.42	 3225	 5.77	 35.9
Family Business
Civic
Social and Recrea-
tional
C	 Family and Civic	 40.3	 4,635	 48	 97.19	 1387	 3.35	 3S.2
Business
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SECTION 17
DETERMINE FLEET PETROLEUM CONSUMPTION
There are several econometric studies'"" that project the size
and mix of automobile fleets based on consumer demand in the near
term. Most of these studies concentrate on new-car demand, inter-
actions among variables (such as purchase price, fuel economy,
fuel price, economic forecast, etc.), and sensitive parameters
that determine the overall fleet behavior. To include the hybrid
vehicle in forecasts of the near term new car market shares would
require a new dimension in automobile market projection methodology.
In this study, instead of constructin g a market share model for the
hybrid vehicles, we tried to emphasize the impact of the hybrids on
the near term fleet petroleum savings. Tables 47 and 48 show the
new car fleet mixes (taken from Reference 12) for 1976 and 1985.
For the 1985 mix given in Table 48, the annual fleet petroleum con-
umption is calculated to be 219 x 10 9 liters (58 x 10 9 gallons).
Table 47. 1976 New Car Fleet Mix12
Market Class New CarFleet Mix Fuel Economy
(S) Ckm/t (moo)]
Small 7.9 12.3	 (29.1)
'	 Subcompact 6.0 10.8 (25.4)
Compact 27.1 8.9 (21.0)
Full	 Size 37.4 5.8	 (16.0)
Large 21.5 6.0	 (14.1)
Table 48. 1985 New Car Fleet Mix"
New Car
Market Class Fleet Mix Fuel Economy
( S ) Ckm/9 (mpg)]
Small 11 17.6	 (41.5)
Subcompact 14 16.1	 (38.0)
Compact 30 13.5	 (32.0)
Full-Size 30 10.6	 (25.3)
Large 1S 8.9	 (21.0)
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An NTHV vArket share on the order of 100,000 vehicles in the com-
pact class in 1985 would save 68 x 10 6 liters (18 x 10 6 gallons)
of petroleum. Moreover, if all of the 3 x 10 1 new cars in the
compact class were replaced by NTHVs, the fleet petroleum savings
would be 2040 x 10 6
 liters (540 x 10 9 gallons), or 0.931 percent.
Our present life cycle cost analysis has shown that the purchase
price of a hybrid vehicle ($8,519.72 in 1978$ for the baseline
NTHV) is higher than the reference ICE vehicle ($6,631.44 in
19785)• As the battery capacity and therefore the electric range
of the hybrid vehicle increases, the petroleum savings increase,
but so also does the purchase price and the life cycle cost of
the vehicle.
The market share for the hybrid vehicle can be studied by just
considering the hybrid vehicle demand elasticity with respect to
purchase price as -1.2 (Reference 30). This elasticity value im-
plies that a one percent increase in purchase price will result
in a 1.2 percent decrease in demand for hybrid vehicles.
The penetration of difference N:HV system packages into the com-
pact class market in 1985 was investigated by using a simple con-
stant price elasticity scenario. The result of this scenario is
shown in Table 49. A hybrid vehicle with a 60V battery and a 28
km electric range seems to have the maximum potential for petro-
leum savings.
However, the potential economic value of the hybrid vehicle would
be higher to a producer subject to mandatory petroleum economy
regulations and to a government which is attempting to minimize
foreign petroleum dependence. The purchase prices in Table 49
will vary significantly for various pricing policy decisions.
Thus higher manufacturing cost of hybrid vehicles does not neces-
sarily imply a proportionately higher purchase price. This trend
will push the hybrid vehicles to higher battery capacity and, as
a result, to longer electric range.
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Table 49. Price Elasticity Scenario for the Near Term Hybrid
Vehicles
Annual
Compact
Class
Battery Purchase Decrease in NTHVs Fuel Con-
Capacity Price NTHV Demand Purchased sumption
(V) (1978$) (x) (Xlogz)
•- 6,631.44 -- 0 4200
36 7,468.40 15.51 2,545,500 2520
48 7,762.68 20.47 2,385,885 2439
60 8,105.84 26.68 2,199,595 241
72 8,518.72 34.15 1,975,455 2501
84 8,799.96 39.24 1,822,779 2510
90 8,925.24 41.51 1,754,768 2529
96 9,019.48 43.21 1,703,700 2535
6
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SECTION 18
TRADE-OFF RESULTS
The present trade-off studies show that a neap term hybrid vehicle
that can perform as well as the reference ICE vehicle can be de-
signed and built. This all-purpose passenger vehicle, when taken
through Mission A with its accessories on, can save as much as
60 percent of the petroleum which the ICE vehicle consumes, but
at a 33 percent higher life cycle cost. In the near torm, the
NTHV can be cost competitive with the reference ICE vehicle when
the price of petroleum rises to 0.50 $/liter or when the cycle life
of the batteries increase to 3650.
The NTHV configuration outlined below is a result of the present
trade-off studies. In order to be certain that the NTBV will
exhibit the greatest potential for petroleum savings in the near
term, we evaluated both - the marketability Cincluding customer
acceptance and cost/benefitsl and the manufacturability and design
(,including mass production, packaging and performance). of every
subsystem and component.
18.1 VEHICLE SIZE AND WEIGHT
The 1980 General Motors X-body represents the state of the art in
packaging and weight reduction for a five-passenger vehicle and is
a very good base upon which to build a near term hybrid. The initial
size estimates of the hybrid vehicle are given in Table 50.
The curb weight of the hybrid vehicle is estimated at 1754 kg. The
initial weight estimates of the vehicle ' s subsystems and components
are given in Table 51.
18.2 POWER CONFIGURATION
The parallel hybrid concept has been chosen because its overall
efficiency is the highest of ttie feasible alternatives and because
it allows the ratio of heat engine to electric motor power to be
varied ( for optimized operation).
18.3 POWER SIZING - F2AT ENGINE/E: ECTRIC MOTOR/BAT'TE.RY C.^6n. ^_Y
The choice of battery capacities was narrowed to 10.5 to 14.7 kW-hr
by the benefit-cost behavior of the hybrid system packages, by
-135-
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Table 50. Initial Size Estimates of the NTHV
Wheelbase 265 cm
Length 449 or 500 cm
Height 139 cm
Width 173 cm
Front Tread 149 cm
Rear Tread 145 cm
Front Seat Headroom 97 cm
Front Seat Leg Room 107 cm
Front Seat Shoulder Room 143 cm
Front Seat Hip Room 140 cm
Table 51. Initial Weight Estimates of the NTHV
Subsystems and Components 	 Weight (kg)	 p of Total
Frame and Body Structure 307.0 17.50
Removable Panels 124.6 7.10	 .
Basic Body 170.0 9.69
Suspension System 80.0 4.56
Brake System 91.0 5.19
Steering System 27.3 1.56
Tires 65.0 3.71
Wheels 47.0 2.68
Restraints 14.2 0.81
Air Conditioning 22.3 1.27
Transmission 54.5 3.11
Drive System 64.0 3.65
Heat Engine 136.0 7.75
Motor 70.0 3.99
Controller 5.0 0.29
Charger 5.0 0.29
Batteries 392.0 22.35
Power Harness 22.7 1.29
Battery Tray 39.7 2.26
Microprocessor with Sensors 17.0 0.97
Total Curb Weight	 1754.3	 100.00
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the reflections of those packages on the marketability scenarios,
and by the packaging restrictions. With the inclusion of the
accessories, the choice becomes 14.7 kW-hr (that is, an 84 Volt
battery pack). The optimum electric motor/heat engine power
combination for an 84 Volt battery is a 29 kWT (,peak power) electric
motor and a 48.5 W (.peak. powerl heat engine.
18.4 HEAT ENGINE SELECTION
Of the four most likely heat engine candidates, (.spark ignition,
stratified charge spark ignition, naturally aspirated diesel and
turbocharged diesel) we verified that the lightweight turbocharged
diesel offers the greatest potential in fuel savings.
18.5 ELECTRIC MOTOR SELECTION
The three do motors considered in the trade-off studies show sim-
ilar performance and cost properties. However, the do compound
motor was chosen for the NTHV because it requires a less complex
control system design.
18.6 TRANSMISSION TYPE
The computer controlled manual transmission maximizes the petrol-
eum savings in an NTHV, but its availability in the near term and
its public acceptance are questionable. Therefore, our choice is
the computer controlled automatic transmission.
18.7 BATTERY TYPE
As the present study shows, an NTHV needs batteries that last
throughout the life of the vehicle in order to be cost competitive
to the reference ICE vehicle. The nickel-iron battery is then the
best choice if it becomes available in the near term. Otherwise,
the best alternative is the 7SOA lead-acid battery.
18.8 REGENERATIVE BRAKING
The advantages (including cost effectiveness) of regenerative
braking have been shown in previous studies and confirmed in this
study. So the NTHV will have regenerative braking.
18.9 HEATING
The NTHV will have a separate petroleum-burning heater. Such a
-137-
heater is more fuel efficient and cost effective than running the
heat engine for heating purposes.
18.10 OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
For a warm start, the batteries will initially be depleted to
their maximum allowable state of discharge, after which the heat
engine will become the primary drive component. For a cold start
and for a self-contained waimup, the heat engine will be the pri-
mary drive component until the batteries reach their minimum
allowable operating temperature. Then the warm start operational
strategy will be used.
A summary of the near term hybrid vehicle specifications is given
in Table 52.
Figure 53 shows one of the preliminary 84 Volt battery packaging
configurations, and a possible battery ventilation system is
illustrated in Figure 54 for a different battery configuration.
The performance specifications of the 85 Volt NTHV are given in
Table 53, and its life cycle costs in Table 54.
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ITable 52.
We_alit
Curb Weight
Inertia Weight
Dimensions
Length
Width
Height
Wheelbase
Surmary of the NTHV Speci`ications
1754 kg
1894 kg
449 or 500 cm
173 an
139 an
265 cm
Battery
Type	 ISOA Lead/Aced
Capacity (3 hr rate) 	 14.7 kW--hr
Voltage
	
84V
Weight	 392 kg
Size	 181 OM3
Heat Engine
Type
	
4-cylinder TurfiocF.arged V9 d%esel
Displacement
	
1475 cc
Power	 48.5 kW @ 5000 rpm
Torque	 119 Nm @ 1000 rpm
Speed	 5000 rpm
Electric Motor
Type	 Compound Wound do
Power Rating	 29 kW intermittent; 15 kV continuous
Field Control	 Transistor, 3:1 speed range
Maximum Speed	 10,000 rpm
Transaxle
Type	 3-speed, computer controlled automatic with
lockup torque converter
Number of Gears	 3
Gear Ratios - 1	 2.84:1
2	 1.60:1
3	 1.00:1
Final Drive Ratio
	
2.53:1
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Table 52 (Cont' d)
Brakes
Type	 Disc/drum with regenerative braking
Suspension
Type	 Four-wheel independent
Steering
Type	 Powered rack and pinion
Tires
Type	 Radial ply P205/75 R14
Microprocessor
Type	 8-bit single chip with associated memory and
control circuits
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Figure 53. Possible Battery Configuration
in an X-Body
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Table 53. Vehicle Per!ornance Speci-ications*
P1	 Mfnimum Non-Refueled Range
P1.1	 FUDC 68akm
P1.2	 FUDC 4981am
P1.3	 J227a(@) 437km
P2	 Cruise Speed 88 Ian/ h
P3	 Maximum Speed
P3.1	 Maximum speed	 18Q Ian/b.
P3.2 Length of time maximum speed can Le
maintained on level road 	 5 mfn
P4	 Accelerations
P4.1	 0.50 km/h (0.30 mph.) 	 5 sec
P4.2	 0-90 km/h (Q-56 mph)	 13 sec
P4.3
	
40-90 km/h (25-56 mph) 	 10 sec
PS	 Gradeability (Heat Engine onlyl**
Grade Speed
P5.1 3p 118 km/hr
P5.2 Sp 86 km/hr
P5.3 81V 80 km/ hr
P5.4 154 25 km/fir
P5.5	 Maximum Grade 25A
P6	 Payload Capacity 520kg
P7	 Cargo Capacity Q.5m3
P8	 Consumer Costs
P8.1	 Consumer purchase price (.1978 $1 9005$
P8.2	 Consumer life cycle cost 01978 $1 Q.14S/km
*84V Near Term hybrid Vehicle with the accessories on.
**Distance is not included, because fn diesel drive the distance is limited
only by the fuel tank capacity.
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Table 53 CCoat`dl
P9	 Emissions (Heat Engine. Only)
P9.1	 Hydrocarbons CHC)
P9.2 Carbon monoxide (CO)
P9.3 Nitrogen oxides CNOXI
P1O Ambient Temperature Capability
Temperature range over which minimum performance
requirements can be met
Pll	 Rechargeability
Maximum time to recharge from 8O5 depth-of-
discharge
P12 Required Maintenance
Routine maintenance required per month
P13	 Unserviced Storeability
Unserviced storage over ambient temperature range of
-30% to +50°C C-22°F to +122°F1
P13.1 Duration
P13.2 Warm-up required
P14	 Reliability
P14.1 Mean usage between failures - powertrain
P14.2 Mean usage between failures - brakes
P14.3 Mean usage between failures - vehicle
P15	 Maintainability
P15.1 Time to repair - mean
P15.2 Time to repair - variance
P16	 Availability
Minimum expected utilization rate
(i.e., 100 x time in service + Ctime in service +
i time under repair)
P17 Additional Accessories and Amenities
Fuel-burning heater, air conditioner, cooling fan,
alternator, air pump
0.18 gm/km
0.55 gm/ km
1.01 gm/ km
-20°C to +40°C
6-8 hrs
1 hr
120 day
1-2 min
40,000 km
40,000 km
40 9 000 km
5.0 hrs
2.0 hrs
975
List
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Table 54. Life Cycle Costs of the 84V Near
Term Hybrid Vehicle
Jr► 01448 TC/r "Tonle p a1114414 tIMIC ► I Itm Orptal p ee4644 .04411 1 rat 1979
patient vakul 4/ TOTAL 1.111 tit"/ Costs
	 sae to. 10
1 loft 0 1
	 talk	 Mot at lots
911CAM4t $at1- 1.00 1	 tvolto PAta464 40.	 6
	
Stan	 loss	 1ee6	 lost	 tees	 loos	 twos	 1991	 it'll	 1991	 19 ,06
	1991
	 seta ► 1 Or ► tC
atovistilen costs
pueta4Ss pelts	 0.06971 1107.1 1161.0 Itst.3 20.9.0 	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0 0172.6	 J1.34
Saito Ta,u	 0.00139 661.6	 0.0	 0.0•	 6.0
	 6.1	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.1%	 461.4	 1.61
trTI p 11T 	 0.01669 699.6 &42.8 672.4 699.2
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.6	 Q.0 1717.0
	 10.26
se4,11461 v4 ►ul 07 vt41tt1 0.00192	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 -162.1	 -262.1	 1.31
TOM ACIYt22T10r COST	 0.06061 2140.2 1060.0 2792.9 2729.1	 0.0
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APPENDIX A
MINICARS' VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
SIMiTLATION PROGRAM, CARSIM
4
APPENDIX A
CARSIM
Minicars' vehicle performance simulation program, CARSIM, was mod-
ified to include the electrical components of a hybrid vehicle.
The following detailed flow diagram represents a vehicle powered
by either an internal combustion engine or an electric motor, or
both.
f
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DETAILED OUTPUT INFORMATION FOR
FEDC, WITH ELECTRIC MOTOR
PRIMARY DRIVE
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SUMMARY OUTPUT INFORMATION
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APPENDIX B
MISSIM
MINICABS' COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PETROLEUM AND
ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION EVALUATION
THROUGH A SPECIFIED MISSION
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APPENDIX C
PRESENT-VALUE LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS COMPUTER
PROGRAM FOR A NEAR TERM HYBRID VEHICLE
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PRESENT-VALUE LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS COMPUTER
PROGRAM FOR A NEAR TERM HYBRID VEHICLE
In this computer program life cycle costs (LCCs) are divided into
five groups: the first group calculates the manufacturing and
acquisition costs for a Near Term Hybrid Vehicle (NTHV); the.
second deals with the research and development costs; the third
concentrates on the propulsion system :maintenance costs; the
fourth calculates the total operating costs for an NTHV; and the
fifth group combines all the previously detailed LCC items and
does a present-value analysis for each item. Finally, by knowing
the present value of total LCC for an NTHV, the program compares
the results with the LCC of a conventional internal combustion
engine (ICE) vehicle and determines the "net benefit" per NTHV.
The LCC analysis computer program is written in Fortran IV. The
flow chart and the listing of the computer program are presented
at the end of this report.
MANUFACTURING AND VEHICLE ACQUISITION COSTS
The manufacturing cost of a vehicle component or system is obtained
from its unit cost estimating relationship. This relationship is
considered as a second order polynomial:
UNIT COST = f (Wc) - Ao + Al x We + A2 x We x We 	,	 (1)
where We is the vehicle curb weight, which can be replaced by
ln(Wc) or sin(wc), if desired. Also the unit cost estimating
relationship can be extended to higher order polynomials and to
other functional relationships, if necessary. The result of
Equation 1 is the manufacturing unit cost for the vehicle component
or system, for example, $/kg or $/kW. The unit cost is multiplied
with the appropriate characteristic of the component or system,
(weight of the system, power of the system, etc.) in order to
obtain the manufacturing cost.
The vehicle can be divided into any number of components and
systems. The input data requirements for this section of the
program are the component's or system's name, weight and, if
C-2
necessary, its appropriate characteristic. Also, the coefficients,
the functional form and the units of Equation 1 are to be inputted
for each component and system. The last manufacturing unit cost
estimating relationship has to be for the vehicle assembly cost,
whose appropriate characteristic is assumed to be the vehicle
curb weight that is determined in the program.
After the manufacturing costs are calculated, the mark-up factor
for the vehicle is analyzed using an estimating relationship
similar to Equation 1, but now the independent variable is the
total manufacturing cost. Themark-up factor is multiplied with
the total manufacturing cost in order to obtain the purchase price
of the vehicle.
One then inputs the financing terms (such as the interest rate and
the finance duration), the sales tax and the salvage va gue at the
end of ten years (as percentages of the vehicle purchase price),
and the discount rate for the present-value calculations. The
cost of financing the vehicle purchase price is calculated by the
formula:
INTEREST = P x J i x n x [ 1- (1+i) n ] -1 - 11	 ,	 ( 2)
where P is the purchase price, i is the interest rate, and n is
the finance duration in years.
All the present-value calculations in this economic analysis are
performed for each year, as follows:
PRESENT-VALUE - S / (1 + j) m	,	 (3)
where S is the value to be discounted in the mth year after 1955
and j is the discount rate.
The battery replacement costs are calculated in this section be-
cause they are treated similarly to the vehicle manufacturing costs.
The battery manufacturing cost is obtained with an estimating
relationship having the form of Equation 1, but the independent
variable is the total battery weight that has to be replaced
periodically.
The mark-up factor for the batteries is also analyzed with an
estimating relationship similar to Equation 1. This time the
C-3
independent variable is the battery manufacturing cost, and the
mark-up factor is multiplied by the battery manufacturing cost in
order to obtain the purchase price for the replacement batteries.
The battery replacement financing terms, such as the interest
rate and the finance duration (which has to be less than or equal
to the life of the batteries) are inputted. The sales tax and -he
salvage value are inputted as percentages of the battery replace-
mont purchase price. Then the cost of financing the battery
replacement is calculated by using Equation 2 with the appropriate
financing parameters.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS
The research and development costs can be estimated by dividing
them, into any number of elements. (This analysis can be omitted,
if desired.) Each element's cost is calculated according to the
formula:
R + D ME NT COS : _ (T x R + C) (1 + L)	 ,
	
(4)
where T is the research and development element's man-hour
estimate in hours, R is the man-hour composite rate in Slhr, C is
the man-hour related costs in dollars, and L is the contractor's
profit percentage.
For each research and development element, the values of T, R, C and
L have to be inputted. In the present-value calculations of the
total research and development cost, equal annual costs are
assumed, and the total research and development cost is divided
into the number of research and development years in order to
obtain the annual research and development cost. The research
and development cost amortization duration (in years) and the
annual vehicle production rate have to be inputted in order to be
able to calculate the research and development amortization per
NTHV vehicle.
PROPULSION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE COSTS
The propulsion system maintenance costs are a portion of the
operating cost. The propulsion system maintenance costs can be
estimated by dividing theta into any number of elements. First,
the annual driveii distances of the vehicle have to be inputted
C-4
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for ten years. Then one has to input each propulsion system
maintenance cost element's name, scheduled maintenance interval
in kilometers, mean time to repair, mean time to replace, mean
time to inspect (all in hours), labor rate in S/hr, and parts
cost per maintenance interval in dollars. The program calculates
the lifetime total cost of each element and the total propulsion
system maintenance cost for each year.
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
The total operating costs are divided into four subsystems —
energy, maintenance and repair, battery replacement and other
operating costs. The battery replacement costs are calculated
in the manufacturing cost group, and the propulsion system
maintenance costs are determined in their own group. The total
number of energy, maintenance and repair, and other operating
cost elements that have to be treated in this section, has to be
less than or equal to 20.
For each energy cost element, its name, its forecasted unit costs
in 1978 dollars for each year, its consumption rats (e.g.,
k=/kW-hr, km/t) have to be inputted. The first energy cost
element has to be petroleum, which will later be used in the net
benefit calculations.
For each maintenance and repair cost element, its name and its
unit cost in S/km have to be inputted. Also, for each other oper-
ating cost element (such as insurance, accessories, and tire
replacement), its name and its unit cost in S/km have to be
inputted. All the input dollar values have to be in 1978 dollars.
The proc-ram writes out the operating cost elements in detail and
calculates the total operating costs for each year.
PRESENT-VALUE OF TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COSTS
The vehicle acquisition costs, the operating costs, and the
research and development cost amortization are discounted to
present value, and the present value of the total LCC for an NTHV
is calculated. Then, for the reference conventional ICE vehicle,
present values of the petroleum energy costs and the total LCC
(which are calculated using the same methodology as above) have
to be inputted. The BENEFIT per NTHV is defined as the savings
in petroleum consumption,
C-5
BENEFIT - PET 
ICE- PET NTHV
	 (5)
where PET	 is the petroleum . energy cost for an ICE vehicle and
PETNTHV is the petroleum energy cost for an NTHV. The cost of
accruing this benefit per NTHV is calculated by the formula:
COST = (LCC - PET) NTHV - MCC - PET)ICE
	
(6)
As a result, the NET BENEFIT per NTHV becomes the difference
between the EE2,TEFIT and the COST.
COMPUTER T ,ROGRLX INPUT PROCEDURE
1.1 Title of the Project
TITLE = Title of the project
Variable Name - Dimension 	 Limit	 Format
TITLE
	
Max. 80 characters 80A1
1.2 Computer Run Data
NORUN = Computer run number
NOSYS = NTHV system package number
NYEAR = Dollar value year
JYEAR = First production and marketing year
NPROD = Number of production years
NNUAL = Annual production rate
DATE = Computer run date
Variable Name Dimension
	 Limit	 Format
NORUN
	 -	 -	 I10
NOSYS
	 -	 -	 I10
NYEAR	 -	 -	 I10
=AR	 -	 -	 110
NPROD
	 Years	 -	 110
NNUAL	 Veh/Year	 -	 I10
DATE	 -	 Max. 20 characters
	 20Al
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2.1 Number of Manufacturing Cost Items
N - Number of manufacturing cost items + 1
("+1" refers to the "Vehicle Assembly Cost"
and it should be the last item)
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit
	
Format
N
	
Max. 49
	
IS
2.2 Vehicle Manufacturing Costs
SNAME = Manufacturing cost item name
WEIGHT = Component or system weight in kg
AO = Constant coefficient for the unit manufacturing cost
estimating relationship (e.g., UNIT COST = AO + Al x We
+ A2 ' x We x Wc , where We is the vehicle's curb weight
in kg)
Al = First degree coefficient for the unit manufacturing
cost estimating relationship
A2 = Second degree coefficient for the unit manufacturing
cost estimating relationship
UNITS = Dimension of the unit manufacturing cost (e.g., $/kW)
KODFUN = Function coca for the unit manufacturing cost
estimating :elationship
KODFUN = 0 means We = We
KODFUN = 1 means We = In (Wc)
KODFUN = 2 means We
 = sin (Wc)
XUNIT = If the dimension of the unit manufacturing cost is
different than $/kg such as $/kW, then XUNIT is
component's kW value. If the dimension of the unit
manufacturing cost is $/kg, then XUNIT = 0.
t
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Variable Name Dimension	 Limit Format
SNAME -	 Max. 30 characters 30A1
WEIGHT - F5.0
AO Unit cost dim.	 - Ell.4
Al Unit cost dim:	 - Ell.4
W
c
A2 Unit cost dim.	 - E11.4
W	 x W
C	 c
UNITS -	 Max. 6 characters 6A1
KODFUN -	 0, 1, or 2 I1
XUNIT 4/Unit cost dim.	 - F5.0
Repeat 2.2 N Times
2.3 Vehicle Mark-un Factor
SNAME = Mark-up factor for the vehicle
DUMMY = A dummy variable
AO = Constant coefficient for the mark-up factor equation
(Y = AO + Al X X + A2 x X x X, where
X = 'total manufacturing cost, if KODFUN = 0
X = In (total manufacturing cost), if KODFUN = 1
X = sin (total manufacturing cost), if KODFUN = 2
Al = First degree coefficient for the mark-up factor equation
A2 = Second degree coefficient for the mark-up factor equation
UNITS = (acquisition cost, $)/(Total manufacturing cost, S)
KODFUN = Function code for the mark-up factor equation
Variable Name Dimension
	 Limit	 Format
SNAME	 -	 Max. 30 characters 30A1
DUMMY	 -	 -	 F5.0
AO	 -	 -	 E11.4
Al	 1/$.if KODFUN=O	 -	 Ell.4
A2	 1/$2,.f KOOr^UN=0	 -	 E11.4
UNITS
	 -	 Max. 6 chaacter• s	 6A1
KODFUN	 -	 0, 1, or 2	 I1
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2.4 Vehicle Sale and Salvage Conditions
TAX Vehicle sales tax
FAIZ = Inttrest rate
AY - Finance period in months
SALVAI = Salvage value of the vehicle given as the percentage
of the purchase price
DISCNT - Present-value discount rate
Variable Name Dimension Limit Format
TAX -	 0. to 1.0 F10.0
FAIZ -	 0. to 1.0 F10.0
AY Month	 Max. 120 months F10.0
SALVAl -	 0. to 1.0 F10.0
DISCNT -	 0. to 1.0 F10.0
3.1 Replacement Battery Manu facturing Cost
SNAME = Replacement battery data
WEIGHT = Weight of the battery to be replaced periodically
AO = Constant coefficient for the battery manufacturing
unit cost equation (Y = AO + Al x X + A2 x X x X), where
X = WEIGHT, if KODFUN = 0
X = In (WEIGHT), if KODFUN = 1
X = sin (WEIGHT) , if :ODFUN = 2
Al = First degree coefficient for the battery manufacturing
unit cost equation
A2 = Second degree coefficient for the battery manufacturing
unit cost equation
UNITS = $, Manufacturing cost of batteries = Y x WEIGHT
KODFUN = Function code for the battery manufacturing unit
cost equation
t
Variable Dimension Limit Fo--;nat
SNAKE - Max. 30 characters 30A1
WEIGHT kg - F5.0
AO $/kg - E11.4
Al $_/kg2,	 if KODFUN=O - E11.4
A2 $/kg3, if KODFUN=O - E11.4
UNITS - Max. 6 characters 6A1
KODFUN - 0,	 1, or 2 I1
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3.2 Battery Mark-up Factor
SNAME = Mark-up factor for the replacement batteries
BLIFE = Battery life in years
AO - Constant coefficient for the mark-up factor equation
(Y - AO + Al x X + A2 x X x X) , where
X - Battery manuf. cost, if KODFUN - 0
X - In (battery manuf. cost), if KODFUN = 1
X - sin (battery manuf. cost), if KODFUN - 2
Al = First degree coefficient for the mark-up factor equation
A2 - Second degree coefficient for the mark-up factor equation
UNITS None, Acquisition cost = Y x Battery manuf. cost
KODFnN = Function code for the mark-up factor equation
Variable Name	 Dimension Limit Format
SNAME -	 Max. 30 characters 30A1
BLIFE Year	 Max. 10 years F5.0
AO - - Ell.4
Al 1/$ , if KODFt7N=O - Ell . 4
A2 1/$2, if KODFUN=0 - E11.4
UNITS -	 Max. 6 characters 6A1
KODFUN -	 0,	 1, or 2 I1
3.3	 Battery Replacement and-Salvage Conditions
TAX = Battery replacement sale tax
FAIZ = Interest rate
AY = Finance period in months which should be less than or
equal to the life of the batteries
SALVAI = Salvage value of the batteries as a percentage of
the battery purchase price
Variable Name Dimension
	 Limit Format
TAX -	 0.	 to 1.0 F10.0
FAIZ -	 0.	 to 1.0 F10.0
AY Month	 Max.=BLIn x 12 F10.0
SALVAI -	 0.	 to 1.0 F10.0
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4.1 Research and Development Cost Data
N - Number of research and development cost items
NRDVEH = Number of research and development prototype
vehicles to be produced
NRDYR - Number of research and development years
IAMORT - Number of research and development cost
amortization years
DISRD - Research and development discount rate
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit	 Format
N	 -	 -	 IS
NRDVEH	 -	 -	 I5
NRDYR	 Year	 -	 IS
IAMORT	 Year	 -	 IS
DISRO
	 -	 0. to 1.0	 F5.0
4.2 Research and Development Item Data
SNAME = Research and development cost item name
HRMAN = Man-hours in h-s
RATE = Composite man-hour rate in $/hr
RCOST = Man-hour related costs in $
CPROF = Contractor's profit percentage
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit	 Format
SNAME
	 -	 Max. 30 characters 30A1
HRMAN
	 hrs	 -	 F10.0
RATE	 $/hr
	 -	 F10.0
RCOST
	 $	 -	 F10.0
CPROF	
-	 0. to 1.0	 F10.0
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5.1 Propulsion Maintenance Costs
N - Number of propulsion maintenance cost items
MILE - Kilometers traveled during each year for ten years
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit	 Format
N	 -	 -	 26
MILE
	
km.	 -	 10I6
5.2 Propulsion Maintenance Cost Item Data
SNAME - Propulsion maintenance cost item name
INTERV = Scheduled maintenance interval in k.-n
TIE - Mean time to repair, replace, and inspect in hrs
RATE = Labor rate in $/hr
PART = Part cost per maintenance interval in $
Variable Name Dimension
SNAME -
INTERV km
TIME hr
RATE $/hr
PART $
Limit	 Format
Max. 30 characters 30A1
110
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
6.1 Oneratinq Costs
KFUEL = Number of different energy sources used in the
vehicle
K.'1IAIVT Number c 2 dif ferent maintenance and repair items
except the propulsion maintenance
KOTHER Number of other operating costs
Variable Name Dimension
	 Limit	 Format
KML	 -	 T S
KMA INT
	 -	 ;,KFUEL +	 +	 I S
KOTHER i 20)
ROTHE R
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6.2 Energy Source Item Name
OPNAME Energy Source Name
UNIT1 Energy price units ($/Z)
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit	 Format
OPNAME	 Max. 25 characters 25A1
UNIT1	 e.g., $/kW-hr Max. 10 characters 1OA1
6.3 Energy Source Data
ENERGY = Energy unit price forecasted in 1978 $
UNIT2 Energy consumption unit (km/Z)
ROAD Energy consumption rate (km/!Z)
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit
	
Format
ENERGY	 e.g., $/kW-hr	 1OF5.0
UNIT2
	
Max. 10 characters 1OAl
ROAD	 e . g . , km/kW-hr 	 F10.0
REPEAT 6.2 and 6.3 KFUEL TIMES
6.4 Maintenance and Repair Cost Data
OPNAME = Maintenance and repair cost item name
ROAD Maintenance and repair unit cost in $/km
UNIT1 $/km
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit	 Format
OPXAME
	 -	 Max. 25 characters 25A1
ROAD
	
F10.0
UNIT1	 -	 Max. 10 characters	 1OAl
REPEAT 6.4 KMAINT TIMES
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6.5 Other Operating Cost Data
OPNAME = Other operating cost item name
ROAD = Other operating cost in $ /km
UNIT1 $/km
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit
	
Format
OPNAME
	
Max. 25 characters 25A1
ROAD
	 $/km	 -	 F10.0
UNIT1
	
Max. 10 characters 10A1
7.1 Life Cycle Cost of a Conventional ICE Vehicle to
be Replaced by a NTHV
PCCICE = Life cycle cost per ICE vehicle in 1978 $
discounted at the same rate as the NTHV
PETICE = Petroleum cost-per ICE vehicle in 1978 $
discounted at the same rate as the NTh'V
Variable Name Dimension	 Limit	 Format
PCCICE	 $	 -	 F10.0
PETICE	 $	 -	 F10.0
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FLOW CHART OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
- -.--
I	 C-15
READ IN RUN DATA: TITLE, NORM
NOSYS, NYEAR, JYEAR, NPROD,
NNUAL, DATE
CALL VEHICLE MAINTENANCE COSTS,
VEHICLE ACQUISITION COST AND
	 1
BATTERY REPLACEMENT COSTS
SUBROUTINE
2	 '
CALL.RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 	 3
COSTS SUBROUTINE
	 F
4
CALL PROPULSION MAINTENANCE
	
^l 5COSTS SUBROUTINE
6
"r	CALL OPERATING COSTS	
7SUBROUTINE
8
CALL PRESENT-VALUE LCC AND NET
	
9
^^	 BENEFIT PER NTHV SUBROUTINE
10
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
STOP
-17
aI
	 fi
READ IN VEHICLE MANUFACTURING COST
DATA: N, SHAME, WEIGHT, A0, Al,
A2, UNITS KODFUN, XUNIT
CALCULATE VEHICLE MANUFACTURING
COST
WRITE CUT VEHICLE MANUFACTURING
COSTS IN DETAIL
READ IN VEHICLE MARK-UP
 FACTO..
SHAME, OU;74Y, Z0, Al l
 A2,
UNITS, KOOFUN
CALCULATE VEHICLE MARK-UP FACTOR
AND VEHICLE ACQUISITION COST
READ IN VEHICLE SALE AND SAL'1AGE
CONDITIONS: TAX, FAIZ, AY,
SALVAI, OISCNT
A
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aA
CALCULATE VEHICLE ACQUISITION
PAYMENTS, TAXES, INTERESTS,
AND SALVAGE VALUE
WRITE OUT VEHICLE ACQUISITION COST,
TAXES, INTERESTS, SALVAGE VALUE,
AND PRESENT VALUES
READ IN REPLACEMENT BATTERY MANUFACTURING
COST DATA: SNAME, WEIGHT, AO,
Al, AZ, UNITS, KODFUN
CALCULATE REPLACEMENT BATTERY
MANUFACTURING COST, MARK-UP
FACTOR AND ACQUISITION COST
READ IN REPLACEMENT BATTERY SALE
AND SALVAGE CONDITIONS: TAX,
FAIL AY, SALVAI
8
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AP
CALCULATE BATTERY REPLACEMENT
PAYhE:NTS, TAXES, INTERESTS,
AND SALVAGE VALUES
RETURN
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mm")3
READ IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COST DATA: N, NRDEVH, NYRDYR,
IAMORT, DISRD, SNAME, HRMAN,
RATE, RCOST, CPROF
CALCULATE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS,
TOTALS, PRESENT VALUE, AND RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT AMORTIZATION
WRITE OUT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COST
ELEMENTS IN DETAIL, TOTALS, PRESENT
VALUE, AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AMORTIZATION PER NTHV
t
i
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R1
a
READ IN PROPULSION MAINTENANCE COST
DATA: N, MILE, SHAME, INTERV,
TIME, RATE, PART
CALCULATE PROPULSION MAINTENANCE COSTS
FOR EVERY YEAR, TOTALS, AND
PRESENT VALUES
WRITE OUT PROPULSION MAINTENANCE RESULTS IN
DETAIL, ANNUAL DRIVEN MILEAGES,
PROPULSION MAINTENANCE COSTS
FOR EVERY YEAR, AND
i	 PRESENT VALUES
RETURN
6
I	 C-22
ai
READ IN ENERGY COST FORECASTS ANQ
ENERGY CONSUMPTION DATA
CALCULATE ENERGY COSTS
FOR EACH YEAR
WRITE OUT ENERGY COST FORECASTS,
ENERGY COSTS IN DETAIL,
AND TOTALS
READ IN MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COST
DATA EXCEPT PROPULSION SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE COST DATA:
]PNAME, ROAD, UNIT1
CALCULATE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
COSTS FOR EACH YEAR
C
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CWRITE OUT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COSTS IN
DETAIL, PROPULSION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
COSTS, AND TOTAL MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR COSTS
WRITE OUT BATTERY REPLACMI NT COSTS IN
DETAIL, PURCHASE PRICE, SALES TAXES,
INTERESTS, SALVAGE VALUES,
AND TOTALS
READ IN OTHER OPERATING COSTS DATA:
OPNAME, ROAD, UNIT1
CALCULATE OTHER OPERATING COSTS
FOR EACH YEAR
WRITE OUT OTHER OPERATING COSTS
IN DETAIL AND TOTALS
D
R
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AS	
_
0WRITE OUT TOTAL OPERATING COSTS FOR
EACH YEAR AND PRESENT VALUES
t
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9
R
9	 T
CALCULATE PRESENT VALUES OF ACQUISITION
COSTS, OPERATING COSTS, AND
TOTAL LCC
WRITE OUT PRESENT VALUES OF ACQUISITION
COSTS, OPERATING COSTS, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT COST AMORTIZATION
AND TOTAL LCC
READ IN LCC PER ICE VEHICLE IN 1978 S
DISCOUNTED AT SAME RATE AS NTHV ANN
PETROLEUM COST PER ICE VEHICLE
IN 1978 S DISCOUNTED AT SAME
RATE AS NTHV
CALCULATE BENEFIT PER "ITHV, COST OF
ACCRUING THIS BENEFIT PER NTHV,
AND NET BENEFIT PER NTHV
0
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dA
aR
E
WRITE OUT BENEFIT PER NTHV, COST OF
ACCRUING THIS BENEFIT PER NTHV,
AND NET BENEFIT PER NTHV
RETURN
10
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THE LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
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J08 (31$9,0034;sJJ„2)
ZXZC ?O$TXCL
//nIT.SISZ3 00
C	 UYZ CICIZ CCS: CC3FUTZ1 P$C3$AS
C	 S&Ls P2002AS
CO]SCN vi m,'3002 , TITLZ (09), PCRU11, lSOSTS, iTZ«B,JiEwet, 32200,3Y31L,
101TZ ( 20) ,1C^ ( ^, i t) ,$ACOST ( ^,11) ,TAX, ? AZ:•12 , SALY 11 ,30003T , I33C8';
2SILE ( iJ) ,P$C?UL ( 11) ,OPNl :lE (2J,2S) , OPCOST ( iJ, 11),X:7ZLrR :lA:3T,
3XOTSU, CISC3T, AXU
C	 COSPUTZ $ rS I31OT AND OUTPUT SYST IA 0002 JUSIIUS
u0 10 I0104
00 11 J+1,11
$ACOST(Z,J) s0.
10 CONTISUZ
DO 12 Z-1,10
12 AIL= (1) 00.
00 13 181,11
13 PIOPUL (Z) a0.
00 20 I41,20
CO 21 J a 1, 11
21 OPCOSS (Z,J)AG.
20 CONT13UZ
Sl um s
1O0Tw6
UID ( YZ3,1) ::TLS
20 $S 1T(80A1)
a2AD ( NZ`3r2) 30 iiTIl,'JOS?S , YY=.18 , JTTdl , yP3OD,Y!IuiL,C::$
!0$!!1T(5210,2011)
CALL ,ACOST
CALi. ICCOSS
CALL F$CPO3
CALL OPCOSS
CALL LCCCST
STOP
230
SUBSOOTI3: TACOST
C013CN S+N,30U':rT:ELF(90),lCaDM,YOSYS,JYEia,JT*dd,Y?200,13OwL,
iDATZ(3C) •ACZ(x,111 ,3ACOST(4,11) ,TAX, Fizz I II ISA:P11,3:C:Si,:A!:Cn
2lSZL3 ( 10) r?aOPOL ( 1 1) ,CP'.1A:t^ (27, 2S) ,OPCOST (c'7, T 1) r K ?1IL,X^w1!IT,
310TSE$, UISCST,110
O1assicJ S'SAnE (S0,3J) , 'r: I:HT (SJj,10 ( 53j,11 ( s7)rA2(^:)r
10NZTS ( 50.6j ,)CO Dl ON ( SJ) , XIJ:IZT (S'?) ,IT3A8 (1 l) , 3 (1 i) ,3 1 (i i) , 82 (1::) ,
23TI3 ( 1 30),BT1 ( 11) ,BT131 ( 11),313AL 0 1),3TAX111)
$ZAL*$ A10
11AL*$ 111
lZLL*$ 112
ML *$ ?U3CT3
DATA 113/079/
CATAA 11/ 0 LN (7) 1
DATA 112/'SZR(i)I/
SOIYN n0.
SOSCuO.
00 701 1'1,11
ITZIR (I) 00.
D (Z) n O.
!1(Z)o0.
ST1(I)M0.
OTIS 1 (I)'0. ORIGINAL PgGE 
IS
-,^ T11yry
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RTSAL (I) -0.
701 IT&I MAO.
CC 702 Z-1, 120
712 STZa1 (1) -0.
RZAD (81x,1) 3
1 tau AT (IS)
Do 2 s•1,x
A Sao (IIa t 31 Mul(Z,J) 4 13 1 0 30) ' %ziZAT(Z) 1 13(:) ,A1(Z) ,A:(1)
I CONZI! (I 0j) 0 i 1 1 6) 1 10211 A (Z) ,I3SIT (2)
3 ran IT 130&1 .iS.0,3211.4, 6A 141, iS. 3)
C	 itIGBTnC081OSZST OR STS:33 iSIC32 IS KG
C	 OUT C:STwA0q-A1-R•A2-209
C	 d&SVA of 'V2:QRTS • , 813ZL: CCl s ISZGnZ Ci III v23:CL3
C	 GIMT30011: CT TH UNIT CCST (: * I. S/K7 )
C	 KOD1UservaC2ZOS CODS (I.2. 1f001 1 730 2 S1(A3S a m s:s("+) j
C	 IcAlT-Ii UBIZ COST IS DZ1TSUST 1313 3/Ka SUCH AS S/Xi,:313
C	 XCBIT-....xv . I! IIBI: COST ZS S/KG , Tat$ X7NIT.w).
2 SO8v-sU3v #v21G2: (I)
DO 4 I-1,8
:i (KODron ( I) .to. 0) I-sall II
I?(KC2PUv (I).ZC9 1) X-ALCG(SD::)
Zi(KaCtOS (I) .to * Z ISIS (sCS;i)
YA10 (I) • 11 (s) -X012 (Z) 61 al
Ii(1UxIZ ( Z).ZQ.0) XOxII(I)^iZ:Gd2(I)
C	 PO! las t 1201CL2 1SSRSRLY CCST
I1P (zo2G. 3 ) 2U8Z: (I)-S1.vR
C	 COST Ct C13910N INT 13 S
IOSII (Z)- Y- 173ZT (I)
C	 TOTAL IAMCPICTUIZ30 COST
C	 SUIT OUTIU 110 THS TAAL! INC CALCULITE 'OST/KG .
YRITS(SOUT, :1)
Winn (SOUT,!) TIILZ
3 P0R1l1T(11t0,a6X,8111)
YlITZ (3C0't 1 6) RCRUJ
?OMIT( ISO, a7I, 0 v:sZCL'i ACQOIS..:Os CCS': alaiccus ,22X,
i *SUS RC.',Iu)
Jl2SL t80UT , 7)3TZ4i,71T3
7 YOUIT(1110,:9X,' ( 10 ,23, 0 s ) 0 ,341, t 04TS	 1,2141)
VIZTZ (HOOT A) SGUAL,3180, XC3YS
8 FORS AT (130, 37X, 0 1333A L 1S000CTIC3 31-.3 ' ,Z7, 0 1'.S:C:ZS/T3 PC39,
122,' 12IRS 1 ,121, 1 STSTIS i1CIACt 90.',X3)
21=2 INN UT, 9)
9 tORSAT 0 $0 1 39Z, ' s Ci • ,40I , 0 10CCB: +EIGR-.')
14lITL ( 3C3T110)
13 7093AT118 ,33X,' 39:3AT',w;,'COST',31,'CCSS/90 ',4X,'323'7?.')
YlZZZ ('ACUT,109)
109 ton AT (in ' 4 3AZU71=12I9i, CCSTS',121, 0 (Ka )', SZ,' (1)',4X.0(S/KG )'
1,41, 0 00STS 0 ,91 , 1 0SII COST LST.:.3.L :S RZLA =7C3SXZi' ,lOX,0P^71iC.:Ca',
222,901ITS')
w2=2 (KOUT. 11)
11 PORSAT(1A ,19(0-') , 112,6(0-0) .3X,6(0 -•),32,7(0-'),31,6(1w9),9Y,
131 (•-0),10X,8 (•-'),.]:,S t•_•))
iRZTI POUT, 108)
106 Tomcat( to )
00 12 1-10
17(I.L: . 9) AAT :O1 m 1:31 1(I) /•*.IGH.' (:j
Ii (L.ZC• S) RATZ0 6 2USIT (:1/SUss
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AATI0:• ION IT (Z) n 1C2-/303C
zz (X Co?as (:) .3Q. 2) 103 C13 0 4 10
it (Sco p us	 I)fuxclvalll
I? (lock fix '4 1)  .:Q. 2) 1 OICTP*A 12
If(I.I , S.!S)4AZTr( S COT , 13) (3 Dial ( z,J)0Jn 1,3 : 1r121M.;2) , XU3S:(:),
1aAM1. 1 AT*02 , JJ (1),A 1 (1),A2(I) , 1011C:A, ( 0:12'.s i Jy ,J•1,8)
fOR Zed ItSZCLi ASSl3RLT COS:
12 If (Z . IC.x) Vim ( %CUT,t4) (S SAX I ( Z,J) , J• 1 , 30) , XUXXT (:) , 242:01,
IIAT102, AJ =:) , A It U, A 2 (:) ,1 OxCSY, C C SZ7S (:,J) . Ze I,0
13 YQUA2(1110,JOA1,f6.1,2Y,17.2r]Y,P7.2,3Y,fd.2,2X,'Cal ,r11.Y,'•:'r
iL11.4,' ) • 7♦ ( ' ,211.4,') •r•1', 11  ' Val , 16, 11, 6A 1)
14 lo1.Y A2 (t80r ]OA 1, lY,l7.2,3X.P'7.2.3X,td.2,2 Y,'Cn ',:1 1. ^,' ^ (' ,
1111.4, +) •k• V 1 21 1. 4,') -V-W', iX, 1 2 6, , 36, 21,611)
11ITI POUT, 15)
13 FORSAT(18 ,30X,6(0-6),3:.6( ►-'j,13Y,d('-'))
IATZCI n SO1C/SQ3v
aATICI- 130.
fRZTL 120OT,10 SQ:7,SII:C, RA2:C 1, RAT:02
ld roan AT ( i300IT0SAZ=', 231,?7.1 , 1Y,I6.2,31 , P7.2,21,F7.2)
4122E (POUT ,161)
161 !01511(11 ,6('-1))
din t(x002, 17)
17 70 AN A2 11 a0 )
IS=I (So OT. 18)
to YQUAS 111 0 130 1'- 1 ) )
PURCIASI P2:CZ 1119-02 ?&CT01
12AD(31M,3) (S)AIIZIS•1,J),J n 1,33),02.13Y,13('401),11 (14 1),12(301),
1 (OIZ:S (I.1,J) ,J'• 1,6) ,XCDl7li (11.1)
DO 19 181,11
19 172Aa(1)•J1212.1-1
az:ICxOOT,20) (ITZut:),Z•i,tl)
20 t0111AT 1110.33X,11 (:3,3X) ,' :CTAL')
YRITZ ( xOUT.a 1)
21 P'ORSA211H .321,11(7('-'),1X),l('-')y
Zt (1tODi0ri (P+1) .3Q.0) Ln SUSC
1t (ROOtOD (7 ► 1) .ZQ . 1j Yn i2.00 (:02C)
Zf (iCDl01i (x•1) .LC.2) 'Xn S Z9 (S1^C)
UPBARX n A0(1 • 1) •A1 (No 1)•Y•A2 ( 301)*lei
PRZCZn UP:lAIi•SUSC
1 UD (I:3, 22)TAY,TIZZ,AT, :AL7A 1,D.SCxt:
22 l011AT(dl10.0)
212611
IPAY n 12
If (A T. LC. 3. )D ( 1)aP1ICE
IP(AT.1Q.0.) GO .0 2S
PAT- PRZCZ/AT
3n 1
DO 23 2.1,123
Ir(Z.^z.:AT) G0 To 22
If (Z.LL.ZPAT)3 (e) + 1 (J) # P At
If II. IQ . IPA T) sell +1
ZT (Z.L^.IPAT)1PAT^Z?AT+12
23 COiTI110Z
61ITZ POICIASE iiICL
23 7R TI PO0:, 24) 11PSARX, ( Utz) ,1 8 1,11) , 4/ICE
24 IClaAt 0 NJ,'P010EA3i PB:CZ',' ( 11n ',73.1.'
/AZT t (MOOT, i:1)
231 FORSIT (1M , 1 ('^') )
DO 252 161,13
292 AC2 ( 1, Z) s a (I)
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do
SALZS TAIT:.
TIIP AT n T11•P1:C3
1112 :11 . 10 0 .
t ( 1 ) • l t 1 ) •TAXPAT
1(1) •T11PAi
AiIT2 ('iC=,26) TI1, (:1 (:) , In 1, 10) ,:3xT3T
26 rOi:lAT(1i10, ' s1LI3 :1x35 (' .r5.2,' S)',9X,tOr9 . 2,ST,f4.:)
r1ITt (SCUT,27)
27 !'O181T i l d, 11 11-1))
CO 223 181, 10
153 ICQ (2,1) • 11 11)
C	 ZJ:ZIIST CILCULI:IC.13
!AI Z 1 nO.
!111)•0.
Zl (I Y.IC.O.) 0 TC 30
T1ZZ1 • P11C3 • ((3•F1:Z/ (1. - (i. •f ^::j •• (- 3j)) - 1. )
r1:r 9•[AL"1
PAT+r11Z1/AT
:2AT•12
S-1
CO 21 1. 1, 1 :0
Z1tZ.GT.11Y)CO :C 30
29 COMIrAl
ZT(Z.LZ.IPAT) ! 1(l) •01 (:!) +?Ai
Il'(:.dG•I? li) ZP1i • :2AT • 12
3 .3 rAL' • lAI:+1C0.
:1I:2(3CQT,31) TAZ2.111, (21 (Z) ,i • 1, 1:) , TA::1
31 FOAAIT. ( INO, I :92:.1ZS. ( I J5. 2,' 1; A2',Z:, 0 :03) ', :X, 1:*:.
7lIT 1(HO UT, 3:)
32 T011A: (tA ,l ('-') )
CO 254 1n 1, 10
254 ICQ (3,Z) a ll (Zj
c	 SALVIGI T&LUa OF :1E 7tY:CZ3
1••PlICa•S1b?11
!111)•1
S1L7A1 nSAI7A1.100.
"RITE(Sca-4133) SA2711,A,A
33 rOQs AT( 1 HO, I SAL7AIZ 7AZ21 CT 733 1',15.2,' S) ',301.19.2,19.:)
1CQ(4#11)•A.
71:: Z (SCJ: ,34 )
34 101312(11 ,23 ('-'),12.1,11(7('-'),1:),d('-'))
90 344 141,11
344 ll(Z)w0.
C	 11T'T111 117LIMEST COSTS
12ID (MZd , 3) (S 3141 1 , ,J) is 1, 3J) , i l::a:	 1; ( 1 ) ,
1 (011 ZTS (1,J) ,J• 1, 6) ,XZCF 1S (1)
1r(RODlOd( 1) .r;. 3) X• ir:3a: (1)
II(RCDtQ'v(1).L;.1) x•3LC:i(7L::PT(1))
I1(10Crus ( 11.Z^,. 2j 18=3 It Ul"O i2 (1) )
C	 SITTER or:! CCS., !/RC
1. 43 (1) 441 (1) • I•i: (tj•I*Z
DITOLE• Y OU 's:.ii): (ij
C	 Ma is U:::11 1=1;t !IZK77 TA:'C3
111D ( SIb.3) ( syA.:I(.,J) . r'•1,3:)
1109113(2,J) I r• 1,6),'I : :71,"If
l3iD (2'.1,22)TAI,l3::r,AY,S:::A 1
C-32
it(KOrox ( 2) 0 U 1) Is!LCG ( 11TCIY)
It(uC910V(2).SC•2) XOS:Y(RATC23)
Talc (:I Ni(1) e x•Aa(2) •x'I
1HzcZ•Y•1i:CI!
IXOGIPRICZ
III at ( Ia./IL:Ft)-f.
LaA T 1
Aat&
ttti.ZS.iT1) AUGA•i.
lATIZIOATi•!?RICI
Ia•12.09utt
:Sue z& • 1
30 90 181 ,119
Utz.IO.ZSOS) S. t:) 61MCl
94 :7 (I.ZC. Isom) IStJI&ISOZ*23
CO 313 :01.10
30 351 J81,12
lie( Z-1) •12•.;
35i ITSIL (I) a D:SAL III • IT (:1)
IT A! (2) •O:SAL (n •%AZ
354 STSiL ( Z) a -ltiiL ( i) •SALY1I
I111T.12.0.)iTIM1.
USS• URICI/A!
Iit•ll
CO 322 101,120
Zr(IT(1) . LQ.J.)CC :0 352
I36I.1
I?aI IAT
CO 323 J6 I3,It
353 31=3 (J) • iT. y (J) PUSS
IN CONTISOT
20 35M :61.10
t0 3 159 ! ;*1. 12
Iii;:-t)•11•^i
3:5 AT.$ lsi)•0.
3!4 ces-nSOi
i^AT/ 11.
I? (AT.IQ. I. )3C TC 373
I ilr t^lt42CL^ ((i • ?liI/ (1 .- (1. •!• i+:) •• (-A))) - 1. )
37C tiInIPIM/11
t0 3!6 I. 1, 120
It (AI M.12.3. )Cc TC 356
1"I .1
Z901011T
C0 3!7 J013,17
357 $n. 11tJ) n J:I71J)•iit
3!6 COSTISOL
20 359 :•1,1J
to 3!9 J • 1, 12
Zia
3!9 ITD 1 (I) a ll 13 1 (I) 6 3:13 (I1)
334 CCVT/yCL
CC 361 I. 1, it
ALCOST 0 0 :) • OT 1 (:)
IACOST(1.11 •1:1x(1)
!ices% 13,:) n 3TIx1 II)
361 IAAS2 (4, :) •OS,L 1.)
I? (IT.IO. 1. ) AY-J.
C-33
	
mss?
TOT1L n PRICI f, TA 2&7 # F1I:9+d (11)
m-.1(SOU-, 41) (3 (I) , I s 1, 11) ,TOTAL
41 YcIsAl (1H0, TCTLLS' .25X, 11,8.2,19. s)
iRIT 3 ( NOUT, 42)
42 F061[AT (is 1 6 ('•') I
C	 PISS.JT V IILOE cx;.ccIJT.CSS
TCT1Zs0.
CO 43 I1 1, 1 1
R (I) n S 1I)/ ( 0. •DISCST) •*I)
43 TOTILaTOT1LI-S (I)
1=0ISCST O 100.
MTE ( 3CUT , 44) 1, (1 (I) ,I. 1, 11) ,TCTIL
44 lC&dAT ( 1?0,'P31SZST 7ALUX (',75.2,' S )1,7X,11F8.2,e9.:)
TRITE ( SC7- ,45)
45 TORAITi.a ,13('-4))
WRIT I(SOOT, 17)
VRITE (SCOT, 18)
RETURN
230
503100TIS! aCCOSS
COCCCS SIN, SCOT,TITtE (30) , SCHOSr 3CSYS,YYY2A,JY:i^, 1?30D,SY0iL,
10ATE(20),ACQ(4,11),31COS -+(4.11),T1X,F1I2,1't,SAI7X1,aCCC5T,I "ici ,
29ILE (10) ,PSC20L ( 11) ,C;S121 (20, 25) • 02COS: (i7r 1 T) , iCP1.L.:1iii:i2,
3EOTH-7 1, CISC3T,11 a
DIJESSICS SSIdlE(30)
HCCO S T=0 .
REID ( 515.5) 3,X8DPLF. , YHCY3,: :EC3:,.ZS3II
5 FOasAT1415, Is. C)
IF (N.2;.0) cc TO 151
SHIT I (SO UT , 1)
1 P021S1T (191,1301'-'))
iR=Z (SOQT,'s) TITLZ
2 FORaAT(Sa3,26X,8OA1)HIT = ( 3=4) 3CSU5
3 1'0331: (150, 45X 1 1 23sEiRCB AND C's?=:.C'e :EST ccs-: SUSi'.is2' ,21X,
1'8US XC. ":4)
'413=1 (So0Tr (4) ST_13'ZA:_
4 70911AT(1HO,I9X,'( 9 ,I5,' s )',34X,'71::	 ',2311)
ARSTE ; 3COT,6) S3D9:3, 3CSYS
b Ft+cMAT (1H0,5sX,'a0:! 3:3 OF 1 *0	 ;ACa:a32 3C
' .' .I4)
YSIT1 130 UT, 7)
7 l08a1T(TH0,61X ,'1A::-3CC8')
:SITE ( 3CJT,9)
3 FOIMIT(13 ,30I,'1A3-5CO33',61,'CCI?C3I:3',71,'aX:ATF:',7:L,
1 1 ccsISACTC?' ,7 X' _CTAt')
79IT : INGOT,9)
9 Pass IT(la ,'Ro , 0 CCST ELE'lS3T' ,16X,' (sas)' ,3X,''aA: ol4i)',
16X,' CCs-ts (3)' ,6x,' FRCFI: (3) ',t3X,'CC3T (S) ')
WRIT I ( SOOT, 10)
10 F Can IT(1H ,16('—),14X,5(10('•'),5x))
aa=11100-, , 11)
11 FMAT (M )
S Gill MO.
S332mc.
3033=J.
SUa4-C.
DO 12 2o1,S
BEAD (SZS, 13) ( SSA::: (J) ,J s 1,30) ,33^1:i,s1S^,3CCS'+,C'aC°
13 1P OS IA-4 puI,»I1J.^)
C-34
SOS 1-593 1•11AAS
SUUs s0a2•ICCST
As US AN* 1A 0.I •ICO I.
iiscre A•c2act304303aaj•r>tor
ZCOSTMA•Pacr
suaY^sa3r•TCOST
12 sa12E(SC0T,1+) 1S NAat(Z),Jo1,30),ISSIN,BATT,SCOST,?a01,ICO37
tY lOiaAT(tEi0,30A1,f1^.9,SX,i10.2,3(SY,di0.7))
421TZ (JOUT, 1!)
iS FORaAT119 ,30X,19(1-0),29Z,3(1J('•'),SX))
WRITI(JOOT, 16) SQS/,SQS2,SCS3,SQ!!^
16 iOaaiTilIiO,•TC:ALS •.2uZ,i10.0,29X,3(Z<10.),:x))
YRITt (SOOT, 17)
17 i0 Ra AT ( 1R . E i' •') )
la1TE 111CUT 118)
IS 10 a3 AT (1110)
YRZTZ (3cUT,19 )
19 FO>Za AT (18 , i30 (' -') )
SQa1s0.
Pda CYR
A•SUSV/A
DO 20 IMI'VIOU
i0 S7i! 1=503 1.8
0IS1D 42 100. •arSFO
HASTE ( NO U., i 1) Dim ":RDYR, SOS 1
21 FORSA1110, 1 PRES $ 5T TALUZ C1 3 • C CCS'. S AT ',?S.i,' w 9I:C.7G:fZ 31 Z.
1 AJO FCa 0 ,I3,' TUBS OF ECCAL ASSUAL CCSTS
A•I1dC3T*93OA1
30C.7STUSUC1/A
IA CaTMA
:BITE ( SCQT,22) 3DCCST , 1a`C3,
22 FOSaAT(IdO,'R•D 11O1TZU=OS 2-8 ST17 V=3IC= I3 • ,F7.2,' S KR',
1Ia, , ITRICuS')
32=1 IHOUT, IS)
23ITE ( SOUT. 19)
151 COJTINCE
SMEN
I ho
SOaRoQT131 P30PQY
CO3IC3 313,SC UT, TZ:L. (8J),NC93N, : CS TS,31!3A3,JTZAR,XPa00 03 U..L,
1 CAT E ( 20) ,1CJ ( 4,11) ,3ACOST(+01) ,Zal,2 AZ: , A.,SICV A l ,3000S: , Z14Co ,
2AZLE ( 10),2RCP?L ( 11),CFSA3E ( 20,25),OPCJST ( 20, 11),<iJ^:.,!Cu:.ZSZ,
3XOTHT3,DISC3T,AX9
DISESSICS C111),U(11),IC ?,!(10),SS1JI(3J)
Co 7C1 h1,11
C(I)MO.
701 CM MC.
Dc 7C2 I* 1 , 10
702 ICOS (I) m0.
WRITE (SCUT,1)
TRITE ( 2CQT,2)
2 FOR4AT0HO,I6x,90A1)
4RITZ ( SO UT, 3) :JC334
3 rQR31T11dO,4oZ,'FHCPG1S1C4 SYS'.!: !3IY:!9x:fC2 CCS:S',22X,
I s m S0.',Iu)
Ii$IT: (SCAT , ^) SY x3J. SITE
^ iOasAT ( iH0,59X,' (' . IS.' ^ )',3YX,'Ca: E	 ',2iA1)
C-35
AS
I3AD 13 IsIS) N, (Ill! 11) ,: a 1, "J)
S !C&SIT(iut)
1R2:2 (KCUT,6) 1CST5
o IQa&-(  1!!0, iJ3 1,' STS:TS ?AC3.%4Z M0.' ,I4)
VVITS oCUT 17)
7 TO IM AT 11NO.30x,' SCUDJLdD III 4T', $1,'1!A. TIa_ TC i-12AI;t/' .
1251,'PAITS COS 1 /31 IS T' , 31.'LIFI 'I:AS 1CIAL')
MTS 13CUT.0)
8 road IT ( 11t .'COSPOSIST SAW 171,'I9T IM'. ( K1)',6x,'1IFLACS/::1S?_C
II(HIS)' .SX,'LA »CI BAT •- ( I/!ti) 1 * 61 # 1 13:IS7IL (3)'.7%,'C:ST (3)')
41IT2ISOUT,9)
101MAT(Im .1i('-') 0161, 15( 1 - 1 )  ,51,20 ('-') ,51,16 ('-') 0330
116 ( 6 -' ) ,31.1 4
 ('-') )
V &IT I (YO UT, 11)
1 1 FOaSAT (1a )
ISCUE-0
Co 70 Ia 1, 10
ISCUS-ISC1tt+1.'U (I)
1F(1.IQ.1) ICOn(1)-1IT.1(1)
J I! (I.GT. 1) ICOS 1I)-IC J V (^-1) •Y:La (:)
CO 8J J a 1, x
121D (9IS,$I ) (S\1AS (K1 ,R e 1, 30),I;1TSS7,7Z3!..IAT!.F137
81 !mAT ( 30A1,I1C,1?10.J)
14T•I1TEV
CO 81 K a l, 11
82 C (K) 00.
I F(I3T.4E. : SC73) JO :0 110
Ica 00 83 I-1010
IFt13-,.L3.ICUN (:)) C(:) aC;a') • (u IS•sl:!•6AS:)
I!(IKT. L^.:C:1 (:)) :C TC 11J
83 COy4IxOS
11J I!(IYT.LT.ISCU1) IY:•:K:'IY:T27
I! (I ST. LT.ISC7.`.) 3C :C 1JJ
CO 9u I-1, 1C
CO 65 I a 1, 1 1
as 3 (I) 0 0 (1)+C II)
83 4a IT! iYOU'L,E61 :SYA.31(K),.; a 1,30)	 SA::'iI'.,C(11)
f6 p ool A1 ( 1 ij,3J .11,3x,:',15x,7^.: , 1'Y,	 3,4,	 z)
YEIT1 ( 800T, 1S )
18 10 IS AT ('.So)
621"1 (YCJT, 19)
00 SJ Ia1.1a
50 ICJS 1 1)aJTSAH+: 1
bAITE(KCUT, ! 1) (IC.3(:) , I.1,1 }
SI FORS 11 ( ISO .331,IJ (15,37) ,' :CT1L')
ialTI (SOOT,':)
S: P0e31 1 11K ,321,11(7(' - '),1x1)
II -IT 1(10OT,I 1)(1I:.S(1),:aI.I )'I!C0.1
191 TQVtAT ( 180, I AStt;At : ! IL*-:1J-c' , 1';, 11:3)
19: loss AT ( 19 , 14 ('-' } )
'dill Tt(sci .53) i0(=) , :•1, 11)
`.3 TOM A T, ( 1do, I PICP 'IL SY3 '".CTRL !AZ N. CuS-. I',3x,11€.. )
VAIT! ( 3ca-,'_4)
Sv F023AT I1i1 ,:8 ('-' ) )
Co 63 i • 1, 1,
e3 MPOL ( I) • J I:)
C(11) •^.
C-3a
r00 60 I+1,10
a 	 m cM/( (1. +DI_CY.) ♦ *Z)
60 0(11)so(11)+0(1)
A^t00.i0ZSCJT
WIITI ( SOOT , 61)A, (2 ( Z),In1,11)
61 T08SAY11:10, • 011SIS 7ALZI (',P6.1,' S ) 1 ,6X, 11?8.2)
VRITS (SOOT, 62)
62 702ISAT(1H , 13(9 -4) )
9SITE (SCOT, 18)
(	 VJk=I (MUT, 19)
'	 HETUSS
ISO
SUBHCG%132 CBCCSs
COS30S SIB.1100.1,.1ITL ( 80),yOEOJ,.:0525 , J2.A8 . Jt:38,^If8CCrJJ01G,
I DAIS (20) .3C,^, (4,11) , 3ICCST (4, 11) ,TAX, I A=, AY, SILT I I, 3 000S T, MIGIT
2121E ( 10) .2ROPOL ( 11) ,OP3133 ( 2 0,2!) ,CxCST (27,11) , nuzz, RZA25T,
3HOS8EH2OISCST,iKO
CIHENSION IICS 'J(1J),OSIT1(20.10),E58 'aC2(2J , 10),OSI'L'2(23.11),
1 ROAD (20) ,D (11) ,SU t5 (11) , S3 wT (11)
CO 701 In 1,11
C 0 -0.
Scot (1) -0.
7C1 SCSI (I)-0.
WILT: (SOOT, 1)
1 POH13T(131,130t•-•))
311=113 1001.11i) TITLZ
2 PO8AITC1110,ft6x r8C11)
tiHITS(SCUT O ) IC593
3 P0831T ( 180,53Z, ' TCT1L O2E3AT13G CCSTS',292, ' 303 3C.0,:i)
4RITZ ( SCJT , 4) SXE15,21TE
4 l08.3AT(1a0,59xr' ('rIS, • 3 )',34Z,'D3TZ	 •,1011)
WHITE (SOOT, _) 	SOSYS
S P085AT(1HO,1J3Z, ' SZSTSS PACKAGE 90.0,11)
CO 6 I=1, 10
6 LKEN (1)SJYEAR+I-1
UIT1 1 30 OT, 7) ( 11'13 ( I) ,I= 1, 1C)
7 1C23AT(1110,331 '75IT C CST •,121,10(Z5,21),11,'TCTIL')
3HZTZ ( SCUT'a)
8 l08.ZAT(113 ,30x,9;'-'),112,10(12,6('-')),1X,7('-')}
UITE ( SCUT ,9)
9 LO8l1 AT (15 )
AZID ( N23, 99) KFUEL , 3xlI3T,.'CT:1ZB
99 1035AT1315)
131L ! =0
DO 98 101,10
9d IS IL I n ISILE+aILS (1)
WHITE ( SCUT , 12) (SILE ( I),1-1.13) , ISIL1
12 IOBSAT ( 130, 1 1KYUAL :fIL?iG%', 26X,'KE',3 ;t,10(16,1X) ,i7)
DO 10 I;1,APUIL
HEAD ( SIV, 11) ( OPNA3E (I,J) ,J o l,25) , (UUM (I ► J) , Jsl ,13)
HEAD ( 31N,13) (ESESGY ( I,J),J-1 , 13), (OHIT2 ( I,J) ,Jxl ,10) , iC13(^)
11 PCHSAT (25 L1 ,1011)
13 IQRM AT(IOFS.J, 10A 1,?10.0)
13 WHITZ ( SCOT, 14) (CF313E (Z,J) ,J= 1,25) , (3:11:' 1 (I,J) J u l.. 	 12)
1 (IN isGY (1 0 J),J=1, 10)
14 PO811AT(IHO,2.A1,151,iC11,1-.77.3)
WHITE tICUT,15)
1: 1053AT(180,'0?3ATI9J COSTS')
9HITE ( SCUT, 16)
16 JOH3 AT (18 , 15 l'-') )
t ^..+.L
p
C-37
i8IT1 ( SO UT, 5)
ial.1 ISCUT,17)
17 fa gs AT ( INC. ' 1:Y EH G t' )
c	 KF011=1 SRCOLD 31 THE PITaCLICA CITA
LO 18 I=1, NLIM,
D(11)-0.
CO 19 J=1, 10
1-23MY It..;)j8C1C (I)
I=111L I (J)
D (J)=lot
0PC'OST 11.J)=0 (J)
19 0111)*0(11)+0(J)
DO 920 J=1,11
Sotto (J) AMP (J) +0 (J)
923 :OST ( J)sSUlT ( J)+C (J)
1S i 11TI ( So CT,2C) ( OPYA :2 (I,J) ,3=1,25) ,3CAD It • !C3IT2(I,.:)
1 to (j) ,J=1 ,11)
23 FO SS AT 1130 , 5I,2511,19.5, 1%, 1JA1, 1317. 1,IE- 1)
ARITS ( NOUT, 21) ( S0;!2 (J) ,3'1,11)
21 FcadAT ( 130,10I, 'TCTAL :K-s3u'Y CCS :S',2<X, IC17. i,^t. 11
-42 IT S (SOOT, 9)
WHITE ( SCUT,;:)
22 ?OHll1T ( t g3,' SA3: YTESAxC: ANC 3E5AIfl')
SSsO.
3C 23 I=1,11
SUSP ( I) =0.
5ca p it)=S77F it) +"e3C229I (1)
SS- SS *F20? OL (I)
23 3 U3 11) A sa -n ( 1)+FBCPU (I)
ill-. 1 ( MOUT, 24) (230Yu % 	 ,I s1, 1 0) ,55
2 46 ?02!! AT (I Ha , 5 1 , f ra C;U ?.SIC 3 STS-.v! 3A.ZNT',61,'-',1°X, 1J: 7. 1.?°.1)
LO 2. I=1,7myST
I1=XPCEL+I
3110 (VIII, 26) ( 0?Yi,`.3 (I1,.;j ,J=1.25) ,30AD (Z) ,0 5:T1 (1,J)
26 ?Qali7(25A1,:10.3,13a1)
:(11)-0.
CO 27 J=1, 1 C
3=3112 IJ)
C (J) AN AD ('.)' 1
0 ?Cc ST (.1 • J) =0 (J)
27 CIII)=D 111)+0(J)
LO 28 in 1, 1 1
SO!!: (J)-SOI!T 14') + - IZ)
:a S63P (J) -SDSP (J) +. (J)
25 idIT1 01CUT,20) (C1511 E (i1 .J) ► J= 1, 25) , 3OeD (:) , 1T::::1 (:,J)
1 Ia(J),J=1, 11)
SUJP ( 11) A SU.`F ( 11) +_5
V&STE IICUT,.19) (SJIF (J) ,Js I , 11)
29 ?os3xj .(1H0,10X, 1 T0T1L 5+3 CCS2S',23x,1C?7.1,F3.1)
VHYT'~(SCUT,9)
ii211:1 (SOUT130)
30 POfl--AT ( 130,'91TT:1 Z 3^^LaCE^^y'' )
SSA0.
C0 711 zs 1, 10
711 SSsS_+8)CCST It,I,
48ITE(UOUT,21) AKJ, (32CCST0,I) ,: - I,1J) ,53
	
31 ?OanaT (1xu,5x ?uSC31S1 E3.'CE(',15.1	 {)',21.(,1:7?.1,N. 1)
55=0.
CO 71 "s ht, iJ
712 SS=SS+o1:.CS:12,:)
i	 C-38
I
t
^ 2AZ^2AZ• 100.
SRI 41 2
 
C%CUT,33) TAI, (IACCS2 (2 # Z) •In 1, 13),33
33 POi1SAT080 1 511 1 3ALES :i ris	 (',f5.2,'	 3) 1 1 23x, MV. 11?8.1)
s3+0.
00 713 261,10
713 33mSS*lACOST(3,2)
lAZZ^100. ^r AIZ
I i't6 A 2
iEITZ ( NCUT,32) riI3,IAI, (SiCCST ( 3, t) , ja 1, 10) , 35
32 ?023AT ( 1110,31 , 0 ISIMS2(',75.2,'1 A: • ,13, 	 1CS)',19Z,1Jf1 . 1,13.1)
5360.
00 714 181,10
714 SSsSS*RACOSI (4,1)
SA3.Yi1^1J0. •SALM
V112E (NOUT, 34) SALYA t, MCOST (4.11 ,Z 6 1, 10) ,SS
[ 34 l01IA? ( 1ti0.SX. ' SiLYAGE	 VAL011	 1 6 ,15.2, 0	3	 }',21X, 1JrT.i,f8.1)DO 35 J•1,11
soap tJ) 60.
30 335 R+1,4
5Q3P (J) 6 SU3 p (J) *3ACOST (i,J)
335 SUIT (J}6SUAT(J)•t(ACCST19,J)
35 COYTiYII_
CO 717 I61. 10
727 SS=S_*Scat (I)
811T!(SOOT,36) (SOMP(J),Ju1,10),33
36 f0ia321 ilia ,111,'TCT+IL :A: 	 111L CCSTS',:07, li17.1,re. 1)
1112E (SOOT, S)
DO 41 Jo 1, l l
41 SUl1P (J);J.
VI IT E (SCOT, 37)
37 ?o13A411 y0, ' cTP33 013=13G CCST51)
CO 36 I61,KCZUIR
Z1s RIP CEL* g all IT+1
BIAC ( S3S,26) ( OFYA3E (I1,J) ,J^1,2:) ,80AD ( L) ,(IISIT1 (I.J) ..7+1.13)
D 111 } •J.
CO 39	 J61,10
A63IL1:(J)
D (J)6RCA0 (I)'tl
OPCOS2 ( 11 0 J)*0 (J)
39 0(11) 30(11) *0 CZ)
00 40	 J61,1/
Snap ( J) a su 1 p (J) •a (J)
40 Sual ( J)-SUIT 1J)+C tJ)
3d Vit 171130 UT, 20) (02SA1ZZ (Z1,J)	 J-	 25) ,&GAD (I} , (IISZ : t (I,J) ,J6 f, SJ) ,
1 (0 (J)	 Jul. 	 '11)
y1I?E INOUT , 338) (SU3P (J) ,Jn t, 1 t)
Y Y IT S (NO IIT, 42)
339 roisiT ( 1d0,101, ' TCTAL CTc7ES Cl CCSTS' , 20X,iJI'7.1,?°_.1)
42 YORS31Ild	 ,SCX,1Cjll,E('-9)),11[,7('-4))
11&ITS(SCUT , 43) (SUIT (1);1.1,11)
43 ?0131 . 11180 , I TCTAL CONATISG CCSTS' , :9x,1J17.1,Ta.1)
:21T i (ROOT, 44)
44 Paoli AT 	 ,21 ('-'))
C PSZSZNT PALUI CALCULATZCSS
00 45 161,11
45 SUPT (t) +Sn1S (Z) / ((1. •o1:cY:) ••L)
An al SCATa131.
713TE tSOaT, 40)1, (sasz (1) ,Z • t, 11)
46 1P O21AT ( 1SU,'PREMT	 VALUS	 S. 2, 1	3	 )' , :61,1377.1 Or d	 1)
3C-39
uaITE ( scu: 4 7)
47 I013At(18 ,13('-'J)
willE (SO UT, 48)
48 rOIISIi (ilia)
d2' I: (NOGT. 49)
49 Mini (18 ,13J 1' -') )
MGRS
END
SGUOUTI:1Z LCCCST
CO32CS SIX, SCOT, TITLZ ( 80), SO SUN, SCSTS , NY_19,JYM , SP-200, 31C;, ..
1D1T,•.(20) , 102 14,11) ,31CCST (4, 11) ,aY,F>ti2,3Y,S3LYA1 ,s- :CCST, is3GiT,
2lIZLE ( 10),?BCPOL ( 11),CP y iSS( : J,c'S),OPCOST ( i3, iiJ,KF98L .:i:!+lIY:,
3XOT8EJ1. CISCJT, AX O
DZ'1152Cx LX'o^(il),S^^LCC ( ii),SB:lP(1I)
CO Tcl 101,11
_QNLCC ( I)MO.
701 S03P (I) mO.
JUTE ISCUT, i)
1 ?CIA AT ( 181, 133 ('-') )
%i:ZTS (SCCT,2) TITLE
2 1093 AT (1'c0, 261 804 1)
IRITL ( SOOT, 3) NOR 03
3 r031aT(130.44X,'P31ScST 71L71 C? TCTI.L :.I*? CYCLI COSTS' .2'X.
1' 3IIN N0 .' . Z 4)
ialTE (3C0T,4) STE36,^151 	 ,
J ICaul1131 591	 15
	
'a j',34X, 1 C!T1	 I :)a 1)
1=CISCST•IOC.
:RITZ INCUT
 5) 1,SCSYS
5 lCd11: ( 13a,54 ;► ,' OIxOQSi 3,:.= ' x25.2,' ^',29X,'S :ST°_^ ial3au_ NG.'
1 .I4I
CO 6 1=1,11
6 IXES II)-JYE1a+Z-1
iSIT1(SOOT, 7) (1:4 7 .1 (1) •:x 1,11)
7 FO&317 (1flO r31 X,' :/EE' ,2X, I 1(:5,2X) , 11,' :0T1L', 1X,' i OF L--:')
JaZTE ( 3007,8)
a r08C1T(18 .30X.12(6(8-0),1I),7(0-8),11.3('-'))
131LI-0.
co 9 Ia 1, 1C
1-82LE (IJ
9 .3 IL 1=T.IT' _ •1
^i-sFCEL+ltt1I ST+KCTH^3
CO 10 1=1.4
00 11 J-1,11
BICOST ( I,J) -OICOST (=,j)/ C (1 .•ZL °_CS1) ^•,;)
11 1Ca(Z.J)-1C^ 1: J)/ ( ( 1. +CIS07) ••,,)
13 CONTINUE
00 12 4-1,11
12 P302GL (J) n PHCPCL ( J) / ((1. 0 0I_CS2) ••J)
DO 13 I-i,91
CO 146 J01,11
14 OQCOST (Z.J)-CCCCST (Z, ^)/ ((1. +CZS:ST) •r.i)
13 CONTINUE
SUSLCC(1)033CCST
CO 1! I-1,4
DO 16 J-1,11
16 3II!lLCC(J) i5"u1LCC ;J) +(9iCO5: (I,J) •1C^ (I, ) )
1s CONTZT:UL
00 17 L n 1,u1
CO 18 J=1,11
18 SO3LCC (J) :N SU!LCC (J) • CFCC3 (:,J)
C-44
W.
r .
y
17 COHTI1101
00	 19	 IS1,11
19 SU ILLCC(1) =SUSLCC ( I) •PlOPIL(1)
pc 9211100.
CO 20 18 1, 11
20 WITH Is ICS28T+ EUaLCC (I)
11121(BO UT, i 1)
21 TOHaAT III )
asIT E ( :TOUT, :2)
22 FOHHAT ( iHO,'ACCUISZTICII CCSTS')
AS-0.
to	 24	 1121,11 
24 ssess+lCQ 0 ,2)
SPtH•SS/TSILE
) PEHC n SS+100. / FCHTa1ri tiH1?I(SO1iT , 23) SP EH. (ACQ(1,2) ,Is 1,11) ,SS,PE3C
23 ?OMIT ( 190 * 41, 'POiCZASE 13ICE', 1 IX, 17.:, i iF7.1, f E. 1, sX,r6. 2)
SS-01
DO 25 1.1,11
iE SS-SS+JCQ 12,1)
SPEH*SS/TaIIE
PZHC=SS*100./PCZTH4
YHITE INCUT,26) SPE3, ( 1CC (2, I) , Is 1, 11) , SS, P IRC
1 16 FOWAT(180,4X, "lALZS L)33',14I ,F7.S,11F1.1,88 . 1,2X,F6.2)
sss0.
00 27 I=1,11
27 SSnSS+ICQ[3,1)
3 SHIMSS/TaIll
" PEHC=55s100.120237
valTE ( SCUT,29) SPEB, (ACQ (3, I) , I= I t 11) , SS,?:HC
28 FOR11AT ( ISO,tsX, I IBIERE329,111, ?7.5,11?7.1,F6.1,21J6.2)
CO 29 1-1,11
29 SSWSS*ACQ(4,I)
SPEI=AlSM/1131.3)
MC-AEs (SS*100. / FCSTa4)
12=1 IVOUT, 30) SP 3H. (ACQ P ,I) ,I i 1, 11) . S3, 21!3C
33 FOR312(11i0, 14 , 1 3AL7AC2 7ALC^T— Cr QI3ICL3',1X,17.5,11F7.1 , 13.1,2X,
1r6.2)
CO 31 I& 1, 4
00 32 Jsi,11
" 32 3133P (J) sSUIP (J) •ACQ (I,J)
31 Comm
SS=O.
DO 33 Ii1,11
33 SS nSS+SC»P(I)
_PLH-53/TrIZE
PtHC^SS• 100./PCyTat'
iHITS IltC01,34) SPE6, (S^aF (i) ,Zi 1, 1 1) ,55,4t8C
.- 34 FO311AT ( 180, 1 TOTAL ACQCXSZTXCJ CCST',7X, °7.5,11[7.1,F8.1,2X,F6.2)
iHITE ( NCUT,21)
V HIT E (SCOT, 3a)
30 FOHaAT0101 1 0P*3ATZSO costs')
YHITZ MOT, 39)
39 FORSA71100 , 2X,'Eit33GT COSTS')
CO 40 1 8 1,1 71JEL
SSRO.	 ..
CO 41 J01,11
soa p (s)=o.
41 ss u ss00PCOST (I,J)
SPZIOSS/TIZLZ
PIICaSS*10c./PC311T
ZP It. 1G. 1)13TI"$3
40 It=1 (90UT, 42) J0 PUSS (I, J) ,J 0 1,25) ,6122, (CsCC3T ( I,J) ,J* 1,1 1) r
1SS,pzlc
-12 POISAT(180,42, :s11,P7.5 , 1117.1,14 . 1,22,Z6.2)
CO 43 I* 1, 9702L
20 44 J+1,11
44 SUMP (J) 43039 (J) W?COSI (I,J)
43 COITI101
SS80 .
00 45 101,11
41 SS=SS•SC3p (I)
SPl D SS/T SIZE
?11C0SS*100./PCS:l7
iIZTS 111OUT,46)SPIle (SCSI (1) , I0 1, 11) ,SS,?aC
46 10U 12 ( 180, 21,' TC:1L ZSE301 CCST' ,10 X,: 7. 5 ,11 17. 1, PS. I , 27', Y6.2)
SIXTE ( 247T,21)
IM1CiUlL+1
1110KPOEL+l31IYZ	
=
ilZT2 ( IlCUT,35)
35 POIIIT 0 R0,2Z,'112STE31SC3 + REP1I3 COSTS')
SS•0.
00 36 Z0i,11
soa p ( 1) =PROPUL (I)
36 53053+FSOPUL(I)
Sp 210SS /T11ILZ
1E1CO5^+100./>iCJT94
12121 ( VOUT , 37) WIZ, (PIC?OL (I) ,10 1,11) , SS,;IBC
37 P0131T ( 120,42, ' PICRULSICS SYSTEM 31i9T • ,2X.P7.5, 11? 7.1,^8.1,.I,
116.2)
DO SO 103,31
3500.
DO S 1 Ju 1, 11
51 SS=S_#cicCST (Z,J)
SPEl n :S/TiZ'-Z
122CUSS*100./MT117
SO VITTE ( SOUT, 42) (OPMASE (I,J) , J=1 ,25) , 3223, (CICCST (l,J)
18210
CO 53 In S,S 1
DO 54 Jj1,11
54 SIIIP (J) SUS? (J) +09006: (I,J)	 '
53 COSTISUE
SSiO.
DO 55 I=1,11
55 SS4lSS+SCSp(1)
SpE la SS/T CI L3
P [SC n SS • 100./PC2,  281
211ITZ ( SCUT,36 ) S9E1, (SCSI (I),:0 1, 11),55,PSIC
56 FORS AT1130,2Z , $ TOTAL 21ZST + I:JJJI COS.",:X• ? 7.:,1177.1, Pd. 1,
1:2,? 6.$)
92ITZ 11100:,21)
YRITI (SOUS, 57)
57 F01317 1 10,21 , 1 212-2137  lPLiC *;! Y3: COSTS')
SSAO.
DO 60 1=1,11
SU!!p (I) 60.
6C SSn SS+ELCO5.11,1)
SVIS655/:31LZ
PZIC8$3*100./1CgTS1
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MEITI (SOOT, 61) SPZIt, (111COST 0, 1)  ,Z • 1,1 1) ,SSIMc
61 F01l8ATIlio,4,'tmnt PcamiL ?SICI',3xrtl.Sr11F1,i,t1.1,2X,F6.2
1)
S3m0.
00 63 Iololl
63 SS'8SS+I&COST (2,1)
SPt l• SS/T1111
0111C• 11S o tOO./PC11Aq
IRZTZ (SCOT *64)SPEI, 1IACC32 (2, I) I n lo 11), SS, PtIC
64 !O=S3T(180,41, 0 SXLES T»L3'rfi2,t7.Srilt7.1rt8,1,2X,tb.:)
SS•0.
CO 62 161,11
62 SS•SS*11COS213,Z)
SPEi&SS/TAIL=
tZ3C•SS•100./1CSTRV
WRITE (SOOT,663)Sill, (96COS1 (3,I) ,Z'81,11) ,SS,FZEC
S3400
C0 6:
65 SSOSS+l,6COST 14,Z)
SP is'8 AtS (SS/TS ILL)
PtSCuAlS1534103./FCSTIT)
111121 INGOT, 66) SP 92, MACOST (4, I) ,Z n 1, 11),53,2RIC
66 lOLZXT(180,4X,'SAZVAOZ 411L0L'r13X,!7.S,1iFl,t,tg.t,2X,16.2)
663 FOISAI(130,41, 01STENEST', 171,17.3, 1117, 1, 18. 1,iX,r6.i)
00 67 I*1,4
00 68 Ja1,11
6a SOAP (J)'85032 (J) 0111COSZ (I,J)
67 COIITZ 502
SSNO.
3C 69 I01,11
69 ss'833+SO3P (I)
SPZR—SS/T.0 LE
212cu ss+ 100./PCST111
IRZTZ 1NCOT,70) Silt, (SVIT (I) , I n 1, 11) ,S3,P22C
70 F0tMA%(1VO,2Y,'TOT1L 3AT.=A? 3EPL CCST',41,'7.5,11t7.1,F3.1,2X,
116.2).
WEITI INGOT, 21)
IS= 1 (10 OT,  71)
71 r0oA31(1110,2x,'OTSE3 C2E11.1=34 CCSTS' )
5=11+1
00 72 ZvS#21
SS=O.
00 73 2+1,11
Sump(j)so.
73 SS4SS+CPC0ST (I ,J)
SPIL'8SS/TIM
221C'8II3+iJO./10T37
72 J=ITL(HOOT,42)(023A.":(I,J),J s 1,25),3922,(C?CCS4"(I,J),Js 1,t1), SS,
1PLSC
CO 74 Z'85,31
00 7S J'81,11
75 SOSP (J)'8SOSt (J) +GPCOST (Z,J)
74 CONTI30L
Ss'8J.
00 76 2.1,11
76 SSmSS+SV3p
 (I)
SPSfh SS/T:11 LE
011C=SS•100./PC5737
SI XTL INCUT,77) SPZI, (SOS& (Z) , Z u 1, 11) ,SS,PZBC
77 FOCIJT(lRO,2X, # TC1LL 011132 CMAT153 CC3'a',1%,F7.5,11l7.1,F8. t,
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IS1,ri.i)
00 60 2=1,Ii
i0 sup
 (2) =tlOtOL 11)
00 41 181,4
CO 62 =1, 11
12 tOaP IJ)=SOII M # JICCST (Zvi)
i 1 COa22t10t
so 12 2-t,St
00 04 481,11
44 Scat (J)-SQml 13; +CSCCSI (Zvi)
19 COIT2701
u+w.
CO $2 lei, 11
as SSMSS + soap (2)
StUaSS/?32L2
t2wess=104./ICSTIT
da=111001016) 4t1I, (S03P (t) ,Z = t 1,11)  ,SS'Stsc
16 tOAAA2 (160, •TOTAL C1111T.124 COST 1 , 9x • t7. !. 1 i><?. i,ri.:, 271,!3.2)
MACCOS?01:000.) so To 339
wlZT2 (go UT, i1)
00 $60 ZDi,lt
364 S08P M -0.
So at (1)-/DCCST
Stn- ICCOST/T71LE
t6ICU R000ST+130. / IC7+3T
YIXTI (go 0T,i7) X120IT, SPEI, (SC2a (t) ,:- t, 11),I".CCS7,111C
87 r0lAA2(160,'I+C COST 18012 (',Z7,- Ttdi1,171,l7.3,11*7.1,16.1,2X,
176.2)
339 Is 111 POUT, it)
St ?ORMAT116 ,371,1116(9-1),12),7(1-+),UI,2('-^)}
SS-0.
DO S9 Z=1,11
d9 SS-SS•SmLcC(Z)
SP11-ss/TalLZ
Fuca 100.
dlzilt 11rccT,9u) st11, tssascc I T) , :=1, t t) , ss, P tac
90 ?OUIT ( 180, 1 ?IZSIST VAL32 C! 7:OTIL LCC',3t,?? . 5,11!7.1,!6. t,aX,
1?6.2)
111TI M00T,91)
9. 1 10111 12 (110, 130 t'-') )
C	 AZAC XS LCC Inc tITICLEO` CCS:S 702 ZC!
IM#,NIX * 91) PCCZCP , P:TZCZ
f2 10I2Ii!2:14.3)
11711-PITZCI-PITST
COST= IiC7T6T-1tITVT) - (1CCTCI-$tTICI)
1111 t2-117 I!-COST
KRITZ IMOOT,93) IITZC1,13TST,11dt1
93 7013121110 , 1 8XISl22 PEI STILT 84 ,19.2, 1 - 1 ,19.2,' • 1,19.3)
51MCICO2 ,94) 1CITII I OIN?3711CCZCX , IITICII,CSSx
94 10111 /T 11 R0,' COST Of ACCIO2S0 TSZS t1SZl:T 131 3S37 - ( 1 ,79.2,
1 1 —
 1 ,19.2, 1 ) - (',l1.2,' -
dlXT11aC22,93)IEl1:
95 ?OIRAT(1I0, 1 St2 3122M Pta NUT j9,A9.2)
daZTZ (IC0T,9 t)
IITOaa
I70
//LK10 . STSL1CC 00 ?tiF:= 33:fl,YOL • SZ3.37L2a2 , JI31 •( ^:^,C]:L^1,
// DSM• YTL.:LS734 . 30S4203. LCCIII ( LCC) ,SPJCV^ (.3z. (23,20, 1)
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700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
270C
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600
4700
48co
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500
5600
5700
5800
JPL NEAR TERM HYBRID PASSENGER VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM-PHASE I MARCH 1579
2	 1	 1978	 1985	 5	 100000 MARCH 28 1979
21
FRAME
	
AND	 BODY	 STRUCTURE 298.0 1.1800E+00
REMOVABLE
	
PANELS 124.4 6.060CE+00
BASIC	 BODY 170.0 2.3800E+00
SUSPENSION	 SYSTEM 78.4 1.7400E+00
BRAKE
	
SYSTEM 88.3 1.8100E+00
STEERIN6	 SYSTEM 27.3 4.6100E+00
TIRES 63.0 1.4600E+00
WHEELS 45.4 1.1100E+00
RESTRAINTS 14.2 5.2000E+00
AIR	 CONDITIONING 22.3 1.1880E+01
TRANSMISSION 54.5 1.7200E+00
DRIVE
	
SYSTEM 61.9 2.1400E+00
HEAT	 ENGINE 118.2 1.6100E+00
MOTOR 56.8 3.9500E+00
CONTROLLER 5.0 2.6600E+01
CHARGER 5.0 1.0640E+01
BATTERY,72V,LEAD/ACID 336.4 1.8700E+00
POWER	 HARNESS 22.7 2.7000E+00
BATTERY	 TRAY 34.1 2.3800E+00
MICROPROCESSOR,SENSORS 17.0 7.0600E+00
VEHICLE	 ASSEMBLY 1.6000E-01
MARK-UP	 FACTOR 2.0000E+00
0.05	 0.12	 48. 0.05 0.02
BATTERY	 REPLACEMENT	 OEM COST	 336.4 1.8700E+00
BATTERY
	
MARK-UP	 FACTOR 2.74 Z.0000E+00
0.05	 0.12	 26.0 0.10
3	 5	 6	 5	 0.1
PHASE
	 I	 PROG R AM 48000. 30.0 0.
PHASE
	 11	 PROGRAM 80u000. 25.0 0.
MANUFACTURE
	
OF	 RLD	 PROTOTYPES 300000.
6	 29000
	
24300	 21570 19640	 18190 16900	 15780 14810	 14000
MEAT	 ENGINE 48000	 3.0 16.
MOTOR 40000	 1.0 16.
GEARBOX 80000	 2.0 16.
CONTROLLER 160000 1.0 16.
BATTERY	 CHARGER 160000 1.0 16.
BATTERY 2000	 0.25 16.
2	 1	 S
DIESEL	 FUEL S/LITER
.235	 .242	 .249	 .256	 .263 .270	 .273 .275	 .278	 .280 KM/LITER
ELECTRICITY S:'KWHR
.0420.0426.0432.0438.0444. 0450.0456.0462.0468.0474KM /KWHR
REPAIRS 0.0077 S/KM
TIRE
	
REPL
	
EVERY	 50000	 KM 0.0023 S/KP
INSURANCE 0.0099 S/KM
ANNUAL
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APPENDIX D
OPSTRAT
The data in Section 11 were obtained from two computer programs:
CARSIM (a detailed simulation routine in which the hybrid's per-
formance is assesseO each second of a driving cycle) and OPSTRAT.
OPSTRAT produces infozmation about the hybrid's expected fuel
consumption over a range of distances. Its results are based on
five factors: the probability density of the instantaneous power
required to propel a vehicle over a driving cycle, the power
demands of accessories, the rate of petroleum cor,sump tLion as a
function of power, the rate of battery consumption as a function
of power, and the vehicle's mean speed. Predictions from CARSIM
and OPSTRAT correlate well, which makes the combination of their
results possible. A listing of OPSTRAT is provided at the end of
this appendix.
The theory underlying OPSTRAT is fairly straightforward. Let
^S (p) and 2(p) represent the motor's battery consumption rate over
power and the diesel's petroleum consumption rate over power,
respectively . Actual relations for a 48.5 kW diesel and a 24 kW
motor are shown in Figures D-1 and D-2. Let f(p) be the density
of the power output rec_Lired for a driving cycle. Figures D-3
and D-4 are histograms of such densities for the FUDC and FHDC,
respectively. Then the expected rate of petroleum consumption
(in units of volume per unit time) is given by
('Amax
E (2/hr) =
J	
f (p) 2 (p) dp
0
or
n
E(2/hr) _
	 P(p.) Z(p.)1	 i	 i
For discrete data. Here, P(p.) is the probability of power p..
Similarly, the expected batter y
 consumption rate is	 1
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Figure D-1. Petroleum Consumption Over Diesel
Power Output: 48.5 kW Diesel
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Figure 0-2. AS/hr Over Motor Power:
24 kW Motor
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i	 D-6
fpmax
E (AS/hr) = 	 f (p) 6S (p) dp
0
n
1 P (p i ) as (p i )	 .
Dividing such consumption rates by mean velocity* produces new
rates in units , of consumption per unit distance.
OPSTRAT will be expanded to model the effects of strategies other
than electric topped by diesel.
*"Mean veloci}v" here is the total distance traveled divided b-,
the time spent in positive, rather than positive and negative,
power requirements. The mean velocities for the FUDC and FHDC
are 40 and 85 km/hr, respectively.
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OPSTRAT PROGRAM! LISPING
r
0-5
y
C •	 •
t •	 irogram to evaluate ootrstlonat stratel'ts using a Dower	 •
t •	 density a pproac h .	 •
c	 •
t	 •
C •	 •
C
rest f(20), 01(20), W20), ol(20), s(20), as(2(1), too(-0)
rest ft(20), afe(20), f m(20), ofs(20)
sharacter • 10 file, filout
C
data iy/'y'/
C
1 fermatti,t0a,a)
2 formaetal0)
3 format(/// /Sa,'.i discharge occurs at',f6.1,' kitoaeters;',
94.2, 1
 liters art consumed.'////)
^ format(22a,'kilometars',0 n ,'t!term'//)
♦ formatt20a,f10.1,9a,1i.2)
7 format(al)
C
i print 1,	 data tilt?'
read 2, lilt
C
print 1, 'output file?'
read 2, filout
C
ootn(name • filt, unit • l, tyot•'Otd')
aotn(namt • filout, unit n 2, tyoe•'new')
C
C •	 Zero out sat-ices.
C •
C
do S im1,20
f(i)•O.
pf(i)a0.
at(i)e0.
ot(i) n 0.
s(i) n0.
0$( i)•0.
fe(i) n0.
oft( i)•O.
fs(i)•O.
016(i)SO.
tmp(i)•0.
S continue
C
C •
C •	 Read in data of! of file.
C •
C
^ ^'UgLlry
D— 9 i
r oad (1, • ) ntl
► lad (1,•) (pl( •!'^, iwl ' AD l)
read (1, 11 ) (al(i', iet,npl)
C
read (1,•) nos
rand (1, • ) (08( 1) 	 •ml,npl)
read (1 1 0 ) ($(1), i•1,nos)
C
road (1, 9 ) not
'cad (1, • ) (pf(i), -el,nof)
road (1,•) (f(i), Imi,nof)
C
C •••
C •
C •	 lie guest run informat+on.
C •
C •••
C
print 1, 'manimum motor core,?*
rear •, pAax
C
print 1, 'accessory corer demand?'
r ead •• Oacc
C
C •••
C •
C •	 Sh+ft the Dower denlity "oaCC - kilowatts to the right.
C •
C •••
C
do 10 iml,nof
10 pt(i)•Df(i)•y-LL
C
C •••
C •
C •	 The Dore- density is a000 r t i oned between the engine and motor.
C •	 The engine is used for t000 i ng.	 The motor su p plies all Dower
C •	 reauiremerts below coal.
C •
C •••
C
C r••
C •
C •	 Find the bin where omen is located.
	
Call i t k.
C in
C •••
C
d n (of(2) -pf(1))/2.
do 13 ist,nof
if (abs(D f (i) - Dean) .le. d) goto to
13 continue
C
C •••
r ,
C	 Use the first k-1 b . ns of f and 0 to Create fm AMC of%.
C •
C •••
C
do 20 +ml,k-1
ofe(il•cf(i)
fm(i) n f(i)
20 continue
D-10
i
i
C rf.
C •
C •	 Apoortion the kth bin between the motor and engine.
C •
C rff
	
i
C
fm(k)=((pmax-pf(k)+v)/(2•d))•f(k)
te(1)sf(k) - fm(k)
C
pfm(k)•(at(k)-d +Dmax)/2.
pfe(1)•ofm(k)+d-omsx
C
C •••
C•
C •	 Assign the motor a Drobabitit y mass at Amax (simutating
C •	 topping.)
C •
C •••
C
sum=o.
do 25 ink+l,nof
sumNsu n +f(i)
25 continue
fm(k+1)isum+fe(1)
ofm(k+l)upmax
C
C r r•
C •
C *	 The power reCuArements above Amax are hand(eo by the engine.
C •
C r•f
C
do 30 iuk+t,nof
Jai -k+1
fe( j)sf(i)
Dfe(Dapf(i)-Dmax
30 continue
C
C •ff
C •
C •	 Comouted below are:
C •
C •
C •
C
C frr
C
C i•f
C •
C •	 ds/hr
C •
C rrf
C
1. d2/hr before .8 discharge
2. t/hr before .8 discharge
3. t/hr after discharge
do 35 ioi,nof
35 tmD(i)•xirtrp(pfs^(^),ps,s,nps)
call n atmul(tmo,fa,sbar,l,npf,l)
C
C •rf
C •
C •	 l/hr before dischsrge i .8
C r
C •••
4$
D-11
Maw-
r
do	 43	 isl,npf
4S t^p (i) n eintrp(ofe(i),Dl,sl,nol)
t call	 •atoul(taD,fe,slbar,t,npf,1)C
F
C •
C • l/hr	 after	 discharge+.8
C •
C •••
C
do	 50	 i•1,npf
SO taD<i)ssintrpCpf(i>,pl,sl,npll
call	 aateut(teo,f,albar2,1,nof,1)
C ,:
C ..•
C • Arauest average !peed.
C w
C
print 1,	 'average speed?'
read •, v
C
C •••
C •
C ' Comoute distance until	 dischorgei.8
C •
C •s•
C
ha.8/sbar
ddis=hev
C
C •.•
C •
C • OutDut:	 fuel	 consumotion at	 distances	 0	 through 100	 kw.
C • fuel	 consumot ion at
	 coint	 of	 .8	 discharge	 is also	 listed.
i C •C •••
C
sldissslbareh
l C
write
	 (2,3)	 ddis,	 xldis
write
	
(2,4)
do	 SS	 im1,10
d•i*10.
if	 (d	 .lt.	 ddis)	 then
fc•d/v•slbar
else
fc•sldis•(d-ddis)/v•slbor2
end if
write
	 (2,6)	 d,	 fc
-- SS continue
C
close(unit•l)^.
close(unita2)
C
C •••
C •
C • Loop	 to	 too	 of	 grog-as	 if	 user	 so	 directs.
C •
.. C •.•
C
i^
i
PAGE
«-^,
D-12
print 1,^'anotAar run?'
read T, i ans
it (ians 
.to. iy) got* 8
stop
and
D-13
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ADDENDUM TO DESIGN TRADE-OFF
STUDIES REPORT
ACCESSORY DRIVE AND ENERGY UTILIZATION
TRADE-OFF STUDIES
I
Ai
The NTHV accessory loads require a significant portion of the
total power required to propel the vehicle. At low vehicle
speeds, the accessory power is as much as 40 percent of the total
power required. Table 1 shows typical accessory demand horse-
powers for the NTHV. These accessory power demands have adverse
effects both on the electric topped by diesel range and on the
diesel fuel consumption rates. These additive effects cause
dramatic fuel consumption variations, as shown in Figure 1. The
accessory system tradeoffs were studied by first looking at
different vehicle power sources such as the heat engine, motor,
regenerative braking, and waste heat recovery, to drive the
accessories. Second, a parallel study covered the accessories
themselves, namely the reduction in accessory power requirements
by using controllable built-in power limiting devices, advanced
air conditioning systems, and variable speed belt drives.
Table 1. NTHV Accessory Power Requirements At
Two Different Accessory Driveline Speeds
	
Power Requirement	 Power Requirement
Accessory Name	 at 1000 RPM (kW)	 at 2500 RPM (k'1!)
I
i
Fan 0.37 1.50
Water pump 0.15 1.19
Power steering pump 0.37 1.34
Alternator 0.60 1.27
Brake vacuum pump 0.15 0.75
Air conditioning compressor
	 1.50
	 3.58
(average)
Transmission pump	 0.15	 1.04
Total	 3.29	 10.67
r
AA-1
(Operational strategy is electric topped by
diesel up to the elhow, and diesel- topped
electric from there on.)
Z.0
1.5
FUEL CONSUMPTION (i;
1.0
0.5
I a
WITH NO
/	 ACCESSORIES
0.0 1
0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50
DISTANCE TRAVELED (km)
Figure 1. Effect of Accessory Power
on NTHV Fuel Consumption
The different methods of driving the accessories from the avail-
able energy sources are:
1. Heat engine with parallel propulsion configuration
(Figure 2).
2. Heat engine with an in-line propulsion configuration
(Figure 3 ) .
3. Operational strategy power output (Figure 4).
4. Motor (Figure 5).
5. Separate accessory motor (Figure 6) or separate engine.
6. Combined engine cooling and exhaust Rankine cycle
(Figure 7).
7. Exhaust gas turbine accessory compounding (Figure 8).
S. Regenerative braking (Figure 9).
9. Flywheel (Figure 10).
i
i
J`
I s
In
AA-2
v
TO WHEELS
PETROLEUM
ACCESSORIES	 : • i	 HEAT ENGINE
TRANSAXLE	 TO WHEELS
MOTOR
BATTERIES
Figure 2. Heat Engine Accessory Drive Concept Using
Parallel Propulsion Configuration
Figure 3. Heat Engine Accessory Drive Concept Using
In-Line Propulsion Configuration
AA-3
1
TO WHEELS
TO WHEELS
Figure 4. Operational Strategy Power Output
Accessory Drive Concept
PETROLEUM
HEAT ENGINE
I
Figure 5. Motor Accessory Drive Concept
'	 AA-4
TO WHEELS
PETROLEUM
HEAT ENGINE	 i
C )	 TRANSAXLE	 TO WHEELS
MOTOR
BATTERIES	
ACCESSORY	
ACCESSORIES
MOTOR
Figure 6. Separate Motor Accessory Drive Concept
Figure 7. Exhaust Rankine Cycle Accessory Drive Concept
AA-5
II
]i
1
VEHICLE KINETICS — —
TO WHEELS
i^
T
i
i
TO WHEELS
Figure 8. Exhaust Gas Turbine Accessory
Compounding Drive Concept
Figure 9. Regenerative Braking accessory Drive Concept
AA-6
TO WHEELS
Figure 10. Flywheel Accessory Drive Concept
The accessory drive concepts were evaluated for performance, fuel
economy improvement potential, cost, near-term availability, reli-
ability and maintainability. The flywheel concepts have configur-
ation complexities and high cost for driving the accessories.
However, the recovery and reuse of braking energy is cost bene-
ficial in the NTHV design, where the energy is used to charge the
batteries. This yields a 5.6 percent improvement in fuel economy.
Separate accessory motor or engine and turbo accessory compounding
concepts produce no fuel economy improvements, but cause approxi-
mately a 5300-increase in the purchase price of the NTHV.
The combined engine cooling and exhaust Rankine cycle can provide
a 10 percent improvement in fuel economy for the diesel topped by
electric mode operational strategy. But this means only 8.5 per-
cent overall improvement in fuel economy. The variable heat
engine loads and speeds of the NTHV lower the potential of using
the exhaust waste energy as an accessory drive, but this variable
energy source can be used to supplement the battery energy by
charging (which will be discussed Later in this addendum).
AA-7
The recovered vehicle energy will come to the batteries both from
regenerative braking and from waste heat. The two other possi-
bilities for accessory drive are the engine and the operational
strategy output — in which the power is taken from the drive-
line, so either the engine or the motor could drive the accessories.
A comparison of different operational strategy scenarios for these
two accessory concepts is given in Table 2. These results are
1	 obtained for a 50 percent city and a 50 percent highway driving
combination, and the accessories are driven at constant rpm with
a variable speed belt drive. The fuel economies show that the
concept of running the engine all the time to drive the acces-
sories is more fuel consuming than the operational strategy acces-
sory drive concept. The fuel consumption versus distance traveled
behaviors of these two accessory drive concepts are shown in
Figures 11 and 12.
a	 Required NTHV Accessories
The NTHV requires a cooling fan, water pump, power steering pump,
alternator, brake vacuum pump, transmission pump and air condition-
ing compressor as accessories. These accessories were studied
individually in an attempt to reduce their load requirements.
The air conditioning compressor is the highest power consumer of
the accessories, and it will be discussed in detail in the next
.•	 section.
1
	 The cooling fan is used primarily at low crankshaft rpm. To pre-
'	 vent excessive power consumption, the fan should be run at 1,000
1	 rpm, and its operation srnuld be controlled by an on-off clutch,
i	 depending on the temperatures of the propulzion components. The
rpm of the fan should be stepped up or down by using a variable
i	 speed accessory drive.
i.
The water p'
because the
coolant for
the motor.
linear with
quired flow
amp should be powered by the accessory drive system
water pump will be used to circulate the engine
heating, even when the NTHV is being driven only by
The power requirements of the water pump are almost
its speed, which should be controlled for the re-
rates.
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`	 Figure 11. Fuel Consumption Versus D-stance Traveled
Behavior for Two Accessory Drive Concepts,
1.5 kW Accessory Power (Constant)
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The power steering pump is needed to provide the oil pressure
for the power steering, which primarily is used at low speeds.
The power steering pump has a built-in limiting device (a flow
limiter) to reduce power requirements under no-load conditions.
The NTHV can operate without an alternator. Present-day alter-
nators are sized to give adequate output at low rpm. Typically,
they run at two to three times the crankshaft speed; but the fact
that the NTHV has an alternate energy source, the batteries,
gives us the opportunity to use a do-dc converter instead of an
alternator. This choice will save approximately 0.6 kW (0.8 hp)
at low crankshaft rpm.
The brake vacuum pump is needed for the standard vacuum brake
booster system of the X-body vehicle. Since neither the diesel
engine nor the electric motor produce vacuum, the vacuum must be
produced with a pump. The brakes could also be powered by
hydraulic boost from the power steering pump, with no effect on
the performance of the power steering system. Both approaches
require the same amount of power, but the hydro-boost brake
system can cope with higher braking pressures.
The NTHV uses a 3-3peed automatic transmission. The transmission
pump, which is a variable displacement pump, uses 0.15 kW
(0.2 hp) at low crankshaft rpm. Using a manual transmission would
be one way of conserving this power loss.
Air Conditioning
A vehicle of the size and price class of the NTh-V will be expected
to have an air conditioning system, but the air conditioning com-
pressor is the highest power consumer of all of the accessories.
In today's energy conscious public, if a driver were made aware
of the penalty in fuel economy when the air conditioner is turned
on, there would be less usage (and more efficient usage) of air
conditioners. There are several concepts, as shown in Table 3,to
cool the passenger and battery compartments in an NTHV.
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Table 3. Air Conditioning Concepts Applicable to an NTHV
Concept Description
Variable displacement
Freon compressor system
Rankine cycle
turbo-compressor
Absorption ammonia-
water
Air-cycle
Energy Source
Heat engine and electric
motor
Exhaust waste heat
Exhaust waste heat or fuel
burning heater
Heat engine and electric
motor
If these concepts are compared on the basis of performance and
fuel economy improvement, one finds a firm advantage for the
operational strategy driven and variable delivery freon com-
pressor air conditioning system. The exhaust waste recovery
concepts do not produce sufficient cooling capacity: only 1610 kW
(6440 Btu/hr). Absorption air conditioning uses about seven times
the heat exchanger area that compressor air conditioning uses.
Varying diesel engine exhaust temperatures (shown in Figure 13)
and unfavorable idle conditions are problems for the use of
exhaust waste energy for cooling. The air cycle machines
produce adequate performance with good cooling capacity, but con-
sume power and reduce the fuel economy.
The NTHV should be equipped with a variable delivery air condition-
ing compressor that exhibits only moderately fast cool down
capability. With this approach, the average Fower requirements
of the air conditioning compressor can be as low as 1.1 kW
(1.5 hp) at low crankshaft rpm.
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Accessory Drives
All the accessories are designed to perform adequately at low
crankshaft rpm. But as the rpm increases, the accessory power
requirements increase much faster than the added performance.
Therefore, constant speed accessory drives are a definite advan-
tage. The fuel economy improvement potential of constant acces-
sory drives in a NTHV can be as high as 30 percent. The constant
_speed accessory driveshaft can be driven either by a constant
speed motor or by a variable belt drive. The two drive concepts
have similar reliabilities, but the variable speed belt drive has
the stronc advantage that either power plant can drive the
accessories with a speed ratio of up to four-to-cne. If one of
the propulsion drive components fails, the accessories could still
be driven by the other.
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NTHV Accessory Conclusions
1. All of the accessories of the NTHV should be driven by the oper-
ational strategy power output using a variable speed drive. The
variable speed drive should have a controllable step up and step
down capability.
2. Each accessory should be studied and tested carefully, and
the ones with the lowest power requirements should be used. These
should be driven through on-off clutches that are controllable
for intermittent operation, if possible. Accessory drive
strategies and load matching techniques should be controlled by
an accessory control function of the auxiliary microprocessor.
3. The maximum NTHV accessory power requirements at low crank-
shaft rpm are for the:
i
Fan
	
0.37 kW
Water pump	 0.15
Power steering pump	 1.37
Brake vacuum pump	 0.15
Air conditioning
compressor	 1.11
Transmission pump	 0.15
Total	 2.30 kW (3.10 hp)
4. A 2.3 kW (3.1 hp) maximum accessory power requirement for the
NTHV can be lowered significantly, to about 1.5 kW (2 hp), by
computer controlled load matching and operational strategies.
The Minicars' NTHV with this accessory system will have a fuel
economy of 35 km/Z (82 mpg).
NTHV Heating System Concepts
The heating system of the NTHV must perform two different
t functions: to heat the battery compartment and to heat the pass-
enger compartment and defrost the windshield. The heat =.ng system
should be usable in all modes of the NTHV operational strategy.
1	 Several heating system concepts have been evaluated for fuel
economy, cost, and reliability. These are
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1. The engine waste heat to
during diesel operation,
motor operation.
2. The engine waste heat to
during diesel operation,
burning heater is used a
cooling water is used
batteries are used during
cooling water is used
a separate petroleum	 T
ther times.
3. The engine waste heat to the exhaust is used during
diesel operation, and a separate petroleum burning
heater is used all other times.
	 r
4. The engine waste heat to the cooling water is used
during diesel operation, and the heat stored in the
	 7
cooling water (or in another feasible medium) at
night during battery charging is used during motor
operation. If the stored heac is depleted, then the
engine is started in order to heat the cooling water.
The engine cool'.ng water is used as an energy carrier at all
times; the water is driven by the water pump from the accessory
drive system. The engine cooling water heating system is shown
in Figure 14.
HEAT ENGINE
MATER PUMP
BATTERY	 I I	 PASSENGER
COMPARTMENTS	 COMPARTMENT
- ^ -	 THERMOSTAT
<	 T
I
Figure 14. Schematic of the NTHV Heating System
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If electrical energy is used to heat the cooling water during
the electric topped by diesel mode, the range for that mode will
decrease by 45 percent, thereby eliminating that possibility.
Using a separate petroleum burning heater during the electric-mode
operation could consume 27 liters of petroleum per year in 0°C
environment. The fuel burning heater is a cost effective and
reliable heating system for the NTHV.
f	 The exhaust waste energy, which is available at an average of
340°C, is a good heat source for the heating system. But exhaust
gases also have sufficiently high temperatures and flow rates for
other types of energy recovery, such as an exhaust turbine/
alternator combination to supplement battery charging. The lower
temperature waste heat source, the engine coolant, can still be
used effectively in the heating system.
Storing heat in the NTHV during the nightly charging operation
can be a feasible way of supplying the heating system for :,on-
diesel operation. If the coolant water is used as a heat source,
105 liters of water is required for heating during motor oper-
ation. If a light and ccmpact heat storage medium can be designed
for the NTHV, it would be feasible to use wall plug electricity
for heating.
The heating concepts were rated for fuel economy improvement,
cost, weight, and complexity. The fourth concept was found to be
the best, except for cold climates, when a combustion heater
should be used during motor operation.
NTh'V for Cold Climates
There is alw =ays the question of whether there should be a different
NTHV design for cold climates. The cold-weather problems of an
NTHV are the following:
1. The battery system will lose 60 percent of its capacity
if the battery temperature drops to -20°C.
2. The diesel engine has poor cold-weather starting
capability at -30°C. The diesel engine will consume
0.032 liters more fuel for each cold start.
3. Diesel engine topping will require preheating the engine,
or the topping power won't be available in one to two
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seconds, when it is needed. This will consume 23 liters
more fuel a year in a 0°C winter environment.
4. The passenger compartment will need more heating.	 I
There are several design approaches to remedy these cold-weather
problems: the battery and powertrain compartments can be well 	 I
insulated for cold-weather operation; the batteries and the
powertrain can be heated during the nightly battery recharging
process for a warm start in the morning; also, the heating require-
ments of the passenger compartment can be reduced by 31 percent
with an airtight and well insulated interior design. The cost 	 t
effective solutions area the battery and powertrain insulation., 	 j
the nightly heating of the batteries and the engine, and, of
course, a combustion heater for motor operation in the cold climates.
Waste Energy Recovery in an NTHV
The deceleration energy and waste heat can be used to improve the
fuel economy of an NTHV. The deceleration energy is available
in an intermittent manner. The exhaust waste energy is available
at high temperature and varies considerably with engine
speeds and loads. These waste energies are best utilized to re-
charge the traction batteries. The waste energy in the engine
cooling water is available at low temperatures, which are
appropriate for heating.
The recovery and reuse of deceleration energy, i.e., regenerative
braking, is discussed in detail in the Preliminary Design Data
Package and in the main text of the Trade-Off Studies. Our over-
all findings rate regenerative braking energy recovery as cost
effective; the improvement in petroleum economy is 5.6 percent.
The exhaust gases are available at an average temperature of 340°C
and an average :Hass flow rate of 110 kg/hr. There are several
potential methods of regaining this waste energy, but only three
seem to merit consideration: a Rankine bottoming cycle, a turbo-
compound diesel, and an exhaust turbine.
The Rankine bottoming cycle is difficult to implement into an
NTHV because of the component size and complexity. The turbo-
compound system geared to the crankshaft cannot provide major
gains in engine efficiency because of the large variations in
engine speed and load.
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'	 In the diesel-electric hybrid, there is a more promising way to
utilize the exhaust waste energy . A turbine driven generator
' can return the recovered waste energy to the traction batteries.
The recovered energy can be stored in the batteries and used for
electric topping in the diesel operating mode, and, when enough
energy is stored, the vehicle can revert to the electric driving
mode with diesel topping. Figure 15 shows a possible system for
t	 energy recovery through a turbine driven generator.
r+
r
Figti:re 15. Exhaust Waste Energy Recovery in an NTHV
Using a Turbine Driven Generator System
The extensive usage of turbochargers in vehicles has caused the
cost of small turbines to decrease sufficiently that a turbine
driven generator can be cost effective in the near term. In the
highway driving cycle, the exhaust waste energy is over 9 kW/hr.
The recovery efficiency of this energy using a turbine driven
generator is 30 percent. The range of the electric topped by
diesel mode increases by 16 percent, resulting in an overall
12 percent improvement iri petroleum econoiny.
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Different Hybrid Configurations and Operational. Strategies
The hybrid's fuel economy improvement depends strongly on its
propulsion system configuration and operational strategy. Several
different hybrid configurations with different operational stra-
tegies were studied; the results of these studies are presentAd
in Table 2 above.
The Reference ICE vehicle is expected to have a fuel economy of
11 km/Z (27 mpg) in 1985. This vehicle consumes 1705 liters of
fuel per annum. An X-body with a turbocharged diesel engine, on
the other hand, would have a fuel economy of 17 km/Z (40 mpg)
and consumes 1103 liters of fuel per annum. These two Reference
ICE vehicles are listed in Table 2 (Items 1 and 2) for comparison
to the NTHV configurations.
The highest fuel economy for an NHTV is achieved with a parallel
propulsion system and no accessories (Itert 3). For a 50/50 percent
split of FUDC and FHDC, the proposed NTHV would have a 47 km/Z
(ll:.inpg) fuel economy and consume 399 liters of fuel per annum.
Therefore, the proposed NTHV design can better the fuel consump-
tion of the Reference ICE vehicle by, at most, 77 percent.
When the accessories are added in, the proposed parallel configu-
ration experiences a significant reduction in fuel economy. Even
if the accessories are run at constant speed, a 1.5 kW accessory
load degrades the fuel economy to 35 km/fit (82 mpg) and a 3.7 kW
accessory load to 26 km/Z (62 mpg). In these configurations
(Items 4 and 5 in Table 2), the accessories are run from the
operational strategy output (that is, the accessory load is
added to the road load and the total load is powered by the motor,
the engine, or by both).
A simpler NTHV configuration is the in-line configuration, in
which the propulsion components are in series (Items 6, 7 and 8).
Running the engine all the time lowers the fuel economy to 19 km/Z
(46 mpg). The application of different torque limiting factors to
the engine varies the fuel economy by about 10 percent. In the
in-line hybrid configuration, the engine torque requirements can
be lowered to accommodate only the accessories, the 0-16 km/hr
vehicle accelerations, and the toppings, when the motor is the
primary drive component. This scenario does not improve the fuel
economy. These are Items 9 and 10 in Table 2.
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The fuel economy of the in-line configuration is improved by the
engine disengagement capability. In the electric only mode the
engine is disengaged from the resit of the propulsion system to
power the accessories at 1,000 rFm. For accelerating the vehicle
from 0 to 16 k.'n/hr (18 times in FUDC) and for topping the motor,
the engine is engaged to the propulsion system. This configura-
tion (Items 11 and 12) improves the NTHV fuel economy to 25 km/2
J	 (59 mpg) .
j	 An NTHV propulsion configuration similar to the parallel propul-
sion configuration is the in-line propulsion configuration in
which the engine can be engaged or disengaged from the rest of
T	 the propulsion system, depending upon the operational strategy.
The electric motor is always in-line with the propulsion system
and the accessories are driven by the drives:,aft of the propul-
sion system through a variable speed belt at 1,000 rpm (Item 13).
This propulsion system exhibits as good fuel economy as the
parallel NTHV propulsion configuration, 34 km/Z (80 mpg).
In summary, Item 4, the parallel N •=HV configuration, and Item 13,
the in-line NTHV configuration with engine disengagement capa-
bility exhibit similar fuel economies (both having operational
strategy accessory drives). Consumer acceptance, the complexity
of design, and the risk of design implementation should be the
deciding factors in making a choice between the two configura-
tions.
4
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